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1.1 Blindness and Touch

In the absence of vision, touch is the main sense for blind people for object 
recognition, orientation and mobility and learning in general. It is therefore 
important that blind persons learn to use the tactual sense in the most optimal 
way in order to gather information about the environment, and objects and 
persons in their surroundings. Notwithstanding the importance of touch for 
people who are blind, surprisingly little is known about touch development in 
blind children and adults1 and most of what we know about touch derives from 
studies with sighted people. 

Unlike vision or hearing, touch requires direct contact with a source before one 
can receive and process information about it. Due to this overt nature of tactual 
exploration, mental processes and cognitive strategies can be observed more 
easily from touch than from the other senses. In view of my clinical interest in 
blind children and my work as a school psychologist, I have a special interest 
in the use of this sense by congenitally blind children since they are so highly 
dependent on touch to gather information. During my clinical assessments of 
blind children I observed that they used different strategies to execute tasks. 
I was intrigued by the way the children learned all these strategies and how 
they adapted the strategies to the task at hand. 

Much to my surprise, I found minimal information in the literature on the 
tactual skills blind children have to possess in order to be able to cope with 
everyday tasks and schoolwork. This scarcity of knowledge formed one of 
the starting points of my research. Several questions came to my mind 
when thinking about touch development in blind children. First, I wondered 
which touch skills are already mastered by blind children who are enrolled 
in mainstream school programs. Second, I wanted to learn about possible 
differences in the tactual performance of blind and sighted children. In other 
words, do the two groups differ? Lastly, I wanted to know whether with respect 
to touch children differ from adults and if so whether they need to mature or 
need practice and experience to reach adult levels. 

1 The term ‘blindness’ refers to people whose visual impairment is such that they are not, or 
only to a very small extent, able to perceive visual forms and details. The participants in 
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 do not have any residual sight or light perception from birth.  
	 With	regard	to	terminology,	I	normally	use	people-first	language	such	as	‘children	
with blindness’ instead of ‘blind children’. In this thesis I chose the latter term in accordance 
with the guidelines and conventions of the journals in which we published the studies. 
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As background knowledge, I start this introductory chapter with a short 
history and some social tendencies of the period preceding this research 
(section 1.2). In section 1.3, a description of different aspects and theories 
on tactual functioning is given. In section 1.4, some general information is 
provided about the development of tactual functioning of blind children. Next, 
as a key phenomenon in touch research, Exploratory Procedures (EPs), distinct 
manual motions performed during exploration of object properties, will be 
introduced in section 1.5. Finally, the research questions will be described and 
an overview of the conducted studies will be given. 

1.2 The education of blind children in the Netherlands

This thesis finds its origins in two recent policy developments in education. 
Until 1980, there were separate schools for blind and visually impaired 
children in the Netherlands. In the 1980s, the distinction between schools for 
the blind and schools for the visually impaired disappeared. Both blind and 
visually impaired children entered the same classes. Besides the combination 
of blind and visually impaired children in the same classes of schools for the 
blind and visually impaired, there was also a new development, namely that of 
integration of children with visual impairment and blindness in mainstream 
schools. 

As a result of mainstreaming blind and visually impaired children in regular 
schools, the population of children at the schools for the blind and visually 
impaired changed as well. Nowadays, the majority of the population at these 
schools consists of children with multiple disabilities (i.e., a combination of 
visual impairment and intellectual, motor, or other sensory impairments) or 
with comorbid disorders, such as neurological or emotional disorders. This 
change in population was caused by two events. 

First, there was a change in the frequency of causes of the visual impairments 
in the last two decades. Retinopathy of the premature, aniridia and cataract 
decreased significantly, whereas nystagmus, retinitis pigmentosa, cone-rod 
dystrophy and hyperopia increased significantly (Boonstra, Limburg, Tijmes, 
van Genderen, Schuil, & van Nispen, 2012). At the same time due to better 
medical treatments there was an increase in the survival rate of prematurily 
born children. The prize for this higher survival rate, however, is a larger 
portion of children with additional disabilities (Boonstra et al. 2012). 
These developments are reflected in the number of multiply disabled children 
in the schools for children with visual impairment and blindness. 
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Second, decreasing numbers of children with visual impairments without 
additional disabilities enrolled in the special schools for the visually impaired. 
Additional incentives for this development were the wishes of parents to avoid 
long taxi drives and to prevent the enrollment of their child in a boarding 
school outside their own community. At present, about 30% of the visually 
impaired children attend special schools for visually impaired children in 
the Netherlands (Inspectie van het Onderwijs, 2010). The majority of 70% 
attends regular schools or other schools for special education, where they 
receive additional support and training from specialised itinerant teachers 
and occupational therapists. 

As such, the participation of visually impaired children in mainstream 
education is commensurate with a national policy to provide an education 
according to the support model (Buntinx & Schalock, 2010) which basically 
comes down to ‘Normal where possible, specialised where needed’ (Nijland, 
2006, p.12). 

With the departure of large numbers of pupils from the specialised institutes, 
the knowledge about teaching them specific skills was likely to disappear as 
well. Many experienced teachers started to work individually as itinerant 
teachers. Because they are less present at the special school, there were 
less opportunities for them to transfer their skills and knowledge to less 
experienced colleagues. This situation did not pose a serious problem in areas 
such as teaching Braille or mobility skills, since for these subjects manuals and 
special training weeks were available. However, training and documentation 
was not available for everyday tactual tasks, such as, for instance, ‘how do 
you introduce new concepts’, ‘what is the best way to organize your desk’ or 
‘in which way do you teach the understanding of tactile graphics’. The need 
to write down best practices and professional experience in teaching blind 
children was therefore high. New teachers, not familiar with blind pupils 
asked for methods and guidelines to educate new concepts. 

In the 1980s and 90s, another development relevant for this thesis was 
introduced in the education of Dutch children. The schools in the Netherlands 
started to work with Pupil Monitoring Systems in order to follow up individual 
progress and to detect educational lags. These systems were developed for 
children without visual impairments. In large part individual progress of 
visually impaired and blind children could be monitored with these systems, 
but unfortunately there was no suitable Pupil Monitoring System available to 
assess developmental and educational areas mainly relevant to blind children, 
such as tactual development. 
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Both developments, the inclusion of blind children in mainstream schools 
and the introduction of Pupil Monitoring Systems, caused the urge to 
develop a curriculum and assessment tool for the tactual functioning of blind 
children. In the 1990s, an appeal was made to Royal Visio to develop such an 
observation instrument for tactual perception. A project was designed and a 
project team was installed. Experts were recruited from the field of education 
and rehabilitation. From January 1998 to July 2000 the project team worked 
together intensively. Clinical experience, literature reviews, and the validation 
of ideas by members of the team as well as by external experts lay at the 
basis of the instrument “Tactual Profile” (Withagen & Schellingerhout, 2004; 
Chapters 2 and 3 in this thesis). In the years that followed, Tactual Profile 
was tested on reliability and validity, and this research will be described in 
this thesis along with the more fundamental studies that followed out of this 
research.

1.3 Different aspects of tactual functioning

As this thesis focuses on tactual functioning, I will give a short overview 
of the main aspects of touch and the way it differs from vision. Since blind 
children have to gather more spatial information about environments and 
objects through this sense than sighted children, it is important to highlight 
the different ways of processing information by vision and touch. As pioneers 
in the study of touch, Katz (1925), Révesz (1950), and Gibson (1962, 1966) 
introduced the concept of ‘active touch’ which is touching while simultaneously 
moving the hand and fingers. According to Gibson (1966), active touch is 
superior to passive touch since action and movement provide extra information 
about objects. This way one gets a better perception of an object than by just 
passively touching it as in holding or during brief cutaneous contact. Loomis 
and Lederman (1986) described two distinct forms of touch: cutaneous touch 
and the more active kinaesthetic touch. Cutaneous touch is more passive 
information by skin contact. The more active kinaesthetic touch is sensory 
information which one gets from muscles, tendons and joints. Jones and 
Lederman (2006) introduced a continuum of hand motions to describe different 
hand functions. In this continuum, the function of the hand changes. In their 
continuum the function changes from a form of passive contact between skin 
and an object in which a person can gather information about object properties 
such as texture and temperature towards an active form of touch primarily 
based on motor involvement. 
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Touch can provide information about the weight, compliance and temperature 
of an object, as well as information about its surface features, such as how 
smooth, bumpy, sticky or slippery it is, information that is not readily 
available by merely looking at an object. Small objects that fit within two 
hands are easier to explore than large objects. The perception of large objects 
is highly sequential, which increases the load on working memory. It is a 
process in which all the impressions of different parts of a large object have 
to be integrated into one representation (Révesz, 1950). The quality of the 
representation depends on the manual exploration as well as on the ability to 
synthesize all these impressions (Hatwell, 2003).

An important characteristic of the above mentioned publications is that the 
researchers often contrasted the information that can be gathered by tactual 
perception to that of visual perception. According to Révesz (1950) the main 
difference between vision and touch lies in the fact that vision is the realm 
of simultaneity, while tactual perception is the realm of successivity. Since 
most people have both vision and touch at their disposal, it is hard to study 
the individual contributions of the two senses. Apart from the practical reason 
to study touch in blind people, it is also interesting from a theoretical point 
of view. Experiments with blindfolded sighted people cannot remove the fact 
that vision and visual memory might have been helpful during the acquisition 
of touch skills. To shed some light on the influence of vision versus touch, the 
study of congenitally blind people might be helpful. Their tactual skills can 
never have profited from visual experiences. So in sighted people the results 
of studies on touch and tactual development show us always the effect of the 
combination of sight and tactual development, whereas in congenitally blind 
people the effect of tactual development alone can be examined. What we do 
know is that sight is not necessary for all aspects of tactual development, since 
blind people have been shown to be able to identify and discriminate objects by 
touch alone (Ballesteros, Manga, & Reales, 1997; Heller, & Ballesteros, 2006; 
Millar, 1994, 2008). 

1.4 The development of fine motor and tactual 
functioning in blind children

This section gives an overview of what we know of the fine motor development 
and touch in blind children. We start with new borns and describe the 
development of their haptic skills until they are about eight years of age, 
which is the age of the youngest participants in the current thesis. 
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The work of Fraiberg (1977) and Fraiberg, Siegel and Gibson (1966), has 
shown that reaching on sound cues in blind infants is delayed compared to 
sighted infants, which was later confirmed by Bigelow (1986, 1992), Tröster 
and Brambring (1993) and Fazzi, Lanners, Ferrarri-Ginevra, Achille, Luparia 
et al. (2002). Warren (1994) pointed out that since only a few blind infants 
have been studied, it is difficult to draw final conclusions on this matter. 
However, it is generally believed that for blind babies it is important to 
stimulate fine motor development by offering them auditory and tactile 
stimuli together (Fazzi et al. 2002). Hart (1983) suggested that the delay in 
reaching and grasping of blind infants has been caused by a motor problem. 
Since, in general, blind children show resistance to lie in the prone position, 
they do not train the large muscles in their backs. Moreover, coordination 
and balance, which are prerequisites for reaching, is practiced more in the 
prone position. Blind children prefer the supine position, because reaching for 
objects is easier in this position. However, this way the child does not seem to 
optimally strengthen the muscles of the shoulders, chest and arms. 

In a review article, O’Donnell and Livingstone (1991) described blind infants as 
less active during exploration than sighted children. As a result of the lack of 
vision, blind children do not seem to get lured into action by their surroundings 
and therefore lack the motivation to explore actively (Vink, 1994), especially 
when they have not yet mastered object permanence and therefore do not know 
that sounds must have a source that can be touched (Bigelow, 1986, 1992; Fazzi 
et al., 2002). The only objects that trigger them to explore the environment are 
the ones that can be touched within arms’ reach. Schellingerhout, Smitsman 
and van Galen (1997) showed that from the age of eight months blind babies 
use specific exploratory strategies, such as fingering and rubbing, to examine 
textures. They have a wide range of strategies available to them and they 
actively use these strategies and change them when they grow older in the 
way that they showed increasing differentiation in hand movements during 
tactual development (Schellingerhout et al., 1997), comparable with that of 
sighted children as reported by Bushnell and Boudreau (1991).

Hatton, Bailey, Burchinai, and Ferrell (1997) found a developmental delay 
of 14.6 months in motor development and in personal-social skills in 27 
blind children that were tested repeatedly with the Battelle Developmental 
Inventory. In Brambring’s longitudinal study of 10 blind children with the 
Bielefeld Observation Scales they found a delay of 14.5 months in the manual 
skills of blind children in comparison to sighted peers (Brambring, 1999). 
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These studies suggest that in the first years of life blind children do develop 
the same manual skills as sighted children, but with a serious delay. 
An interesting question is whether this delay in manual skills disappears 
over the years. Hatwell (2003) stated that blind infants as a result of the 
visual deprivation are less attracted to explore objects and the environment 
and for this reason they develop motor and sensory skills much slower than 
sighted infants. It was also claimed that their movements are less controlled 
by vision. However, when children grow into adulthood this delay in manual 
skills often disappears. Hatwell (2003) argues that for haptic perception the 
relation between movements and the mental representation of these actions 
is very important. The developing motor skills and sensory senses constitute 
the basis for haptic perception. In a review study, Hatwell (1987) remarked 
that congenitally blind children show a lower quality of manual perceptual 
exploration than sighted children. Even some short visual experience might 
be helpful since children who became blind at the age of two or three years 
performed much better on haptic spatial tasks than congenitally blind children. 
The explanation is that during the first stages of the motor development the 
children with acquired blindness were able to guide their haptic coordination 
visually.

A next question is how blind children perform in comparison to sighted 
children on haptic exploration tasks. Millar (1974) conducted a “yes/no” 
haptic recognition task of small nonsense shapes with congenitally blind and 
blindfolded sighted children (mean age: 9 years and 10 months). The blind 
children were faster, but somewhat less accurate. In a subsequent experiment, 
Millar (1976) tested spatial representation in blind and blindfolded sighted 
children (aged 6-11 years). Both groups performed equally well on a simple 
recognition task in which they had to recognize the orientation of a vertical line. 
In a second experiment, the sighted children outperformed their blind peers on 
a more complex task on rotation and perspective; the degree of rotation affected 
the performance of the blind children negatively and they also performed 
poorer on the recall test than sighted children. Millar (2008) concluded that 
the congenitally blind children executed several tasks differently than sighted 
children, especially tasks where the locations of objects are important. 
Blind children tended to locate objects body-centered, whereas sighted children 
can use the more efficient allocentric location of the target; that is, they can 
take into account the spatial position of objects relative to each other. 

Simpkins (1979a) compared the results of blind and sighted children on a 
shape recognition task. She found no differences in performance between the 
two groups. However, school experience, and thus age, did affect the execution 
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of the task; when blind and sighted children attended school their performance 
improved compared to children before school age. Moreover, Simpkins (1979b) 
found no difference in performance between blind and sighted children in a 
tactual discrimination task with common household objects. Although school 
experience did not significantly affect the execution of the task, Simpkens 
argued that the older children used more advanced techniques when they 
explored the objects in comparison to the younger ones. Morrongiello, 
Humphrey, Timley, Choi and Rocca (1994) studied tactual object exploration 
and recognition in blind and sighted children. They found that both groups of 
children became better over the years in the strategies used while examining 
the objects. In short, with increasing age children tend to explore objects more 
thoroughly.

Landau (1991) observed and tested congenitally blind children at different 
ages between the ages of 18 and 36 months. She investigated the ability of 
the children to discover the spatial dimensions of objects during exploration. 
The results of her experiments suggested that blind children develop haptic 
exploratory activities naturally, allowing the child to extract important 
information from the object. Landau suggested that visual experience is thus not 
an essential prerequisite for the construction of spatial object representations 
or for mental transformations with them. With Klatzky, Lederman and Reed 
(1987), Landau posed that the haptic system is especially designed to extract 
information from objects’ textures and substances, while the visual system is 
more suited to get detailed information about shapes.

In summary, during the first years of life blind children show a delay in 
gross and fine motor development and they differ from sighted children in 
tactual object recognition. Over the years most of these differences seem to be 
overcome. Still, it is not clear at which age precisely the differences in object 
recognition and exploratory behavior disappear and in what way they differ 
qualitatively. Therefore we will focus in this thesis on the quantitative and 
qualitative differences in exploratory behavior of blind and sighted children 
at school age.

1.5 Exploratory Procedures of children and adults

In the previous section, the manifestations of fine motor and tactual skills of 
blind children were described. A way of observing touch skills is the analysis 
of specific haptic strategies used by sighted as well as blind people. Since a 
part of the focus in this thesis will be on the quantitative and qualitative 
differences in the tactual functioning of blind and sighted people, we will 
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first introduce what ‘Exploratory Procedures’ are. The study by Klatzky, 
Lederman and Metzger (1985) was one of the first to describe the way people 
identify familiar objects by touch. Adults identified objects both rapidly and 
accurately. In a follow-up study, Lederman and Klatzky (1987) observed hand 
movements during object exploration in a haptic match to sample task. They 
showed that the haptic strategies depended on the object dimension under 
study. Lederman and Klatzky called these strategies ‘Exploratory Procedures’ 
(EPs). Figure 1 shows several of these substance or structure related specific 
hand movements that correspond to certain object properties. For instance, 
the EP ‘lateral motion’ is carried out when we search for information about 
the dimension ‘Texture’ and ‘Contour Following’ when we want to gather 
information about the shape of an object. 

Figure1. Exploratory Procedures, A. Lateral Motion B. Enclosure C. Unsupported 
Holding D. Contour Following E. Pressure F. Static contact. 

A B

C D

E F
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In a follow-up study, Lederman and Klatzky (1990) found that subjects 
explored in two stages, first grasping and lifting the object, then executing 
further exploratory procedures. The specific hand-movements, which follow 
on the grasp/lift are provoked by the specific properties the participants are 
searching for. The grasp/lift is a more general manual exploration to gather 
coarse information about different dimensions. Furthermore, they found that 
identification of common objects happens in a fraction of a second and requires 
only little tactual exploration (Klatzky & Lederman, 1995). 

Most experiments concerning EPs were conducted with adults, but in 2005, 
Klatzky, Lederman and Mankinen performed a study with preschool children 
(mean age 4 years, 7 months). The children had to make judgments on tool 
properties of a spoon (size) and a stick (rigidity) based on the goal of the task 
(transport and stirring). Children executed EPs that gave them relevant 
information about the tool (spoon and stick) and the objects, which they either 
had to transport or to mix. They used vision as the preferable sense to judge 
size and touch to judge rigidity. The data showed that the children used the 
appropriate EPs to gather more specific information about the objects, which 
they had to transport or stir. The EPs they performed to get specific information 
on the properties ‘roughness’, ‘hardness’, ‘weight’, ‘size’ and ‘shape’ resembled 
the EPs which adults executed. 

Recently, Kalagher and Jones (2011), studied children aged 3, 4 and 5 years 
old. They observed the hand movements of the children while they were 
questioned about the shape, texture, rigidity or weight of a sample object. 
It turned out that children produced the same EPs as adults to examine the 
specific object properties.

In summary, specific EPs seem to be extremely useful to extract domain 
specific information from objects. In most of the aforementioned studies carried 
out by Lederman and Klatzky the participants were sighted adults. Klatzky, 
Lederman and Mankinen (2005), and also Kalagher and Jones (2011) studied 
the hand movements and EPs of children. Both studies confirmed that when 
searching for specific property information children can produce the same EPs 
as adults. However, no study on the use of EPs to extract object properties was 
carried out with blind participants, neither with adults nor with children.
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1.6 Research questions and structure of this thesis

The main goal of this thesis is to gain insight in the tactual development of 
blind children. In the introduction of this chapter, I described the starting 
points from my research, inspired by my clinical work with blind children. 

The focus of my research, described in this thesis, concerns the following 
questions: 

1 To what degree do congenitally blind children possess the prerequisites 
for tactual functioning at home and at school?

2 Are there any differences in the tactual performance of blind and sighted 
children and adults?

3 Since tactual information is gathered in a successive way, this mode of 
exploration strongly appeals to memory capacities. For this reason, we 
were interested in whether congenitally blind children possess better 
verbal memory capacities compared to sighted children to compensate for 
the lack of vision. 

Overview of the Chapters:

The first research question is primarily dealt with in Chapters 2 and 3. 
In Chapter 2 we describe the development of Tactual Profile, an observation 
instrument for charting tactual functioning of blind children in the age 
between 0 and 16 years. Also the different psychometric properties, such as the 
difficulty level of the items, the construct validity and test–retest reliability, 
are reported in this chapter. 

In Chapter 3 the tactual functioning of 48 blind children assessed with Tactual 
Profile is described. We analyzed the performances and scores for different 
age groups. The participants in this study were all congenitally blind children 
attending regular schools in the Netherlands and Flanders who received 
support from itinerant teachers. 

After the mainly practical and clinical views described in Chapters 2 and 3, 
we focus on more fundamental questions about tactual functioning in order to 
answer the second and third research questions. 

In Chapter 4 we describe a study with four different groups of participants on a 
haptic match-to-sample task, an experiment inspired by a study of Lederman 
and Klatzky (1987). In our study, the participants were congenitally blind 
children and their sighted classmates, congenitally blind adults and sighted 
adults. 
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We compared their performance with regard to accuracy and response times 
on a tactual task in which the participants were asked to match objects on the 
dimensions Exact shape, Weight, Volume and Texture. To study the potential 
influence of practice, the task was performed four times. 

Chapter 5 describes a detailed analysis of the Exploratory Procedures (EPs) 
that were used by the participants in the experiments of Chapter 4. 
We analyzed the choice of EP to solve the task and the efficiency in performance. 
To describe exploratory behaviors in more detail we coded so-called Actions, 
hand movements occurring in parallel with or apart from the EPs. 
We also studied the influence of familiarity with the task by comparing the 
performance of the participants in series 1 and 4 of the experiment.

In Chapter 6, the memory performance of the same children studied in 
Chapters 4 and 5 was analyzed in more detail. The obvious link between touch 
and memory is that given the sequential nature of touch and the structure of 
most tactual experiments, short term memory and working memory might 
play an important role in performance and as such could explain some of the 
individual variation in task performance. Therefore, we assessed the children 
with Short Term Memory (STM) and Working Memory (WM) tasks.

Finally, the main findings of Chapters 2 to 6 are summarized and discussed in 
Chapter 7. 
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Abstract

The	Tactual	Profile	assesses	tactual	functioning	of	children	with	severe	visual	
impairments	 between	 0	 and	 16	 years	 of	 age.	 The	 Tactual	 Profile	 consists	 of	
430 items measuring tactile skills required for performing everyday tasks at 
home and in school. Items are graded according to age-level and divided in 
three domains: tactual sensory, tactual motor and tactual perceptual. The 
development of the instrument is described and the psychometric properties 
that	 were	 studied	 reported.	 Most	 items	 had	 an	 acceptable	 difficulty	 level	
and test–retest reliability proved to be good. The analyses for the construct 
validity	showed	moderately	high	correlations	between	the	Tactual	Profile	and	
intelligence tests. These correlations were higher for the haptic performance 
subtests than the verbal tests. High correlations with other haptic tests were 
found. However these associations disappeared after factoring out intelligence, 
possibly because current methods for examining tactual functioning are strongly 
affected by intelligence. A summary of work planned in further development of 
the procedure is provided. 
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2.1 Introduction

Until recently there has been no instrument available to assess ‘passive’ 
and ‘active’ touch in children with blindness and severe visual impairments. 
Passive touch is used to refer to the actions involved in being touched either by 
an object or by another person, and to touching an object without independent 
exploratory and manipulative use of the skin. Active touch on the other 
hand, refers to touching, usually with the hands, which involves independent 
exploratory and manipulative use of the skin and therefore stimulation of 
receptor systems in the muscles, tendons and joints (McLinden & McCall, 
2002). 

For a number of reasons, it was felt that an assessment instrument in the area 
of both passive and active touch was required, to help find out how children 
who are blind collect information on school subjects and daily life skills through 
touch. Sometimes the loss of vision can be compensated by the olfactory or 
auditory senses. For some types of information however touch might be the 
only sense that can be used to replace vision. However, the overview obtained 
from a glance when using sight, is achieved in a different way from the one 
gathered by touch. As a result, subjects, including for example, visual spatial 
relationships, object recognition, and analysing graphs in mathematics, will 
need to be taught in a different way to children with severe visual impairments 
than to children with normal sight. To teach the correct tactile skills to these 
children so that they can function as independently as possible at home and 
at school, it is necessary to know what prerequisites there are at school and in 
their everyday tasks, (Gibson, 1966; Hatwell, 1978; Katz, 1989; Heller, 1991; 
Warren & Rossano, 1991). 

To help the teachers support children in undertaking these tasks The Tactual 
Profile (TP) was developed. The TP was conceived as an instrument for 
charting tactual functioning, and was constructed to assess the tactile skills 
relevant for everyday tasks at home and in the school. The term ‘tactual’ 
was used to refer to the perceptual information processing system that 
uses input embedded in the skin, as well as in muscles, tendons and joints. 
This included the exploratory actions of manipulating objects (McLinden & 
McCall, 2002). Tactual perception and functioning in ‘near space’, (i.e. at arm’s 
length), is viewed therefore in a broader sense than reading a tactile code or 
understanding geographical maps or raised line pictures. 

The interest in charting tactual functioning of children with visual impairments 
was stimulated by educational developments in the 1980s and 90s. 
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With an increase in the number of children with visual impairment attending 
mainstream education increased, and a consequent increase in the number of 
peripatetic teachers, it was realised that there was a need to ensure that the 
expertise that once resided in specialist settings was available for all teachers 
to draw upon in order to provide effective support for children. 

Further, with a move towards more formal monitoring of pupil skills covering 
all aspects of learning of visually impaired and blind children (Vervaart, & 
Withagen, 1992; Grevink, Vervaart, & Withagen, 1994) it became apparent 
that there was no appropriate instrument available for assessing touch, tactile 
functioning and haptic skills (Gillijns, 1991). Although several instruments 
could be used to assess tactile capacities, including, the Boehm Test of Basic 
Concepts (Caton, 1983), the Roughness Discrimination Test (Nolan, Morris, & 
June, 1965) and the test of Mommers (Mommers, 1974), no overall impression 
of tactual development could be derived from these instruments. Further, 
intelligence tests for the blind (e.g. Intelligence Test for Visually Impaired 
Children; Dekker 1987) were designed to test the intellectual capacities of 
blind children, making use of their haptic sense, these tests did not claim 
to assess the tactile capacities themselves. As a result, they did not cover 
the field of tactual functioning and touch in general, but assessed only some 
distinct tactile capacities. Moreover, several tactile capacities remained 
wholly unassessed with the instruments mentioned above (e.g. transforming 
two dimensional information into three dimensional information, and tactual 
language).

In summary, prior to this study there was no instrument available to assess 
children with visual impairment on tactual perception and functioning 
in general in order to assist tactual performance in daily and educational 
tasks, without regard to their level of intelligence. This article describes the 
construction of such an instrument, The Tactual Profile, and reports the results 
of a study investigating the psychometric properties of this instrument. 

The goals of the psychometric study were to determine basic psychometric 
qualities, that is item difficulty, test-retest reliability, and construct validity. 
Given the large number of items and the relatively small number of participants 
it was impossible to perform a factor analysis or do calculations on the internal 
consistency of the TP. The domains and categories within the TP described 
in this article are therefore based on theoretical and clinical considerations. 
Normally one would perform an item analyses for a new instrument before 
one would try to calculate means and (standard) scores. This procedure would 
require two subsequent studies with two different samples of children. 
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Given the small population of children with blindness and the fact that 37 
children with blindness were already seen in the two previous validation 
studies, it was decided to perform both stages in the development of a 
psychological instrument in one study.

2.1.1 Development of The Tactual Profile

The project group consisted of a behavioural scientist with a master degree 
in special education, a remedial teacher for visual and tactual functioning, an 
occupational therapist and several early interventionists, created a first item 
set that was based on relevant literature (e.g. Lederman and Klatzky, 1987, 
1996; Millar, 1994; Hatwell, 1978; Heller and Schiff, 1991; Schellingerhout, 
1998; and Gibson, 1966). 
 
An expert group of experienced psychologists and other professionals in the 
field of visual impairment was set up to comment on the ideas of the project 
group that developed the TP. In 2000 the first trial version was developed and, 
was subsequently validated by Schellingerhout. in order to assess its content 
validity and applicability (Withagen and Schellingerhout, 2004). Content 
validity concerned issues regarding face validity, the psychological constructs 
the items intended to measure, an analysis of possible missing relevant items, 
and item hierarchy. At the same time the applicability of TP was studied 
in a process evaluation. In this evaluation the quality of the materials, the 
manner of administration, the times and materials needed for administration, 
and the satisfaction of the administrators was assessed. The main goal of 
this validation study was to enhance content validity of TP by adjusting item 
content. The results were reported by Schellingerhout and Withagen (2002) 
and Withagen and Schellingerhout (2004). 

Pilot Studies

For the validation of the TP two series of administrations of TP were carried 
out. The administrators were all practitioners, professionals working with 
visually impaired children. The administrators received a one day training 
program, in which they were instructed in the administration of TP.

In the first series of administrations, 10 children (two children in each age-
level) were assessed with TP. In addition to the administration, every item was 
rated by the administrators on a standardized evaluation-form on a number 
of aspects. This included appropriateness of formulation, usefulness, ease of 
administration, difficulty and tactual domain. Beside these evaluation forms, 
each administrator was interviewed about his or her experience with the TP. 
After the first series of administrations the TP was adjusted. 
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Some items changed in age-level and information was added to clarify several 
items. 

In a second series of trials 27 children were assessed. All the children were 
congenitally blind. 4 of these children had light perception and 12 children had 
some residual vision (albeit not enough to read print). Items were evaluated 
in a similar way as in the first series. In addition the items of the adjusted 
version were evaluated by a group of four special educationalists. 

On the basis of these results, some adjustments were made to the TP. First, 
10 items were removed, because of insufficient item distribution. Second, the 
category Kinesthesia was removed, because of the overlap with the category 
Proprioception. Third, the age group 6-12 was split in half, because of differences 
found between the younger half of this group compared to the older half. 
Lastly, guide questions were added as well as a screening checklist for residual 
visual capacities. An important outcome of both series of trial administrations 
was that satisfaction with the TP was high. The administrators and special 
educationalists considered the TP an important and useful instrument, which 
helped them to get ideas for intervention.

The results of these validation studies were used to construct a second version 
of the TP. that is reported upon in this article and draws on the preliminary 
results reported by Janssen, Withagen and Vervloed (2005) . 

The final item-set of TP consisted of 430 items (see Figure 1), graded according 
to age-level and divided in three tactual functioning domains (tactual sensory, 
tactual motor, and tactual perceptual), and one domain of practical skills. 
There were items for six different age-groups: 0-2; 2-4; 4-6; 6-9; 9-12; 12-16 
years. Each domain was divided in different categories but not every category 
had items for each age-group. The categories within the domains of TP are 
listed in Table 1. The number of items for an assessment varied from 23 items 
(F-level) to 102 items (A-level).
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Table 1.	The	Tactual	Profile	items

Tactual sensory functioning (106 items) 

Consists of the following categories of passive perception: tactual awareness, 
noticing, body awareness, touch sensitivity and proprioception. 

Tactual motor functioning (52 items) 

Tactual perception items that require motor proficiency. It includes the 
following categories: tactual exploration, manipulating, two-handedness and 
middle & near space. 

Tactual perceptual functioning (162 items) 

Items that refer to the interpretation of tactual information. It contains 
the following categories: recognising, perception of detail, discrimination, 
constructing/reproducing, tactile-spatial perception, part-whole relationship, 
figure-ground perception, third and second dimension and tactual ‘language’. 

Practical skills (110 items)

These are the skills necessary to function well in daily life. This domain contains 
the following categories: touch strategy, self help skills, game-activity, linking 
function to object, action-sequences and dealing with variables.
  

 
 
Figure 1.	The	contents	of	The	Tactual	Profile 
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2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Participants

All the institutes and schools for the visually impaired in the Netherlands 
and Flanders were willing to participate. The inclusion criteria were: visual 
acuity < 5/100 from birth; attending mainstream education; between 0 and 
16 years of age; understanding of the Dutch language; and no additional 
impairments. Based on school records the potential sample of participants 
consisted of exactly 100 children. All these children were contacted, and 55 
children (response rate 55%) participated. The group consisted of 27 boys and 
28 girls. The distribution of age levels is shown in Table 2. It was not possible 
to gather information about the non-respondents.

Table 2. Participants

Age-level Boys n Girls n Total per age n Mean Agelevel (months) Some residual vision (n)

A (0-2 year) 3 3 6 16 3

B (2-4 year) 5 10 15 36 8

C (4-6 year) 6 6 12 57 3

D (6-9 year) 5 1 6 93 2

E (9-12 year) 3 6 9 124 6

F (12-16 year) 4 3 7 161 3

Total 26 29 55 81 25

2.2.2 Procedure

Three administrators, who had some experience with TP, performed the 
examinations. They received extra training in order to achieve standardization 
on presentation and scoring of all items. The procedural reliability was 
ensured by organizing regular meetings with the administrators to discuss 
and check administration and scoring of the TP. All analyses were performed 
according to classical test theory, which considers observed test scores as a 
combination of true scores and error (see e.g. McDonald, 1999; Nunnally, & 
Bernstein, 2000).

The items in TP were divided over six age-levels. Normally, each child would 
receive the items belonging to his or her age level. To study the possibility 
that items were placed in the wrong age-group, each child was given the 
items belonging to his or her own age-group, but also items belonging to the 
preceding and succeeding age group. 
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This way it was possible to compute three difficulty-levels for each item: 

1 difficulty level young, (p-young)

2 difficulty level, (p)

3 difficulty level old, (p-old)

To assess the stability of the psychological constructs underlying TP, 
a test - retest reliability coefficient was calculated. Therefore, all participants 
received two administrations of TP by the same administrator, within a two-
week interval after the first administration. 

Construct validity was determined by calculating the correlation of the TP 
with tests that measured comparable constructs (convergent validity) as well 
as tests that measured (partly) different constructs (divergent validity). 
Developmental and intelligence tests were administered to determine divergent 
validity. The hypothesis was that the TP would correlate only moderately 
with intelligence. If the TP measures something other than intelligence then 
it is to be expected that verbal intelligence will correlate moderately with 
the instrument. However, since the TP used manual problem solving tasks 
it might also be expected that performal intelligence will correlate better 
with TP than verbal intelligence. All children were given a developmental or 
intelligence test. Because there was not a single intelligence test available for 
the age range under study, three tests were chosen:

The Reynell-Zinkin developmental scales: 0-4 years (Reynell, 1979; Reynell & 
Zinkin, 1975). The Dutch age norms were used and since a study with Dutch 
children showed that the reliability of the scales is highest for children aged 
between 1,5 and 4 years the scales were not administered to the five year old 
children. (Vervloed, Hamers, Van Mens-Weisz, & Timmer-Van de Vosse, H., 
2000).

The verbal tests of the WPPSI: 4-6 years. It was not possible to administer 
the non-verbal tests, because they were not adapted for children with visual 
impairments.

The ITVIC: 6-16 years, an intelligence test for blind children (Dekker, 
1987, 1993; Dekker, Drenth, & Zaal, 1991; Dekker & Koole, 1992). The full 
procedures consists of 13 subtests . The shortened version used in this study, 
included the scales: Perception of figures, Block Design, Exclusion of figures, 
Map questions, Verbal analogies, and Vocabulary.
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Tests that measure aspects of tactual functioning were administered to 
measure convergent validity. The authors hypothesized that the TP should 
correlate highly but not perfectly with tests that assess haptic functioning. As 
with the intelligence and developmental tests, different tests were required 
for different ages: 

Tactile Tests of Basic Concepts (TTBC): 4 - 7½ years (Caton, 1983). This test is 
an adaptation form the ‘Boehm Test of Basic Concepts’ (BTBC) for normally-
sighted children. The purpose of the TTBC is to appraise the mastery of 
concepts that are commonly found in preschool and primary grade instructional 
materials and that are essential for understanding oral communication with 
teachers and fellow pupils. 

Tests of Mommers: Haptic Figure Orientation Test and Haptic Greatness 
Discrimination Test: 7½ - 13½ years (Mommers, 1974). In these tests the child 
had to decide, by touch, which figure out of a group of four figures is placed in 
a different orientation or which figure had a different size. 

These tests for determining construct validity were always administered 
after the assessment of the TP. To gather data from these tests as objectively 
as possible, they were administered by professionals who who had not been 
involved in administering the TP. These so-called ‘naive’ administrators were 
unaware of the goal of the study and were not familiar with the participants. 
All ‘naïve’ administrators received training to administer the intelligence and 
haptic tests. All tests were administered within a period of 4 to 6 weeks to 
cancel out the confounding effect of maturation as much as possible. 

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Item analysis

The item difficulty level was computed for each age group. The distribution 
of the items would be correct if : p-young < p < p-old. Difficulty-levels ranged 
between 0,25 and 1,0. Off all 430 items there were 351 (82%) items which 
seemed to be in the correct age level and 79 items were either too easy or too 
difficult. Of these 79 items, four items ought to be deleted from the final task 
due to the fact that they had a difficulty level of 1, meaning that every child 
passed this item. 
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Table 3. Correlations	between	first	and	second	administration	of	TP

Domains and Category Rho1 n2

Tactual Sensory Functioning 0.87** 50

Tactual awareness 0.55** 24

Noticing 0.46* 27

Body awareness 0.84** 50

Touch sensitivity 0.78** 50

Proprioception 0.75** 50

Tactual Motor Functioning 0.78** 50

Tactual exploration 0.83** 30

Manipulating 0.61** 40

Two-handedness 0.83** 50

Middle and near space 0.59** 29

Tactual Perceptual Functioning 0.86** 50

Recognising 0.62** 40

Perception of detail 0.82** 50

Discrimination 0.78** 47

Constructing/reproducing 0.84** 50

Part-whole relationship 0.87** 40

Tactile-spatial perception 0.70** 46

Figure ground perception 0.59** 50

Third and second dimension 0.75** 23

Tactual Language 0.79** 45

   

The Tactual Profile 0.94** 50

*p < .05, **p < .01

1) Correlations were computed with average scores (Total score/ number of administered 
items). Correlations were only calculated for the items that were observed. For this reason the 
domain ‘Practical Skills’ is not in this table, because most items were asked and not observed. 
2) This number differs per category, because not every category has items for each age-level. 
Five Children did not receive a second administration with TP; that is the reason why the n 
in the calculations for the test-retest reliability has a maximum of 50. For some categories the 
number of children assessed with a item is below 50 because the categories do not have items 
for all the age-levels.

2.3.2 Test-retest reliability

The test-retest reliability was based on the results of two administrations of 
the TP within a two-week interval. The categories and total TP score showed 
moderate to strong correlations between both administrations (see Table 3), 
indicating that the psychological constructs measured with TP were quite 
stable in a two week period. Of note is that the categories with low test – retest 
correlations, such as Tactual awareness and Noticing, did not have items for 
all age levels.
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2.3.3 Divergent validity

The Reynell-Zinkin consists of three verbal tests and three non-verbal 
tests (see Table 4). Although the items in the verbal scales were elicited by 
questions regarding manipulation of materials, only one verbal subscale (i.e. 
Vocabulary) correlated significantly with TP. Only the verbal subtests of the 
WPPSI were administered. None of the WPPSI scales correlated significantly 
with The Tactual Profile. Table 5 shows the correlations between the ITVIC 
and TP for the oldest children. Significant correlations were moderately high . 

Table 4. Correlations between Reynell-Zinkin Scales and TP

Rho

Social adaptation 0.55*

Sensorimotor understanding 0.51*

Exploration of the environment 0.49*

Response to sound and verbal comprehension 0.44

Vocalization and expressive language structure 0.34

Vocabulary 0.45*

Total Score Reynell-Zinkin 0.58**

*p < .05, **p < .01

Table 5. Correlation between subscales of the ITVIC and TP

Rho

Perception of figures 0.57*

Block Design 0.59**

Exclusion of figures 0.68**

Map questions 0.46*

Verbal analogies 0.53*

Vocabulary 0.54*

Total score ITVIC 0.75*

*p < .05, **p < .01

Table 6 shows the correlations of the domains and the total TP score with 
the scores on the developmental and intelligence tests. Three out eleven 
verbal subtests correlated significantly with the TP. These were the subtests 
‘Vocabulary’ (Reynell), ‘Verbal Analogies’ (ITVIC) and ‘Vocabulary’ (ITVIC). 
The correlations were in the moderately strong range (0.45 – 0.54). The 
correlations with the performal/haptic subtests were somewhat stronger 
(range 0.49 – 0.68). The correlation of the shortened version of the ITVIC with 
TPF was high (0.84). 
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Table 6. Correlations between TP-domains and the developmental and intelligence tests

Correlations

Reynell-Zinkin1 Verbal IQ 
WPPSI2

shortened version ITVIC + 
perception of raised line 
figures2

Tactual Sensory Functioning 0.55* 0.44 0.53*

Tactual Motor Functioning 0.59**  - 0.15 0.49*

Tactual Perceptual Functioning 0.60** 0.41 0.84**

Practical Skills 0.56* 0.19 0.65**

The Tactual Profile, Total score 0.58** 0.43 0.75**

*p < .05, **p < .01

1) Correlations were computed with average scores (total score/number of administered 
items) of TP and the raw score (number of mastered items) of the total Reynell-Zinkin 
2) Correlations were computed with average scores (total score/number of administered items) 
of TP and the standard scores of the WPSSI/ITVIC

2.3.4 Convergent validity

Table 7 shows that the TTBC haptic test did not correlate significantly with 
TP but the tests of Mommers did (Rho = 0.80). However, after controlling for 
intelligence, the correlations turned out to be non-significant. 

Table 7. Correlations between TTBC, Mommers and TP 

Rho

TTBC Mommers Mommers partial correlation

Tactual Sensory Functioning 0.50 0.59* 0.07

Tactual Motor Functioning 0.20 0.49* 0.02

Tactual Perceptual Functioning -0.01 0.83* 0.22

Practical Skills 0.09 0.52* -0.21

The Tactual Profile, Total score 0.24 0.80* 0.05

*p < .05

2.4 Discussion

After describing the development of the Tactual Profile, the psychometric 
properties were determined within the framework of classical test theory. 
Item analysis, reliability checks, and some tests for validity were conducted 
by the authors. The item analysis showed that the a priori ordering of the 
large number of items was mainly correct. Based on the difficulty levels, the 
results showed that 82% of the items were assigned to the correct age level. 
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There were 75 items that had to be placed into another age group. Four items 
were deleted, due to the fact that they were too easy and did not add extra 
information. Items that were too easy were mainly found in the youngest 
age group. A possible explanation could be that the A-group of participants 
consisted of five children of 1 year old, and only 1 child younger than 1 year. 
The A-items might therefore have been too easy for these 1-year old children. 

The reliability tests showed that TP was quite reliable within a two-week 
interval. This also meant that TP was rather stable within a two-week period. 
The analyses for the construct validity showed mixed results. As expected a 
mild to moderate correlation was found between TP and intelligence. This 
correlation was strongest for the performal/haptic subtests. The absence 
of high correlations means that the TP measures something different than 
intelligence tests, but there is also some overlap. This overlap was mainly 
found between the TP and the ITVIC. This is not surprising as the ITVIC is 
performed almost completely by touch. The correlation with the verbal tests of 
the WPSSI was in the desired direction; that is, low to moderate.

Despite the expectations, there was not a significant association between the 
TP and other tactile tests, for instance between the TTBC and TP. In contrast, 
the Mommers tests correlated moderately to strongly with the TP. However, 
after correcting for intelligence differences the significant correlations between 
the TP and the Mommers disappeared. Both the Mommers and TP correlated 
significantly with intelligence tests.. A possible explanation could be that the 
haptic tests tap not only tactual functioning but also other capacities such as 
‘problem solving’ skills. The TTBC and Mommers apparently assess different 
concepts and areas of tactual functioning than the TP. At the moment we 
cannot rule out that this association is an artefact. All items of the TP required 
a different instruction, whereas in the TTBC and Mommers one instruction 
suffices for a complete scale. As a result the TP could have been affected more 
by the child’s verbal comprehension and short term memory capacities. Of 
note, however, that there was also a significant correlation between the tests 
of Mommers and the intelligence tests. 
Both the Mommers as well as the TTBC tap just a small part of haptic and 
tactile functioning. As a result both these haptic tests assess different concepts 
and areas of tactual functioning than the TP, hence the rather low correlations 
between the TP and the TTBC and Mommers.

As a consequence of the results the question arises whether tactual functioning 
can be clearly distinguished from intelligence. A way to measure tactile skills 
is by offering problem solving tasks through touch. 
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Solving these tasks depends both on tactile skills as well as cognitive skills 
which would explain why some significant correlations between TP and 
intelligence were found. 

At present however the construct validity cannot be judged accurately as the 
two haptic tests available with norms for Dutch children did not show a strong 
correlation with the TP. Despite the high response rate, namely 55%, the 
group is far too small to execute procedures for data reduction and analysis of 
underlying psychological constructs, such as factor analysis. The TP consists 
of different items for each age group, and the number of items per age group is 
sometimes very small. As a result an alternative way to study the validity of 
the underlying constructs by means of analysing the item homogeneity of the 
a priori categories was not possible either. So for the present the validity of TP 
is mainly based upon content validity, that is the expert judgements that were 
used to develop TP.

Although the Haptic Battery, developed by Soledad Ballesteros and colleagues 
(2005), was not available on the market at the time of data collection, it is 
possible that this instrument can be used in future research to improve the 
content validity. 

Two recent developments could make it also possible to study the validity of TP 
in a more appropriate way. First of all the TP has been translated into English. 
As a result the potential group of participants has increased considerably. 
Future research with the English version is therefore welcomed. Secondly, the 
Dutch national science foundation awarded the first author with an extra grant 
to implement the TP. Part of this implementation is the construction of an 
online database to gather the results for future research on the instrument. 
The website has been online since January 2009 and will hopefully serve to 
complement the data base (tactualprofile@visio.org).

Schellingerhout and Withagen (2002) concluded in their process evaluation 
that, irrespective of its psychometric properties, the TP led to new ideas for 
intervention. In addition, TP furthered a more structured approach to the 
assessment of haptic and tactile development. The next step was therefore 
to write an activity book to assist the teacher with designing relevant 
interventions. This resulted in the writing of “Tast Toe” [Feel Free], an activity 
book containing exercises, lessons and suggestions for stimulating and training 
tactual functioning (Janssen, Withagen et al, 2005). Anecdotal feedback suggests 
that the activity book ‘Feel Free’ has been well received by professionals who 
have reported that the book increased the value of an administration with TP. 
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When certain areas of poor tactual functioning are detected during an 
assessment, this book provides a range of suggestions for interventions in 
different areas of tactual functioning. The text will be translated into English 
in 2009, making it available for a larger audience.
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Chapter 3

Tactual functioning in children with 
blindness: a clinical perspective

An adapted version of this chapter was published as: Withagen, A. , 
Vervloed, M.P.J., Janssen, N.M., Knoors, H & Verhoeven, L. (2010). Tactile 
functioning in children with blindness: a clinical perspective. Journal of 
Visual Impairment & Blindness, 104, 43-54.

Abstract

Tactual functioning is described for 48 children with congenital blindness 
attending mainstream education. The study focused on touch and haptic skills 
needed in normal academic and everyday tasks. The results showed that, in 
general, children with congenital blindness master such tactual tasks, but some 
items pose special problems.
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3.1 Introduction 

Touch is essential for children who are blind to gather information about their 
surroundings and to perform everyday tasks. Touch gives information on object 
characteristics, such as shape, size, and texture, but also on functional aspects 
of objects such as the possibilities for tool use. Moreover, in the everyday lives 
of children who are blind, haptic skills are indispensable for functioning as 
independent as possible. Children with severe visual impairments have to 
solve tasks differently than children who are sighted, because they have to use 
touch instead of vision. Moreover, ordinary tasks that are easily performed by 
vision might be complex when they have to be performed by touch (Jansson, 
2008). From a pedagogical perspective it is essential to teach children who are 
blind all the possible and relevant strategies to help them cope with everyday 
challenges (McLinden & McCall, 2002). This becomes more and more important 
since most children who are blind are mainstreamed in regular schools where 
they face a reasonable number of tactile challenges whenever they try to solve 
academic tasks by touch instead of vision. 

There might also be a theoretical interest in touch and blindness. As a 
consequence of the absence of vision people who are blind can be seen as a 
natural experiment on the relation between perception and action. Several 
studies have shown that perception and action are narrowly linked in the 
haptic sense, more than in the other senses (Hatwell, 1978; Hatwell, Orliaguet, 
& Brouty, 1990; Hatwell, Streri, & Gentaz, 2003). Exploratory actions seem 
to determine what is perceived and how it is perceived. An example is the 
distinction between active and passive touch. According to Heller (1984; 1989; 
1991; 2000) and Heller and Meyers (1983), active touch is especially important 
for performing tasks involving the perception of forms or during manipulations 
of objects to obtain information about them, whereas passive touch can be an 
effective strategy for known forms of limited size.

With regard to the exact nature and the development of touch skills in people 
who are blind, our knowledge is, however, rather limited. For persons with 
blindness, this is a real drawback, since touch is so important for them. 
However, due to recent neurocognitive and behavioral studies (Hatwell, Streri, 
& Gentaz, 2003; Heller & Ballesteros, 2006; Heller 2000; Merabet, Swisher, 
McMains, Halko et al.,2007) our knowledge of touch has somewhat increased. 
What follows are a few examples to illustrate this point. 

Haptic exploration was studied in depth by Lederman, Klatzky and colleagues 
(Jones & Lederman, 2006; Klatzky, Lederman & Metzger, 1985; Lederman 
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& Klatzky, 1987; 1996). They showed how remarkably fast and accurate the 
haptic identification is of a wide range of objects. Secondly, they identified 
specific Exploratory Procedures (EPs) used for gaining information about 
object properties (e.g., size, weight, texture, temperature, hardness, exact 
shape). They also observed two phases in exploratory strategies. First non–
specific EP’s and then specific EP’s are used. The non-specific EP’s, for instance 
enclosure, give global information about objects. The specific procedures (e.g. 
contour following) give more or less exact information about the object. Note 
that most of the research of Lederman and Klatzky is performed with adults 
who were sighted and blindfolded. This was done to exclude vision as a source 
of information. But it does not mean that the results of their studies can be 
automatically generalized to people who are congenitally or adventitiously 
blind, since people who can see are still capable of using visual experience, 
visual memory and visual imagery while being blindfolded. 

Millar (1994, 2006) studied the role of touch in spatial coding and spatial 
representation in people who are blind. One of her main conclusions was 
that the complete absence of vision reduces the information about external 
reference cues and reduces informational redundancy, meaning that there is 
less overlap with input from other senses. This implies that subjects who are 
blind have to use body-centered cues rather than external cues to solve spatial 
tasks. 

Millar also studied Braille reading (Millar, 1997, 2006). After analyzing 
the touch skills necessary for fluent Braille reading, Millar concluded that 
the importance of familiarity, practice and experience is evident in tactual 
discrimination. A similar conclusion is arrived at with reference to the 
understanding of space (see Millar, 2008). For spatial coding it is crucial to 
get information from reference cues. Millar assumes that spatial processes 
are activities of the organism that integrate inputs from diverse sources to act 
as reference cues. Spatial coding integrates inputs from diverse sources. For 
persons who are blind Millar’s theory stressed the importance of exploring 
and scanning hand movements during spatial tasks. The body-centered cues, 
which people who are blind generally use in spatial tasks, might increase the 
accuracy of the recall of distance and location.

Both Heller (2006) and Kennedy (2000) studied picture perception by people 
who are blind (see also Kennedy, Gabias, & Nicholls, 1991; Kennedy & 
Juricevic, 2006). When these persons were assessed with raised line pictures 
they were often able to recognize sketches and outline-drawings, even when 
drawn in perspective. 
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Astonished by this finding they subsequently studied different modes and 
aspects of picture representations: tactual space, outline-drawings, perspective 
and metaphors. Kennedy showed that touch allows us to understand outline 
drawings and that in persons who are blind the development of drawing occurs 
in similar ways as in the sighted. Furthermore, Kennedy (2000) showed that 
the geometry of perspective used to make outline pictures is largely the same 
for both touch and vision. The distinction being that the concept of perspective 
is more well-defined in vision than in touch. 

Despite an increase in fundamental studies on touch, applied studies on 
tactual functional of individuals who are blind are still quite rare. Moreover, 
a developmental perspective on tactual functioning is generally lacking. As a 
result there is no consensus amongst clinicians whether or not touch skills are at 
risk for persons who are blind, and whether touch skills should be stimulated or 
trained. What we do know is that people with congenital blindness out-perform 
people who became blind at a later age with regard to Braille reading speed, 
probably because touch acuity diminishes with age (Jansson, 2008). With this 
in mind it seems wise to start intervention at an early age, as is promoted by 
Marek (1999, 2000), who developed materials for people who are blind, in order 
to teach specific tactual skills and spatial insights. But again, whether training 
is necessary and effective has still to be proven. 

In the present study, an attempt will be made to assess the tactual functioning 
of primary school aged children with congenital blindness. Our assessment 
tool was the Tactual Profile (TP), an instrument designed to evaluate tactual 
skills of children who are blind with regard to tactual sensory functioning, 
tactual motor functioning, and tactual perceptual functioning (Withagen, 
Baerwaldt, Blok, Ekkens, Hamelink & Vervloed, 2005). The TP has been used 
in the current study in which the main goal was to describe tactual functioning 
of children who are blind. This goal was pursued by describing the strong and 
weak skills with regard to touch of children with blindness while carrying out 
academic and everyday tasks. 

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Participants

Participants were recruited from the records of all institutes and schools for the 
visually impaired in the Netherlands and Flanders. Children were included 
who had visual acuities less than 5/100 from birth; attended mainstream 
education; were between 0 and 16 years of age; had proper understanding of 
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the Dutch language; and had no additional impairments. 
Inspection of school records revealed a total sample of 110 potential 
participants. The school records proved to be unreliable in 14 cases, leaving 
96 potential participants of who 51 agreed to participate (response rate 53%). 
Only three children in the age range 12-16 years were recruited. This sample 
of three was considered too small to be included in the study. As a result there 
were 48 children between 0 and 12 years of age in the final sample. Table 1 
shows the participants’ characteristics. 

Table 1. Characteristics of the participants.

 Age group Boys n Girls n Total by age n Mean age level (in months)

A (Birth to 2 years)  3  3  6  16

B (2–4 years)  5 10 15  36

C (4–6 years)  6  6 12  57

D (6–9 years)  5  1  6  93

E (9–12 years)  3  6  9 124

Total 22 26 48  65

3.2.2 Instruments

TP consists of items that are graded according to age-level and divided in 
three tactual functioning domains (tactual sensory, tactual motor, and tactual 
perceptual), and one domain of practical skills. The instrument is based on 
direct observation of the items by the administrator. The tactual skills of 
the children are scored as ‘mastered’ or ‘not mastered’. Only items that were 
directly observed by the administrator were included in the study. Therefore, 
the Practical Skills items were not analyzed, because the results of these items 
were based on verbal responses of parents and not direct observations. 

By excluding items for children of 12 years and above and the Practical Skills 
items the total number of items in the analyses amounted 303, divided over five 
different age-groups: 0-2, 2-4, 4-6, 6-9, and 9-12 years. Each domain is divided 
in different categories but not every category has the same number of items 
per age-group. The domain Tactual Sensory Functioning (106 items) consists 
of categories, which observe all the perceiving-components involved in touch, 
for instance tactual awareness, touch sensitivity and Proprioception. Items in 
the domain Tactual Motor Functioning (52 items) require motor proficiency, 
for instance tactual exploration, manipulating, two-handedness. The domain 
Tactual Perceptual Functioning (162 items) consists of categories which refer 
to the interpretation of tactual information, for instance discrimination, tactile-
spatial perception, part-whole relationship, third and second dimension. 
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Psychometric properties of TP are published in more detail elsewhere (Janssen, 
Withagen, & Vervloed, 2005; Schellingerhout & Withagen, 2002; Withagen 
& Schellingerhout, 2004; Withagen, Vervloed, Janssen, Knoors & Verhoeven, 
2009). In short, face-validity and content-validity were determined by expert 
ratings. Subsequently, the item pool was adjusted in a second version of TP 
and studied in 50 children for construct-validity, difficulty level and reliability. 
Reliability and construct validity turned out to be moderate to good (see 
Janssen et al., 2005; Withagen et al., 2009). 

3.2.3 Procedure and setting

The research followed the tenets of the World Medical Association Declaration 
of Helsinki on Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human 
Subjects. Prior to the study informed consent was obtained from the parents of 
all participants and the study was ethically approved by ‘Independent Review 
Board’, an Amsterdam based certified ethical review board. Examinations 
were performed by three trained administrators who were all familiar with 
children with blindness. Procedural reliability was ensured by organizing 
regular meetings with the administrators to discuss and check administration 
and scoring of the TP. 

In the TP the items were divided over different age-levels. In clinical use of TP 
each child would receive the items belonging to his or her age level. In order to 
be able to find the skills that are most difficult, half the group was also given 
items belonging to a younger age-group, and the other half items belonging to 
an older age group. This way it was possible to gather more information on the 
tactual skills of the children.

Prior to the assessment the forms for general data and warning signals were 
filled in with the parents of young children (birth to 4 years) or the teachers 
of older children (age range 5-12 years). For each child, the general data 
contained information about the date of birth, etiology, additional diagnoses, 
residual vision, preferred sense of the child and background information. The 
warning signals consists of items concerning complicating factors in tactual 
functioning, for instance questions about over-registration (overreaction, 
tactile defensiveness) or under-registration (insensitivity) of tactile stimuli. 

Children in age-level A (range 0-2 years) were observed at home in the presence 
of their parent(s). The children in age level B (range 2-4 years) were either 
observed at a day care center or at home. All the children in the age levels C 
(range 4-6 years), D (range 6-9 years) and E (range 9-12 years) were assessed 
at their own school, which were all mainstream schools for primary education. 
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Test duration depended on the number of items per age group, the child’s 
alertness and motivation and ranged between 1,5 – 3,5 hours. During the 
assessment, there were no time restrictions imposed on the participants. 

3.3 Results

To describe success or failure in tactual functioning difficulty levels were 
calculated for each item, that is the percentage of participants that succeeded 
in passing an item. Normally difficulty levels between 0 and 0.10 (too difficult) 
and between 0.90 and 1 (too easy) are thought to be non-discriminatory. In 
our sample no item showed a difficulty level between 0 and 0.10. So none of 
the items was too difficult for the children with blindness. Of the 303 items 
51 (17%) items had difficulty levels of 1, meaning that all participants passed 
these items and there were 25 (8%) items with difficulty levels between 0.90 
and 1. As a result 76 (25%) items posed no problems at all. Most of these easily 
mastered items with difficulty levels between 0.90 -1.0 were in the age group 
A (0-2 year), namely 39 items (51% of all items with difficulty levels between 
0.9 - 1.0). 

Next we looked at difficulty levels below 0.70, since we were not interested 
in extreme individual cases but in more general strengths and weaknesses 
in tactual functioning of children who are blind. The more conservative cut 
off value of 0.70 instead of 0.90 was chosen because of the small sample sizes 
as a consequence of the fact that not every item was offered to children in all 
age groups. Of the total of 303 items there were 73 (24%) items with difficulty 
levels below 0.70 when children were tested only with items for their own age 
level. To be absolutely sure that an item was really difficult for children who 
are blind an extra criterion was added, 30 or more percent of the children in 
the subsequent age group had to fail that item too. A total number of 19 items 
was not passed by 30 or more percent of the children in two age groups. The 
variation of those 19 items per age group is depicted in Table 2. 

Table 2. Failed items, by age level and domain of tactile functioning (number; 
percentages in parentheses).

Age group Number of 
items 

Tactile sensory Tactile 
motor

Tactile 
perceptual

Total

A (Birth to 2 years)  85 1 1 -- 2   (2.4%)

B (2–4 years)  36 1 1 -- 2   (5.6%)

C (4–6 years)  60 -- 1 8 9 (15.0%)

D (6–9 years)  68 1 -- 3 4   (5.9%)

E (9–12 years)  54 1 -- 1 2   (3.7%)

Total 303 4 (3.8%) 3 (5.9%) 12 (8.1%) 19   (6.3%)
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Table 3 lists the difficult items per tactual domain, that is, items with difficulty 
levels of 0.70 or lower. Especially items for 4-6 year old children proved to be 
difficult. Given the small number of participants no statistical analysis could 
be performed to group these 19 difficult items. Descriptively there are some 
categories discernable in these 19 items. Items that were difficult refer to object 
recognition and naming (8, 9, 19), recognizing the function or common use of 
an object (15, 16), comparing and matching objects (11), and searching for an 
object (6). All these items appeal to play, imitation, and working memory or 
mental acts, such as imagery, comparing and matching. 
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Table 3.	Items	with	difficulty	levels	lower	than	0.70

Nr. Category
Age 

(in years)
Description of the item Level of 

difficulty 

Age 
group

Next 
age 

group

1 Body 
awareness 6–9

Observer is facing the child and puts both 
hands on his or her own waist: “Can you copy 
this?” (copying hand positions)

0.65 0.66

2 Touch 
sensitivity 2–4

Shows touch sensitivity with the entire face 
or parts of the face (for example, brushes an 
object along the check or feels furniture with 
the forehead)

0.43 0.17

3 Touch 
sensitivity 9–12 Can read braille with six fingers (index fingers, 

middle fingers, ring fingers) 0.44 0.43

4 Proprioception Birth to 
age 2

Clasps object (such as a teddy bear or a 
rattle) tightly against the body using hands or 
feet, sitting down or standing up

0.50 0.50

5 Tactile 
exploration

Birth to 
age 2

Plays alternately with both hands and feet 
in combination with the mouth (for instance, 
grabs own foot with own hand or sucks own 
toes)

0.67 0.67

6 Large and 
nearby space 2–4

Searches, through touch for an object that is 
behind another object (such as a ball behind 
a chair or a doll behind a couch)

0.50 0.64

7 Large and 
nearby space 4–6

Searches, by touching with a foot, for 
differences in height (for example, while 
standing upright next to a bench or curb)

0.55 0.50

8 Recognizing 4–6
Is capable of recognizing the object that is 
presented twice, in a sequence of four small 
distinguishable objects (wooden playing fruit 
or Tactilo shapes)

0.32 0.25

9 Recognizing 4–6
Is capable of recognizing the shape that is 
presented twice, in a sequence of four flat 
distinguishable shapes (see material box)

0.41 0.25

10 Discrimination 6–9 Can feel a deviation in the outline of a linear 
drawing (see exemplary sheet) 0.50 0.42

11 Discrimination 6–9 Can locate matching shapes, despite 
distracting textures (see material box) 0.34 0.59

12 Constructing 
or reproducing 4–6 Can create a row around a frame on the outer 

border (such as a burl board or Ministeck) 0.59 0.50

13 Constructing 
or reproducing 6–9

Can reproduce an arrangement after an 
example (such as a square, with a ”bit” 
missing, made from multiple Lego bricks or 
a row of Duplo stones, with a double row of 
stones in two places)

0.25 0.50

14 Constructing 
or reproducing 9–12 Can copy a shape after an example on a 

Ministeck board (see exemplary picture) 0.50 0.36

15 Part-whole 
relationships 4–6

Identifies a whole on the grounds of a part 
(such as the spout of a teapot or grandpa’s 
eyeglasses)

0.55 0.00

16 Part-whole 
relationships 4-6

Knows, by touching, which part belongs to 
which whole (for example, a shoelace with a 
shoe or a peel with an orange)

0.59 0.50

17 Part-whole 
relationships 4–6

Recognizes sections as part of a whole shape 
(for instance, a half and a whole apple or a 
sandwich and a loaf of bread)

0.28 0.50

18 Tactile spatial 
perception 4-6

Can localize an identical stimulus on both a 
flat horizontal and an upright surface (see 
exemplary worksheets)

0.55 0.50

19 Tactile 
language 4-6 Can name the material of which an object 

is made of (such as wood, plastic, or paper) 0.55 0.50
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A number of items also refer to touch strategies that children have to learn, 
such as reading Braille with 6 fingers (3), mobility- strategies (feeling height 
with feet, 7) or constructive play (4, 5). The items on the category Part-whole 
relationships (15, 16, 17) refer to concept-development. Table 4 shows the 
distribution per age-level and quartile of the number of participants failing 
these items. Two children failed on all 19 difficult items, and they also 
performed poorly over the total range of the Tactual Profile. As can be seen 
in table 4 most children failed on more than 50% of the 19 difficult items. So 
these 19 items were not difficult for just a few single cases but for the majority 
of the participants.

Table 4.	Number	of	children	per	age-level	and	quartile	for	the	19	difficult	items	

Age-level Number of children 0-25% 25-50% 50-75% 75-100%

A-level (0-2) 6 2 0 3 1

B-level (2-4) 15 2 3 4 6

C-level (4-6) 12 1 2 5 4

D-level (6-9) 6 0 0 2 4

E-level (9-12) 9 0 0 6 3

We have also studied the effect of different eye diseases and gender on the 
scores of the 19 difficult items. There were 20 (44%) participants with Leber’s 
Congenital Amaurosis; other eye-diseases were represented by smaller 
groups, for instance microphthalmia (n=5), ROP (n=5), anophthalmia (n=4), 
and retinoblastoom (n=3). No clear relation was found between eye disease or 
gender and the 19 difficult items. 

3.4 Discussion

From the results of this study one could conclude that children who are 
congenitally blind and have no additional impairments master roughly 94% 
of tactual tasks they meet in everyday live. However, there is some small 
individual variation. Children in the age-group C (4-6 years) mastered 85% 
of the items, while children in the age-level A (0-2 years) had command over 
97,6 % of the items. The tasks in the domain of tactual sensory functioning are 
mastered best. These items are referring to more basic components in touch, 
such as tactual awareness and touch sensitivity, all necessary requirements to 
execute higher haptic tasks. Most failures were made in the domain of tactual 
perceptual functioning, where cognition and higher mental acts are playing 
a more important role. Note that these items are not purely tactual. Tactual 
experiences, memory and acquired taught strategies influence the execution 
of a task. Overall one might conclude that touch is not a severe problem in 
children who are blind, but there are some areas that need attending to.
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In the present study, children in the age-level 0-2 years, performed the tasks 
best; they failed only on two items. However, the number of participants in 
the youngest age group consisted of five children between 1 and 2 years of 
age, and only one child younger than 1 year (average age-level 1.4 years). The 
age distribution in this age category was therefore not optimal which could 
explain the rather low number of failed items. At this age-level cognition plays 
a minor role in the assignments, but sensory-motor development in contrast is 
very important (Bloch & Bertenthal, 1990; Hatwell et al, 2003). For children 
who are blind, tactual exploration is a necessity to receive proper information 
about their environments. Schellingerhout (1998) concluded in his thesis, that 
‘infants who are blind seem to be more biased towards exploration on the basis 
of what they feel, than on the basis of what they hear.‘ This finding shows the 
importance of the tactual sense in early childhood and the necessity to monitor 
and stimulate it, although one could wonder whether touching is really at risk 
in this age group.

In our study, children in the age-range 4-6 years performed worst; they failed 
on 15% of the items, but still mastered 85% of the items. Items measuring 
tactile basic skills and conditions for more complex tasks, namely tactual 
sensory and tactual motor skills, were performed well by these children. 
However, on eight items in the tactual perceptual domain they often failed. 
Several possible explanations can be given. Firstly, within this age group, 
there is large variation in the amount of school experiences (e.g., familiarity 
with teaching procedures, tasks, situations, and tests). Secondly, the verbal 
instructions for some items could have been rather difficult to understand for 
some children at this age-level, especially the items belonging to ‘the category 
of Recognition’. The instructions for these items might have to be simplified 
in order for the TP to be a suitable instrument. Thirdly, the results of the 
children in age-group C was negatively influenced by one child that performed 
very poorly.

Next, we focused on the other items with difficulty levels below 0.70. Millar 
(2006, 2008) described the sense of touch in combination with movement as 
a very important source of information regarding spatial information. She 
emphasized the importance of exploring and scanning movements in spatial 
tasks for persons who are blind. In our study the participants performed 
relatively well on most tactual spatial tasks. Only one item in the category 
‘Tactual Spatial Perception’ (33 items in total) is not mastered by 70 % or 
more of the participants. So, based on these findings, one could conclude that 
tactual spatial perception seems to pose no problems to our participants. 
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Three of the 14 items in the category ‘Constructing/Reproducing’ were not 
mastered by 70% of the participants. The skills necessary for these three items 
(12, 13, 14) demand the use of proper scanning techniques. Apparently these 
skills do not appear spontaneously, but have to be offered and trained. The 
scanning techniques and the use of body-centered cues might be important 
practice material because they are necessary to properly execute the 
“reconstructing skills”. Millar underlined the use of these body-centered cues 
for people with blindness, in contrast to the use of external cues, which people 
who are sighted use to solve spatial tasks. Clinical observations during the 
execution of the task seem to support this theory. We found that item 14, 
where the participant is asked to copy a shape after an example, was only 
mastered by children who used the adequate scanning strategies with body-
centered cues. 

The concept of part-whole relations (items 15, 16, and 17) develops with age 
and increased tactile experiences of the child. From an early intervention point 
of view knowing whether this concept is lacking is important for intervention 
planning. Whether the lack of part-whole skills is due to lack of experience or 
to individual variation in acquiring the necessary tactile skills is not known, 
since clinical information about the tactile history of each child is not available 
for the participants in this study. Based on clinical experience we think that 
lack of experience might be responsible. If this is true then intervention 
should first of all consist of offering more opportunities to explore part-whole 
relations.

The basic exploratory actions and manual activities necessary for gathering 
information about form and space, described by Hatwell (1978, 1990, 2003), 
were performed quite well in this study. However, items referring to object- 
recognition, where perception of shape as well as memory are necessary, 
proved to be more difficult. At this moment, no clear conclusion can be given 
for the fact that object identification is sometimes problematic. Possibly the 
combination of object exploring and memory is too difficult. But, as mentioned 
earlier, the verbal instruction could also have been too difficult or lacking the 
proper kind of instructions.

In the present study, no time restrictions were imposed on the children in 
order to have optimal conditions for the participants to carry out the tasks. 
Under these circumstances, the participants mastered about 94% of the skills. 
However, in everyday life there are sometimes time restrictions imposed on 
task performance. For instance, most academic tests have time limits. 
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It would therefore be interesting to study the performance of the TP items 
with time constraints and to see whether this performance differs from the 
performance under ‘optimal conditions’, that is, no time restrictions. 

In summary, in this study roughly 94% of the tactual skills which were 
thought to be necessary to perform academic tasks and daily living skills were 
mastered by the children who are congenitally blind. This is a very positive 
finding. Flemish and Dutch children with blindness, with no additional 
impairments, master nearly all the tactile prerequisites of academic and 
everyday tasks spontaneously and subsequently no formal teaching or 
intervention is necessary. Only 19 items proved to be too difficult for over 70% 
of the participants. For these 19 items we need to design intervention plans 
since a reasonable number of children who are blind do not master these items 
on their own. 

If one wants to design a tactual or haptic test the 76 items with difficulty 
levels between 0.90 and 1 could be deleted since the were non-discriminatory, 
and as a result add no useful information. The 19 difficult items from this 
study should be definitely included in the test. Until such a test is available 
one could even consider using a shortened version of the TP consisting of 
only the 19 difficult items. For future research, it would also be interesting to 
administer the TP to people who are deafblind and compare their TP profiles 
with the children who are congenitally blind and have no additional handicaps. 
Another interesting line of research would be to enroll people who are blind 
into haptic experiments. Several theories on touch and haptics are derived 
from experiments with people who are sighted and blindfolded. It would be 
very interesting to study the performances of persons who are congenitally 
blind on similar tasks. The findings of such a study have the potential to 
greatly increase knowledge of touch and haptic development.
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Abstract

The present study describes a tactual object matching task based on the study of 
Lederman	and	Klatzky	(1987)	for	the	dimensions	Exact	shape,	Weight,	Volume	
and Texture. Participants were congenitally blind children and their sighted 
classmates, congenitally blind adults and sighted adults. To study a possible 
effect of familiarity the task was performed four times. Based on Millar’s 
CAPIN (Convergent Active Processes in Interrelated Networks) model of spatial 
processing (Millar, 1994) it was thought that this manipulation would add 
redundant information to the experiment from which the children and blind 
participants	could	benefit.	The	results	showed	that	accuracy	was	affected	more	
by age than visual status, especially for the dimension Exact Shape. With regard 
to response times, children were in most cases faster than adults, especially the 
sighted	adults.	Familiarization	had	a	significant	effect	on	response	times	for	all	
dimensions. Extra exercise only increased accuracy for the dimension Texture. 
These results were generally in line with the CAPIN model. 
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4.1 Introduction

For obvious reasons, blind people have to rely on other senses than vision. In case 
of blindness, touch is the most likely sense to replace vision for the acquisition 
of spatial knowledge of the environment and object properties (Hatwell, 2003). 
However, as Heller (2000) has pointed out, studying touch in blind persons is 
subject to several practical problems. First of all, we do not really know what a 
“normal” blind person is due to heterogeneity in the population of blind people 
and the difficulty of finding a representative sample. More importantly, it is 
hard to define what “normal” touch is. We have norms for several hearing 
and visual functions but not for touch skills, since reliable and valid tests are 
generally lacking. In previous work, we have made an attempt to design an 
assessment instrument to document touch skills in educational and everyday 
situations of children with blindness (Withagen, Vervloed, Janssen, Knoors, & 
Verhoeven, 2009) and looked at skills that were specifically difficult for them 
(Withagen, Vervloed, Janssen, Knoors, & Verhoeven, 2010). The blind children 
aged zero to 16 years of age mastered roughly 94% of the tactual tasks they 
could encounter in daily living situations. However, a direct comparison with 
sighted children was lacking. From previous studies, it was also unclear how 
task performance differed between sighted and blind children. 

4.1.1 Object matching

Given its theoretical and clinical relevance, object matching was chosen as 
subject for this study. The present study builds on Lederman and Klatzky’s 
study from 1987 on the distinctive role of ‘weight’, ‘exact shape’, ‘volume’ and 
‘texture’ in object matching in the absence of sight while taking into account 
the participants’ age and visual status. We compared the performance of 
congenitally blind children, sighted classmates, congenitally blind adults and 
sighted adults with regard to accuracy and speed in a tactual object matching 
task.

4.1.2 The CAPIN model 

The work of Millar, who studied the two modalities touch and vision as 
separate senses, but also in relation to each other in sighted as well as visually 
impaired children (see Millar, 1994, 1997, 2000, 2005, 2008) is very relevant to 
the current study. She introduced the CAPIN (Convergent Active Processes in 
Interrelated Networks) model to observe and describe spatial development. It 
is primarily a connectionist model taking into account neuropsychological as 
well as behavioural findings (Millar, 1997). The assumption of active processing 
in interrelated networks refers, firstly, to the constant changes during cerebral 
development, secondly to individual variation within this development, and 
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thirdly to the interplay of maturational processes with patterns of incoming 
information, and interrelations between perceptual processes, spatial 
organisation and task demands. The sense modalities provide specialised and 
complementary inputs, hence the emphasis on ‘convergent’ active processing. 
A key element in the CAPIN model is that it assumes that the convergence and 
overlap of inputs provide the redundancy that is needed for their organisation 
as reference anchors or frames. According to Millar (1997), visually impaired 
children need substantial redundancy in their information to come to the 
same conclusions as sighted children. The absence of vision alters the balance 
of internal and external inputs of information. Vision normally provides 
information about the relation between external cues. Totally blind people 
have to rely on body-centred and sequential movement information to get 
information about spatial cues and their positions towards each other. 

4.1.3 Exploratory Procedures

For identifying functions and properties of small objects, such as form, weight 
or texture, people normally use specific haptic strategies called Exploratory 
Procedures (EP’s). Lederman and Klatzky (1987) showed that people use EP’s 
to discriminate different object dimensions. These purposive hand movements 
appear critical for haptic experiencing specific material properties. Klatzky, 
Lederman & Matula (1991, 1993) studied the haptic exploration of object 
properties in the presence of vision. It seemed that vision and touch interact in 
haptic object exploration and manipulation. When difficult judgements about 
materials had to be made, touch was used more often, whereas for judgements 
about geometric forms, vision was the preferred sense. 

Most of what we know about EP’s is based on experiments with sighted adults. 
What is unknown is whether children are as efficient as adults. It is also 
largely unknown whether children perform at adult level with regard to the 
pattern of manipulations, accuracy and speed. 

4.1.4 The effects of blindness

Task demands and prior knowledge or experience may influence the haptic 
strategies one chooses in object identification and manipulation (Millar, 
2005). On the one hand, blind children and adults could be more accurate, and 
possibly also faster, than sighted persons, due to the fact that they are more 
trained and experienced in using touch to identify and compare objects. On the 
other hand, sighted persons can rely on visual memory and imagery making 
them possibly better performers than blind people. During object identification 
congenitally blind people cannot draw on visual experience. 
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Recent studies showed brain reorganization in blind people. The occipital 
lobe, the main location for processing visual information, is also used by blind 
persons during touching, which might compensate for their lack of visual 
memory and visual processing in object identification (see e.g., Gizweski, 
Gasser, Greiff, Boehm & Forsting, 2003; Sadato, Okada, Honda and Yonekura, 
2002; Sathian, 2000, 2005, 2010). 

Familiarity with the task might also benefit blind people since they are used 
to identify objects by touch. It might also be a distinguishing characteristic 
between children and adults, simply because adults have more years of 
experience. Davidson (1972) and Davidson and Whitson (1974) observed 
that blindfolded sighted persons had less efficient modes of exploration than 
people blinded early in life. To evaluate the curvature of a stimulus (convex or 
concave), the blind favoured procedures using the whole hand whereas sighted 
people used only two fingers. The sighted adults thus decreased the size of their 
perceptual field as much as possible; in contrast, the blind adults enlarged it 
by using all their fingers. It turned out that the blind participants were more 
accurate than the sighted. After familiarizing the sighted participants by 
forcing them to use the same mode of exploration as the blind the two groups 
produced similar results. 

A familiarity effect was also found by Grant, Thiagara and Sathian (2000) 
who compared the discrimination performances of blind Braille-readers and 
sighted subjects on haptic tasks. Initially, the blind outperformed the sighted 
on a hyperacuity task in which they had to judge Braille-like dot patterns, 
but after training, the sighted performed at the same level as the blind did. 
According to Craig (1988) blind persons do not truly develop better tactile 
sensitivity, but rather learn to use the haptic sense more proficiently. Grant, 
Thiagara and Sathian, as well as Craig conducted their studies while the 
participants could use active touch, that is purposive exploration of the 
stimulus field. For passive tactile acuity, perception based solely upon 
stimulation of the cutaneous sense of an immobile observer, a familiarity 
effect was also found by Goldreich and Kanics (2003). Tactile acuity in the 
blind was significantly superior over that of sighted people. Unfortunately no 
training was given to the sighted participants in this study, so it remains 
unknown whether familiarizing the sighted persons with the task would have 
enhanced their performance. In order to study a possible familiarization effect 
our experiments will be performed four times.
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4.1.5 Developmental aspects 

According to Millar (1997), visually impaired children need more redundancy 
in their information due to the fact that they are both visually impaired and 
young. The effects of visual impairment were discussed above, but what about 
the developmental aspect? Bushnell and Boudreau (1991, 1998) studied the 
sorts of hand movements children were capable of making at various ages, 
starting in infancy. The EP ‘Enclosure’, for instance, is already observed in 
four months old babies (clutching behaviour). Between four to nine months 
of age the manual behaviours of the babies were considered to be similar 
to the ones of adults for the EP’s ‘Pressure’ and ‘Lateral motion’. However, 
the intention of using the EP was different in infants than in adults. Babies 
were waving, banging and passing objects from one hand to another. These 
behaviours were considered to be similar to the adult EP ‘Unsupported 
Holding’. A difference in performance between younger and older children 
was described by Alexander, Johnson and Schreiber (2002). Participants were 
children between four and nine years of age, with varying levels of knowledge 
of dinosaurs. The older children explored the models more exhaustively and 
discovered more differentiating tactile features than did the younger children 
and they also made fewer errors. For task accuracy, the haptic strategies used 
by the older children proved to be more important than their a priori level of 
knowledge about the objects. 

The abovementioned studies were all carried out with sighted children, but 
what about blind children? Simpkins (1979), Schellingerhout, Smitsman and 
Van Galen (1997, 1998), Morrongiello and Humphrey (1994) and Bradley-
Johnson, Johnson, Swanson and Jackson (2004) found no differences between 
blind and sighted children in the number and range of exploratory behaviours 
and in the way they adapted their actions to object properties. In contrast 
to the previous studies, Millar (1974) did find differences between blind and 
sighted children in several experiments with small nonsense shapes. During 
a comparison task, the children were distracted in different ways: unfilled 
delay, rehearsal, exposure to a verbal distractor, and a movement distractor. 
Although the distracters had highly significant effects on different experiments, 
the influence was the same for blind and sighted children. However, in general, 
the blind children were less accurate but also faster than the sighted children. 
Millar (1974) suggested that the speed-accuracy trade off probably indicated 
a difference in strategy rather than in retention. Also Hatwell (1978) found 
differences between blind and sighted children. She compared the results of 
congenitally blind and blindfolded sighted children on a shape recognition 
task. 
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According to Hatwell haptic pattern perception in blind children develops 
slower than visual perception in sighted children, but does seem to follow the 
same line of development. D’Angiulli, Kennedy and Heller (1998) observed the 
performances of blind and sighted children in picture perception. They were 
specifically interested in the exploration skills of both groups. If the sighted 
children did not get any help or guidance in the exploration of pictures, the 
blind outperformed the sighted children. However, sighted children who were 
given passive guidance performed at the same level as the blind children. 

An age effect was found by Simpkins (1979), who compared blind children 
with sighted and low vision children in a shape recognition task. Tactual 
recognition of shapes improved between 4 and 7 years of age and with age 
manual acts changed as well. Also Morrongiello and Humphrey (1994) found 
an age effect in their study on object exploration and object recognition in 
sighted and blind children between 3 and 8 years of age with common objects 
of different sizes. Their results showed a distinct developmental pattern: older 
children were faster, recognized more objects and were more thorough in their 
exploratory strategies than the younger children. According to Hatwell (2003), 
children tend to use global strategies (for instance, lateral motion) in a shape 
discrimination task, which is not optimal for solving the task efficiently. When 
children grow older, they shift to using adult-like patterns of exploration, such 
as contour following. Hatwell observed that in bimodal situations, where vision 
and touch can be used simultaneously, the haptic system is scarcely used in 
spatial tasks. For discrimination of other object properties, such as texture 
or hardness, the haptic system is more likely to be activated and preferred 
above vision. Hatwell’s analyses showed also that perception and action are 
narrowly linked in haptic acts. Not only do exploratory actions determine 
what is perceived, but also how it is perceived. 

4.1.6 Hypotheses

Based on the aforementioned literature, we expected that adults would be more 
accurate and faster than children, because they will have more experience 
with touching than children (familiarity aspect) and possess a fully developed 
neurological system. The need for more redundancy in the information 
processing of children would reflect itself in longer response times and/or a 
speed – accuracy trade-off, that is short response times will result in reduced 
accuracy. Redundancy of information is reflected both in the density of cues 
on objects and the possible ways of how to obtain this information. Most of the 
literature showed that although blind people have to rely more often on touch 
and consequently have more practice in touching objects than sighted people 
have, they normally do not perform any better than sighted people. 
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For the current study we expected to replicate this finding. New in the current 
study was that experience and familiarity is manipulated by performing the 
experiment four times. We expected that children, as less proficient performers, 
would profit from repetition both with regard to speed as well as accuracy, 
whereas for adults we expected mainly speed of responding to improve. 
Since sighted adults and children might be less familiar with touching than 
blind people, the repetitions also familiarised them with the task. Individual 
variation was studied in two ways, namely by looking at correlations between 
dimensions and by looking at possible speed-accuracy trade-offs. 

Given the varying degrees of involvement of vision, we expected the groups 
of blind and sighted participants to vary in speed and accuracy. For those 
tasks that normally rely on vision, we expected better performance of blind 
participants than the sighted ones, because they might be used to perform 
this task as a result of daily experiences and familiarisation. However, since 
tasks that are solved primarily by touch offer less redundant information than 
visual tasks, both blind and sighted people might perform equally well once 
vision is eliminated in the task. Since weight is normally more dependent on 
touch and haptics than vision, we expected weight not to differ between the 
groups of blind and sighted participants. However since young children need 
more redundant information than adults we expect them to perform worse in 
all tasks than adults.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Participants

Sixty-one participants took part in the experiment. The group consisted of 
thirty-one adults (age range 21-56) and thirty (age range 7-13) children, all 
naïve to the aims of the experiment. 
The participants were divided into four groups:

1 16 congenitally blind adults (mean age = 38.8, SD = 8.1; 8 females, 8 males)

2 15 sighted adults, matched on age, gender and level of education with the 
blind adults (mean age = 39.4, SD = 10.7; 8 females, 7 males)

3 15 congenitally blind children attending mainstream schools in the 
Netherlands and Flanders (mean age = 9.3, SD = 1.7; 7 girls, 8 boys)

4 15 sighted classmates of the blind children, matched on age, gender 
and level of education (mean age = 9.0, SD = 1.5; 7 girls, 8 boys) in the 
Netherlands and Flanders.
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The blind children were recruited by itinerant teachers who visited them at 
their mainstream schools. The sighted children were matched on age and 
sex and came from the same class as the bind children. Parents were asked 
permission to enrol their child in the experiment. They all agreed and signed a 
declaration of informed consent. The setting of the experiment was the child’s 
own school and the experiment was conducted during class hours. Considering 
the difficulty level of the questions on exact shape, volume and weight, it was 
decided not to recruit children younger than 7 in order not to confound the 
experiment with differences in cognitive level. 

About one third of the blind adults worked as a volunteer in a museum 
devoted to visual impairment (they had a regular job next to this job). The 
other blind adults were recruited through a website for blind adults in the 
Netherlands and the social network of the first author. Many of the sighted 
adults worked at the administration office of an institution for the blind. They 
were not familiar with haptic strategies, nor with teaching or guiding the 
blind. The participants were not paid for their participation in the experiment, 
and they all gave informed consent. The experiment was given to them under 
standardized conditions either at their homes or at their workplace. 

4.2.2 Material

The object sets for the dimensions texture, weight, volume and exact shape were 
selected out of the nine original object sets of Lederman and Klatzky (1987). 
The sets were reproduced with permission and help of these authors. All the 
objects were unfamiliar, meaningless and functionless objects and therefore 
difficult to label. For each object dimension there were 16 three dimensional-
stimuli, divided into 4 sets. Each set comprised of one standard object and 
three comparison objects, of which one was the best, but not identical, match 
to the standard. There was one partial exception to this rule. In the object 
sets ‘Exact Shape’ the comparison object was identical in exact shape but still 
not completely identical because the objects differed in height and size to the 
standard object. In the other object sets irrelevant dimensions were added to 
the task in order to deliberately introduce some degree of difficulty to the task. 
For instance in the object sets ‘Weight’ different materials were used. In total 
there were 64 objects (four sets of four for each of the four dimensions). Figure 
1 shows the different object sets (A,B,C,D). All objects could be enclosed in one 
or two hands. A more detailed description of the object sets can be found in 
Lederman & Klatzky (1987, p. 350). 
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A B

C D

Fig. 1 The Object-Set. The standard object is on the left side, followed by the comparison 
objects in the same row; the second object in each row is the best match. Object sets 
for the dimensions: ‘Texture’ (A), ‘Weight’ (B), ‘Volume’ (C), ‘Exact Shape’ (D).

4.2.3 Procedure

The procedure was a partial replication of the study of Lederman and Klatzky 
(1987). Since our study included children, we carried out a pilot-study to 
evaluate the procedure on its aptitude for both children and adults. The pilot 
study was executed with twenty participants, ten adults and ten children, 
none of whom participated in the final study. As a result of the outcomes of 
this pilot study it was decided not to blindfold the subjects, because several 
children did not like to wear a blindfold for an extended period of time. A 
second adaptation concerned the verbal instruction to suit children. This was 
done by adding descriptions of the object dimensions in simple words. Lastly, 
in order to signal the end of a trial the following instruction was added ‘when 
ready stretch your hands, palms upward upon the table’. This way it was 
easier to observe and score the exact time of exploring.

During the experiment, the participant sat opposite the experimenter with 
a curtain blocking the subjects’ view of the stimuli. This curtain hung over a 
stage, positioned just below eye level in the middle of the table between the 
subject and the experimenter. 
The participants were asked to put their hands under the curtain at the 
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side of the experimenter. This way, the participants could not see any of the 
stimuli nor their own hands and at the same time they were not hindered by 
a blindfold. Behind the experimenter’s shoulder a tripod with a digital video 
camera was installed. The camera recorded all experimental trials, except 
practice trials.

Every experiment started with a practice session, in which the participants 
got clarification about the concepts of the dimensions and could practice the 
procedure of matching one of the objects with the standard. In accordance 
with the original study, participants were asked to cup their hands. The 
experimenter first presented the standard object, which they were asked to 
explore for one of four dimensions: texture, weight, volume, or exact shape. 
Next, the three comparison stimuli were given one after the other and the 
participants were asked which of the three matched the standard best with 
regard to the required dimension. The participants were told that there would 
be no identical match to the standard. A simultaneous comparison of the 
stimuli was not possible and there was no time limit for responding. 

Both children and adults received the practice trials. These trials did not 
focus on the strategy to solve the task, but only on the understanding of 
the instructions. The participant received no feedback on task performance. 
Texture was described as, ‘how the object feels at the surface, ignoring shape 
or size’. Weight was described as, ‘how heavy or light an object feels in the 
hand’. Volume was described as, ‘this concerns the size of the object at all 
sides. Ignore the shape, but explore the magnitude’. For this dimension, an 
extra instruction was given if the participant did not understand the concept 
well enough. The experimenter would tell, ‘Imagine you can make a hole in 
the object and fill it with water. In which comparison object would fit about as 
much water as in the standard?’. Exact shape was explained as, ‘the precise 
outline of an object, ignoring the size of the object. It can be larger, smaller, 
thicker or thinner, than the standard.’ 

When the participant stopped exploring the object, they were instructed to 
indicate they were ready for the next stimulus by stretching their hands, 
palms upward and upon the table. On this signal the experimenter could 
subsequently remove the object. To help remembering the correct numbers of 
the objects the experimenter asked while offering the consecutive comparison 
stimuli, ‘Is it number one …number two….or number three?’ . After the four 
objects were presented, the participants had to answer verbally which object 
best matched the standard item. 
No feedback was given regarding the correctness of the participants’ response. 
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The experimenter reacted neutrally to all answers. The procedure was 
practiced twice for all object properties in one practice session. An extra set 
of 32 practice stimuli, not part of the experiment, was used for this purpose. 

Immediately after the practice session the experiment started. There were 64 
objects in total in each series (four sets of four for each of the four dimensions). 
Each participant performed four series. The dimensions were offered in a 
randomized order within each series. As a result of the four repeated series 
every participant got to touch 256 objects during the experiment. Response 
time and exploration time started when the participant received the object in 
their hands and stopped when the participant stretched their hands. All four 
series were presented on the same day. 

4.2.4 Analyses

Response times were only analysed for the correct answers and measured with 
the help of the Observer XT (Noldus, 2008). The observer XT software can be 
used for the collection, management and analysis of observational data. Five 
observers, naïve to the experiment, scored the videotapes after training them 
to a sufficient level of agreement (coefficient Kappa above .80). Videotapes 
of the experiments of ten participants were selected to determine inter-rater 
reliability. Tapes were selected from the beginning, halfway and end of the 
study. The mean inter-rater reliability measured with coefficient Kappa was 
.89 (range .84 - .93). 

Only significant results are described in this paper. An exception is made for 
the age by group interaction, since this was a major hypothesis tested in this 
study. 

Firstly, an age (adults-children) x visual status (blind-sighted) x series (4) 
General Linear Model (GLM) analysis was performed to analyse the accuracy 
and response times per dimension. Age and visual status were treated as 
between subjects and series as within subjects variables. Since age was 
found to be a significant main effect on most dimensions, we also analysed 
both age groups separately. The relation between response and accuracy 
was subsequently studied by correlating both variables. Secondly, to study 
individual variations in performance over the four dimensions, a speed-
accuracy trade off was determined by calculating the correlations between 
response times and accuracy both within groups and over the total group of 
participants. Thirdly, correlations were calculated and analysed for accuracy 
and response times between the scores on the four dimensions . Lastly, the 
data were compared with the data reported by Lederman and Klatzky.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Exact Shape

Accuracy for Exact Shape is depicted in figure 2A for the four groups as a 
function of series. The data points reflect percentages correct responses 
(accuracy) averaged over the four sets within one dimension and one group. 
Likewise, the mean response times on correct answers are depicted in figure 
2B, also as a function of series.

Fig. 2 Accuracy (A) and Response times (B) for Exact Shape over four repeated series 
by Age and Visual Status. Error bars indicate Standard Error of Measurement.

The accuracy for exact shape showed a main effect for age (F1,57 = 33.093, p < 
0.001, ηp

2
   =.367). As can be seen in Figure 2A, adults were more accurate than 

children. No significant interaction was found between age and visual status 
(F1,57 = 0.496, p = 0.484, ηp

2
   =.009). 

For response times there was a main effect for age (F1,57 = 17.620, p < 
0.001, ηp

2
   =.236). Adults were in general slower than children. The data also 

showed a main effect for visual status (F1,57 =12.788, p < 0.001, ηp
2
   =.183). 

Blind participants responded faster than the sighted ones. There was also a 
significant interaction between age and visual status (F1,57 = 10.351, p = 0.002, 
ηp

2
   =.154). 
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As can be seen in figure 2B, this is mainly caused by the sighted adults who 
were slower than the three other groups. The data also showed a main effect 
for series (F3,171 = 16.98, p < 0.001, ηp

2
   =.230). Response times decreased over 

the four sessions. 

4.3.2 Weight

For the dimension weight age proved to be a significant main effect for accuracy 
(see Figure 3A), (F1,57 = 11.041, p = 0.002, ηp

2
   =.162). Adults were in general 

more accurate than children. There was no significant interaction for age and 
visual status (F1,57 = 0.275, p = 0.602, ηp

2
   =.005). 

The response times for weight (see Figure 3B) had a significant main effect for 
series, (F3,171 = 6.594, p < 0.001, ηp

2
   =.104) indicating that the average response 

times over all four groups decreased with repetition of the series. However, 
there was also a significant interaction between series and age (F3,171 = 7.523, 
p <0.001, ηp

2
   =.117). Figure 3B shows that children seem to become faster 

over the four sessions, whereas the response times of adults hardly changed. 
Finally, the dimension weight also showed an interaction effect between age 
and visual status (F1,57 = 7.856, p = 0.007, ηp

2
   =.121). In blind participants 

the children were slower than the adults, whereas in sighted participants the 
adults were slower than the children. 

Fig. 3 Accuracy (A) and Response times (B) per trial for Weight over four repeated 
series by Age and Visual Status. Error bars indicate Standard Error of Measurement.
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4.3.3 Volume

Figure 4A shows the accuracy for the dimension volume; there is a significant 
main effect for age (F1,57 = 9.321, p = 0.003, ηp

2
   =.141). The adults were in 

general more accurate than the children. There was no significant interaction 
between age and visual status (F1,57 = 1.801, p = 0.185, ηp

2
   =.031).

Response times, as depicted in Figure 4B, showed a main effect for series 
(F3, 171 = 17.995, p < 0.001, ηp

2
   =.240). Participants became faster over the four 

sessions. No significant interaction was found for age and visual status (F1,57 = 
0.052, p = 0.820, ηp

2
   =.001).

Fig. 4 Accuracy (A) and Response times (B) for Volume over four repeated series by 
Age and Visual Status. Error bars indicate Standard Error of Measurement.

4.3.4 Texture

Figure 5A shows the accuracies for the dimension texture. There was a main 
effect for age (F1,57 = 8.538, p = 0.005, ηp

2
   =.130). In general the adults were more 

accurate than the children. The data also showed a main effect for series (F3,171 
= 2.933, p = 0.035, ηp

2
   =.049). The performance of the four groups improved over 

time. There was no significant interaction between age and visual status (F1,57 

= 1.117, p = 0.295, ηp
2
   =.019).
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The response times for the dimension texture showed a main effect for series 
(F3,171 = 18.068, p < 0.001, ηp

2
   =.241), indicating that subjects became faster 

over the series (See Figure 5B). However, a significant interaction for series 
and age (F3,171 = 3.097, p = 0.028, ηp

2
   =.052) indicated that response times of 

children decreased more over time than those of adults. As shown in Figure 
5B response times of sighted adults did not change over the four sessions, 
whereas the other three groups seem to respond faster over the four sessions.
There was no significant interaction effect between age and visual status (F1,57 
= 3.335, p = 0.073, ηp

2
   =.055). 

Fig. 5 Accuracy (A) and Response times (B) for Texture over four repeated series by 
Age and Visual Status, Error bars indicate Standard Error of Measurement.

4.3.5 Analysis for separate age groups

Since almost all the dimensions showed a main effect for age, the GLM 
analyses were also performed for children and adults separately to look for 
possible significant main effects of visual status and interactions between the 
repeated trials and visual status that might show up when age is no longer an 
independent variable. 
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These separate analyses showed significant effects for the response times, but 
not for accuracy. The response times for the dimension exact shape showed a 
main effect for visual status for the adult participants (F1,29 = 14.315, p = 0.001, 
ηp

2
   =.330). Blind adults responded much faster than sighted adults. For the 

dimension weight, we also found a main effect for visual status in the group 
of children (F1,29 = 9.007, p = 0.006, ηp

2
   =.243). The sighted children responded 

faster than the blind children. The dimension texture showed a significant 
interaction for series and visual status (F 3,87 = 3.095, p = 0.031, ηp

2
   =.096) in the 

adult participants but not in the children. Blind adults became faster over the 
series whereas the sighted adults’ response times hardly changed. 

4.3.6 Speed-accuracy trade off

Given the fact that we were also interested in the relation between speed 
and accuracy for the four groups on four different dimensions, we calculated 
the correlations between response time and accuracy (averaged over the four 
series) both within groups and over the total group of participants. Positive 
correlations would indicate possible speed-accuracy trade-offs. Data of the 
separate groups showed only two significant correlations and these were 
negative. It concerned the dimension texture, where the sighted children 
showed a negative correlation of r= -0.61 (p = 0.016) and the dimension 
exact shape, where the blind children had a negative correlation of r=-0.68 
(p = 0.006). In both cases the correlation was mainly caused by just a few 
participants who were both slow and inaccurate. There was only one positive 
correlation over the total group of participants, namely for the dimension 
exact shape (r=0.31, p=0.016). A subsequent partial correlation, controlling 
for age and visual status, found no significant correlation (p = 0.31), indicating 
that the positive correlation is probably due to group differences. Inspection of 
figures 2A and 2B suggests that the high performance but long response times 
of the sighted adults in comparison with the other groups is the major cause 
of this positive correlation.

4.3.7 Correlations between dimensions 

Correlations between dimensions were calculated to study individual variation 
in accuracy and response times, that is whether subjects who were fast and/
or accurate in one dimension were also fast/accurate in other dimensions. As 
age and visual status might affect these correlations, they were partialled out. 
Table 1 shows the partial correlations for accuracy and response times between 
the four dimensions. The correlations for accuracy were weakly positive (range 
.11 to .47). The intercorrelations for response times were stronger and in the 
medium to high range (.53 to .72).
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Table 1. Correlations between four dimensions for accuracy and response times with 
age and visual status partialled out. 

Accuracy Response time

Exact Shape Volume Weight Exact Shape Volume Weight

Texture .37* .30* .13 .62** .72** .67**

Weight .08 .11 .58** .53**

Volume .47** .57**

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.001

4.3.8 Comparison with the Lederman and Klatzky data

Table 2 shows the accuracy of the participants in the original study of Lederman 
and Klatzky on the four dimensions in the left column. Unfortunately, only 
the mean scores are known and no standard deviations or standard errors 
of measurement. For ease of comparison and due to the fact that Lederman 
and Klatzky did not repeat the trials, the mean scores on accuracy of the four 
different groups in the other columns are only shown for series 1. The order of 
the accuracy scores is the same for the Lederman and Klatzky and our studies. 

Table 2. Comparison of the data of series 1 with the original study of Lederman and 
Klatzky	 (1987)	 for	 accuracy	 on	 the	 four	dimensions	 in	%.	L&K	=	Lederman	and	
Klatzky	(1987),	M=	Mean,	SD	=	Standard	Deviation,	CI	=	95%	Confidence	Interval

L&K

n=18

Sighted adults

n=15

Blind adults

n=16

Sighted children

n=15

Blind children

n=15

M M (SD) CI M (SD) CI M (SD) CI M (SD) CI

Texture 93 97  (9) 92-100 94 (11) 88-100 85 (21) 73-96 93 (11) 87-100

Volume 81 93 (11) 87-100 86 (18) 76-96 82 (27) 66-97 88 (16) 79-97
Exact 
shape 76 87 (16) 78-96 86 (18) 76-96 63 (19) 53-74 70 (22) 58-82

Weight 65 82 (18) 72-91 84 (22) 73-96 65 (26) 50-80 63 (21) 52-75

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Children versus adults

Adults were expected to be more accurate and faster than children, due to the 
assumption that children need more redundancy in their information processing 
(Millar, 1994, 1997). This assumption was partly confirmed by the data. The 
adults were indeed significantly more accurate on all four dimensions but 
they were not faster than children. With the dimension ‘Exact Shape’, we saw 
the largest difference in accuracy between children and adults. This might be 
caused by the complexity of the task and the spatial skills needed to solve this 
task correctly. 
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These spatial skills might not have been matured enough in children (Warren, 
1994; Millar, 1997; Gentaz & Hatwell, 2003). 
The fact that children’s hands are smaller than adult hands might also have 
influenced performance on the different tasks. Some of the largest stimuli were 
difficult to enclose for the children forcing them to use additional strategies. 

According to Millar (1994), children need more rehearsal and redundant 
information to interpret haptic and spatial information. Following this 
statement, we expected children to be slower than adults. However, our 
assumption proved to be wrong: adults did not perform significantly faster 
than children. On the contrary, on some tasks the children performed even 
faster than adults. We can only speculate about an explanation. Maybe 
children underestimated the complexity of the task or by responding fast they 
could relieve appeals to short time memory. Another explanation might be 
that sighted adults try to visualize the shape they feel and that this process 
takes extra time (Révesz, 1950; Gibson, 1966), while blind adults and all 
children skip this strategy. Redundant information from visualizing the shape 
obviously did not improve speed of performance, but apparently they needed 
this extra time to reach the same level of accuracy as blind adults. The faster 
performance of the blind adults may also be explained by the use of a more 
efficient haptic strategy (see also Davidson, 1972). 

4.4.2 Sighted versus blind participants

Despite the haptic experience blind persons have in tasks which sighted 
people execute visually, we posed that the performance of blind and 
sighted participants would not differ once their performance is corrected 
for familiarisation. In previous studies, blind participants performed better 
on the first occasion, but sighted participants improved after a training, 
when they became more familiar with the task and learned which haptic 
strategy was efficient in solving the task (see e.g., Davidson, 1972; Davidson 
& Whitson, 1974; Grant, Thiagara & Sathian, 2000). Since our experiment 
did not include a training session, it could have been possible that the blind 
participants would outperform the sighted. However, in our study we did not 
find any difference on accuracy between the two groups. The practice trials 
we offered to the participants, may have served as a training, resulting in 
no difference in performance between blind and sighted participants. This 
result was also found when adults and children were analysed separately. For 
children, this result is in accordance with the results of a study of Morrongiello 
and Humphrey (1994). 
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4.4.3 Familiarity

We expected that performing the same task four times would only affect speed 
in adults, whereas for children we thought it might affect accuracy as well as 
speed of responding. However, the data showed that repeating the experiment 
had only a positive effect on the response times for the dimensions ‘Exact 
shape’ and ‘Volume’: all groups became faster over time. For the dimensions 
‘Weight’ and ‘Texture’, only the response times of the children decreased over 
the series. Accuracy did not improve after repeating the experiment. This lack 
of improvement might have resulted from a ceiling effect or by the fact that no 
feedback was given. 

4.4.4 Speed-accuracy trade-off

The relation between accuracy and speed was studied for the total group and 
within the four groups. Only one positive correlation was found for the total 
group. For the dimension ‘Exact Shape’ the significant correlation was caused 
by a few very slow performing sighted adults, who were also very accurate. So 
differences between individuals within a group or differences between groups 
cannot be explained by a speed-accuracy trade-off. 

4.4.5 Individual variation

Individual variation was studied by computing correlations for the four 
dimensions for both accuracy and response times, with age and visual status 
partialled out. Response times for all the dimensions correlated significantly. 
For accuracy, the correlations were weak and only significant in half of the 
cases. Our preliminary conclusion is that, since the speed of performance is 
relatively stable across tasks and since age and visual status were partialled 
out, the moderately strong correlations for response times can be thought of 
as individual response and learning styles: respondents react in tests of all 
four dimensions with rather the same speed, irrespective of their accuracy. In 
contrast, accuracy is much more dependent on the type of task, because there 
was large variation in accuracy between the four tasks, and accuracy varied 
largely within individuals, resulting in a lack of significant intercorrelations. 
This may indicate that tactual dimensions are picked up independently and 
there is no underlying capacity of the haptic system to pick up all dimensions 
with the same efficiency. 
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4.4.6 Comparison with the data of Lederman and Klatzky

The accuracy performance of the adults in the current study was comparable 
with the participants in the study of Lederman and Klatzky (1987). ‘Texture’ 
was easiest to match and ‘Weight’ most difficult. When we compare the 95% 
confidence interval of the data in the current study with the original data of 
Lederman and Klatzky, the sighted adults included in our study performed 
slightly better on all four dimensions. When we compare the Lederman and 
Klatzky data with the blind adults, accuracy is within the 95% confidence 
interval for three of the four dimensions. The data of the children also show a 
comparable organization in difficulty level. However, ‘Exact shape’ was about 
as difficult for the children as the dimension ‘Weight’. The individual variation 
was quite high, which might be explained by variation in developmental 
trajectories. When we compare the scores of adults in the study of Lederman 
and Klatzky with the blind children all the scores are within the 95% confidence 
interval. This is not the case for the sighted children: for the dimension ‘Exact 
Shape’ the adult score lies just above the confidence interval. 

4.4.7 Conclusion

When we compare the data of the blind children and adults with their sighted 
peers, the results showed that the blind children did not perform any better 
than their sighted classmates with regard to accuracy and response times. The 
blind adults, however, were faster than the sighted adults on ‘Exact Shape’. 
The blind adults were not significantly faster than the children in this task, 
but they were more accurate. This difference may have been caused by the use 
of different strategies by blind and sighted adults. Until now this is unknown 
and a topic for future research. 

Before the start of the study we expected the blind children to outperform the 
sighted children, due to the fact that blind children receive individual tactual 
training and sighted children for obvious reasons do not. Yet, the results did 
not confirm this expectation. One explanation might be that blind children are 
usually trained in skills other than the ones assessed in the current study. The 
results also showed that in adulthood blind people become faster in solving 
haptic spatial tasks in comparison to sighted people. Since object identification 
and discrimination is normally much faster accomplished by vision than touch, 
enhancing the speed of haptic object identification and discrimination must be 
useful for blind people. A clinical implication might therefore be that it makes 
sense to train these haptic skills to blind children early in childhood. 
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Abstract

The study examined Exploratory Procedures (EPs) of congenitally blind and 
sighted children and adults on a haptic match-to-sample task. The aim was to 
examine	the	influence	of	age,	visual	status,	and	familiarity	on	the	use	of	EPs	
when	people	haptically	examine	the	object	properties	of	weight,	size,	exact	shape	
and	texture.	EPs	in	the	first	and	last	of	four	series	of	trials	were	compared.	The	
results showed that all four groups chose the same dominant EP for examining 
the four different object properties, all of them in agreement with the ones found 
by	Lederman	and	Klatzky	(1987).	Children	were	found	to	use	more	EPs	than	
only	the	most	efficient	EP	for	the	dimension	under	study.	Overall, performance 
was more affected by age than by visual status and repeating the task led to 
increased	 efficiency	 in	 all	 groups.	To	 describe	 exploratory	 behaviors	 in	more	
detail Actions were introduced. Actions are single or sequential hand movements 
occurring in parallel with the EPs, or apart from the EPs. The use of actions 
explained, in part, individual variation among the participants. 
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5.1 Introduction

Given the overt nature of tactual exploration, mental processes and cognitive 
strategies can be deduced more easily from touch than from the other senses. 
Typically this is done by looking at Exploratory Procedures (EPs), first described 
by Lederman and Klatzky (1987) as certain types of hand movements to get 
specific information about object properties. Typical patterns emerge once 
people are asked about object properties, such as weight, volume, or shape. 
For instance, the typical pattern for exploring the dimension Exact Shape is 
‘Contour Following’, a dynamic procedure in which one or more fingers trace 
the contours of an object. 

In view of our clinical interest in blind children and adults, we wondered 
whether blind people use the same EPs to extract information from objects. In 
a previous paper (Withagen, Kappers, Vervloed, Knoors, & Verhoeven, 2012), 
we compared the performance of four groups (blind adults, sighted adults, 
blind children and sighted children) on accuracy and response times in a 
match-to-sample task with different object dimensions (shape, weight, texture 
and volume). The experimental task was performed four times to investigate 
the effect of familiarization and practice. We showed that, with regard to 
accuracy and response times on the four different dimensions, age was more 
important than visual status. The differences between children and adults 
were especially large for Exact Shape, which turned out to be significantly more 
difficult for children than for adults. For accuracy, the effects of practice were 
significant only for perceiving Texture. In contrast, repeating the experiment 
had a significant effect on all response times, all groups became faster over 
the series. There were no significant differences in performance between blind 
and sighted children. The blind adults were faster than the sighted adults in 
response times, especially for Exact Shape, without decreasing in the level of 
accuracy. During this previous study, hand movements were recorded (but 
not yet analyzed). The main objective of the current study is to investigate 
whether the differences between the groups were caused by the use of different 
exploratory strategies by blind and sighted adults and children. 

Lederman and Klatzky (1987) studied the hand movements in a mutually 
exclusive scoring system and chose to score the most prominent EP in the case 
where two EPs occurred together. In a later study, Klatzky and Lederman 
(1993) made predictions about the compatibility of two EPs occurring together. 
To actually study this compatibility, the option of scoring simultaneous EPs 
was added to the present study.
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5.1.1 Manual exploration in sighted children

Previous research has shown that the use of EPs is age-related. Bushnell and 
Boudreau (1991) noted that the order in which haptic perception of various 
object dimensions initially develops in infants is determined mainly by the 
temporal sequence in which the associated EPs can be performed, which in 
turn appears dependent on the level of motor development. Morange-Majoux, 
Cougnot and Bloch (1997) confirmed that as early as the age of four months 
infants are capable of discriminating coarse variations in texture. The hand 
movements proved similar to the adult EP ‘Lateral Motion’. At the same age, 
infants use their whole hands to explore objects, and by the age of 6 months 
they start using their fingertips. Bushnell and Boudreau (1991) suggested that 
in order to perceive particular properties of an object, an infant must be able to 
perform the requisite hand movements. For example, to determine the texture 
of an object a child needs to be capable of rubbing a finger across a surface. It is 
only when the infant has developed more sophisticated exploratory strategies, 
such as using one hand to hold the object and the other to explore, that he or 
she may be able to determine the shape of an object. According to Bushnell 
and Boudreau (1991), the onset of all EPs is thus in the first year of life. 

Kalagher and Jones ( 2011) recently assessed 36 sighted children (3-5 years) 
and 20 adults with a haptic match-to-sample task. The participants could 
not see their hands during the experiment. They received objects and were 
instructed to compare the sample objects with the test objects with respect 
to the properties shape, texture, rigidity and weight. There was always one 
identical object to the sample object. Both accuracy and hand movements of the 
children were studied and compared to the performance of adults. Kalagher 
and Jones concluded that these young children behaved in the same way as 
adults. To solve the tasks they produced adult-like EPs. Children applied 
pressure to match on rigidity, contour following for shape, lateral motion 
for texture and unsupported holding for weight. The results indicated that 
even 3-year-olds chose the most adequate EPs to gather specific perceptual 
information. Moreover, children of all age groups were able to match the objects 
for all dimensions at near ceiling levels. Klatzky, Lederman, and Mankinen 
(2005) carried out a study on the use of EPs by sighted children and focused 
on whether preschool children (mean age 4.5 years) could make appropriate 
judgements about tool functions by either using vision or vision and touch. 
The children proved to be sensitive to the characteristics of the tool and to the 
constraints on its functions. They used vision to explore the size of the tool and 
the EP ‘Pressure’ to learn about the rigidity of an object. 
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Berger and Hatwell (1993, 1995, 1996) found that even 5-year-old children can 
classify objects on the haptic dimension texture by using the EP lateral motion. 
The EPs to apprehend size (Enclosure, Contour Following) were scarcely used 
to classify objects. In contrast, Schwarzer, Küfer and Wilkening (1999) did not 
find a preference for classification based solely on texture, that is, by the use 
of the EP lateral motion. They found that children tended to use more hand 
movements besides lateral motion, such as enclosure and rotation, to explore 
and classify the dimension texture. Even 4-year-old children used these 
procedures frequently. Also the EP contour following was already observed at 
this age. 

5.1.2 Hand movements in blind children

There are only a few studies on the development of EPs in blind children. 
Landau (1991) examined haptic object exploration in three congenitally blind 
infants between 18 and 36 months of age. In her study, blind infants used 
scratching to explore textures and rotation to explore the shapes of objects. 
Schellingerhout, Smitsman and Van Galen (1997) examined the EPs that eight 
blind infants between 8 and 24 months used to explore textured surfaces. The 
children received different gradient textures on a table in front of them while 
seated on their mother’s lap. The children explored the surfaces spontaneously 
and without any instructions. Schellingerhout et al. (1997) saw that the 
infants used a wide range of exploratory strategies, such as touching, hitting, 
fingering, rubbing and mouthing, and that there were age-related differences 
in the use of exploratory strategies. The youngest children showed limited use 
of fingering, and a rudimentary form of rubbing, whereas the oldest did not 
show oral exploration anymore. The exploratory behaviours varied depending 
on the textures the children explored. 

According to Millar (2008) young congenitally blind children often perform 
significantly poorer on unfamiliar spatial tasks than blindfolded sighted 
children. She noticed that the differences between the two groups depended 
on the nature of the task and the kind of information that was available to 
the children. Millar (1974) performed a haptic match-to-sample recognition 
task, using small nonsense shapes with blind and sighted children. The 
blind children were faster responders, but somewhat less accurate. Based 
on her experiments, Millar (1994) concluded that the need for informational 
redundancy is necessary for blind children to get the same experiences 
and draw the same conclusions as sighted children. She suggested that the 
convergence and overlap of tactual inputs provide the redundancy needed to 
interpret information about objects and their spatial positions. 
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5.1.3 Blind and sighted adults

Davidson (1972) and Davidson and Whitson (1974) compared the exploratory 
behaviour of blindfolded sighted and blind adult observers when haptically 
evaluating the curvature of a stimulus, which was either convex or concave. 
They concluded that the blind participants were more efficient in their 
haptic strategies, because they used the whole hand, whereas the sighted 
participants used only two fingers. However, after a training in which the 
sighted participants were forced to use the same mode of exploration as the 
blind participants, the two groups produced similar results. Davidson and 
Whitson (1974) concluded that with the use of the adequate haptic strategy, 
sighted people can achieve the same level of accuracy as the blind in this 
haptic task. 

Heller (1989) also studied the influence of vision and visual imagery on 
the perception of textures. His results showed that for texture there were 
no differences in performance between blind and sighted adults. According 
to Heller visual imagery may not be needed for substance related object 
qualities, that is material properties such as texture, hardness, thermal 
properties and weight, whereas visual imagery may be helpful for judgements 
about geometrical properties such as shape. Grant, Thiagarajah and Sathian 
(2000) studied whether the blind are superior in comparison to the sighted 
in their tactile sensitivity. Initially, the blind outperformed the sighted on 
a hyperacuity task where the participants were allowed to use active touch. 
However, after practice, both groups performed at the same level. They 
concluded that people deprived of vision do not develop supernormal touch 
sensitivity, but rather learn to use it more proficiently. Goldreich and Kanics 
(2003) also studied tactile sensitivity of blind and sighted people but now the 
participants were only allowed to make use of passive touch. It turned out that 
tactile acuity of the blind participants was significantly better than that of the 
sighted participants. So it seems that tactual acuity is better in blind versus 
sighted people when passive touch is used, but after practice and with use of 
active touch both groups perform equally. 

Several studies (Cornoldi & Vecchi, 2000; Vecchi 1998; Cornoldi, Fastame, & 
Vecchi, 2003; Vecchi, Tinti, & Cornoldi, 2004; Vanlierde, & Wanet-Defalque, 
2004) showed that when objects are presented to blind persons, congenital 
absence of visual perception does not prevent one from processing mental 
images. Spatial images are probably organized differently in blind persons 
in comparison to sighted persons, because they are derived from tactile and 
spatial information sources. 
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These kinds of mental representations can be used by blind persons in tactile-
spatial tasks. However, increased complexity of the task (e.g., when people 
have to recall more than one single spatial pattern) has a negative influence 
on the performance of blind people.

Recently, Rovira, Deschamps, and Baena-Gomez (2011) let blind and sighted 
adolescents perform two tasks in which two-dimensional geometrical shapes 
with raised patterns had to be rotated mentally. They found that the blind 
subjects performed more effectively, which was tentatively attributed to 
the fact that they used multi-fingered and bimanual exploration during the 
experimental task, whereas the sighted adolescents tended to prefer to use 
only one hand during exploration of the objects. Furthermore, they used twice 
the time to explore the objects and give their responses in comparison to the 
blind adolescents. 

5.1.4 Aim of the study

In previous research, it has been found that the performance on tactual 
exploration tasks may vary as a result of the dimensions being studied, practice 
with the task and the age and visual status of participants. However, in the 
studies conducted so far, no attempt has been made to examine the initial and 
repeated exploration behavior on multiple dimensions as a function of age and 
visual status in one and the same design. Therefore, the present study focused 
on the repeated tactual exploration of blind and sighted adults and children. The 
goal of the study was to gather both quantitative and qualitative information 
about the haptic strategies used by these groups. The research question was 
twofold: 1) do blind and sighted adults and children choose the same EPs in tasks 
concerning Exact Shape, Weight, Volume and Texture, and 2) what is the effect 
of practice. The effect of practice on the use of EPs was studied by comparing 
the first and last series of trials. Since no previous studies are known that have 
studied the effect of practice we investigated whether the EPs change over time 
(for instance, more simultaneous use of different EPs or increased use of the most 
efficient EP to solve a specific task). We wanted to see whether an effect, either 
a learning or fatigue effect, would arise after repeating the experiment three 
times. In addition, we were also interested in the possible differences between 
children and adults, blind and sighted in the use of EPs. Based on Millar’s (1997) 
CAPIN theory we expected children and blind people to show more redundant 
behaviors during the experiment but also that they should profit more from 
rehearsals than sighted adults. To observe the hand movements in more detail, 
actions were defined and scored in addition to the EPs. Actions are extra hand 
movements, without distinct on- and offset times, that cannot be scored as an EP 
and which the participants executed to gather extra information about an object. 
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5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Participants

Sixty-one participants, 31 adults and 30 children, took part in the experiment. 
Each participant belonged to one of four groups:

1 congenitally blind adults (n = 16, mean age = 38.8 , SD = 8.1; 8 females, 
8 males)

2 sighted adults (n = 15, mean age = 39.4, SD = 10.7; 8 females, 7 males)

3 congenitally blind children (n = 15, mean age = 9.3, SD = 1.7; 7 girls, 8 
boys)

4 sighted children (n = 15, mean age = 9.0, SD= 1.5; 7 girls, 8 boys).

Within the age groups, the blind and sighted participants were matched on 
age, gender and level of education. We wanted to reduce the chance that 
children did not understood the concepts of the dimensions under study and 
therefore enrolled children between 7-12 years of age (mean age 9 years) in 
the study. By excluding younger children we hoped to diminish the number 
of children in the preoperational phase of cognitive development. The rather 
large age range was necessary to enroll a sufficient number of participant in 
the study. The blind children attended mainstream schools in the Netherlands 
and Flanders and were matched with sighted classmates. The blind adults 
were recruited from the social network of the first author and a website for the 
blind and visually impaired in the Netherlands. Informed and written consent 
was received from all adult participants and the parents of the children. The 
total experiment, including practice trials took about 1 ½ - 2 ½ hours. For 
the children, there was always a short break between series 2 and 3 in which 
they got a drink. All adults performed the experiment without a break. The 
children were tested at their own school, whereas the adults were assessed 
either at home or at work.

5.2.2 Material

Four out of the nine original object sets of the study of Lederman and Klatzky 
(1987), namely texture, weight, volume and exact shape, were replicated with 
permission and help of the authors. All objects were unfamiliar, meaningless 
and functionless objects and therefore difficult to label (see Figure 1). The 
objects involved in this experiment had a size of 4 – 12 cm; they were too big 
to enclose in one hand, especially for the children. 
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Within each set the objects differed on the dimension under study and an 
additional dimension with distracting information for the target dimension. 
This additional dimension was the size of the objects in ‘Exact Shape’, the 
material and size in ‘Weight’ and the shape of the objects in both ‘Texture’ and 
‘Volume’. 

For each object dimension there were 16 three-dimensional-stimuli, divided 
into 4 sets. Each set comprised of one standard object and three comparison 
objects, of which one was the best, but not identical, match to the standard. 
In total there were 64 objects (see figure 1). An additional practice set was 
developed for instruction and familiarization. A more detailed description of 
the object sets can be found in Withagen et al. (2012). 

Figure 1. Object sets for the dimensions Texture (A), Weight (B), Volume (C), and 
Exact	Shape	(D).	The	standard	objects	are	shown	in	the	first	column,	followed	by	the	
comparison objects in the same row; the second object in each row is the best match.
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5.2.3 Procedure and setting

The procedure was a slightly adapted version from the study of Lederman and 
Klatzky (1987) and is also described in Withagen et al. (2012). For practical 
reasons four and not nine dimensions were studied. Participants were not 
blindfolded but their view of the objects and their hands was blocked by a 
curtain. This was done because a pilot study showed that most children were 
bothered by being blindfolded. The experiment was repeated three times to 
study the effect of practice and fatigue. 

Participants sat at a table opposite the experimenter. The experimenter and 
the sighted participants could see each other over the curtain that hung over 
a stage and that blocked their view of their hands. The participants put their 
hands under the curtain at the side of the experimenter where they received 
the objects. Each trial started when the participant laid the back of their hands 
down on the table, palms upward. Exploration started when the participant 
received the object in their hand(s). To indicate the end of a trial the participant 
had to lay both hands back on the table, palms up, fingers stretched. 
 
The experimenter first presented the standard object, which the subjects were 
asked to explore for one of four dimensions: texture, weight, volume, or exact 
shape. Next, the three comparison stimuli were given one after the other, and 
the participants were asked which of the three matched the standard best 
with regard to the required dimension. The participants were told that there 
would be no identical match to the standard. Simultaneous comparison of the 
stimuli was not possible and the participants were only allowed to explore the 
objects once. There was no time limit for responding. The participants were 
instructed with the following descriptions for the different dimensions. For 
the dimension Exact Shape the question was: ‘What is the exact outline of a 
shape? Ignore the size of the object, but concentrate only on the outline. Which 
object has the same outline as the standard, although it might be larger, thicker 
or smaller?’. Texture was questioned as ‘How does the object feel on the surface. 
Do not pay attention to the shape or size, but concentrate on the surface. How 
does it feel, is it, for instance, soft or rough?’. The instruction for the dimension 
Volume was ‘What is the size of the object? Ignore the shape, but explore the 
size at all the sides of the object.’ If the participant did not understand the 
instruction, extra information was given: ‘Imagine you can make a hole in the 
object and fill it with water. In which object would fit about as much water 
as in the standard? Would it be number 1, 2 or 3?’. For the dimension Weight 
participants were asked, ‘What is the weight of the object in your hands; does it 
feel heavy or light? Compare the weight of the standard with the other objects.’ 
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Every assessment started with practice trials which were intended to instruct 
the participants what the dimensions meant and to make them familiar with 
the match-to-sample task. During the practice trials the participants received 
two trials with objects, not in the actual object-set, to practice the procedure. 
Furthermore, it was checked whether the participants understood the concepts 
of the dimensions they were asked to match. Immediately after the practice 
trials the experiment started with four trials for each of the four sets of 
dimensions; the same instruction for the dimensions was given, as described 
above. Each participant received the four object sets in a randomized sequence 
for a total of 64 objects. In the original study of Lederman and Klatzky, the 
experiment finished after all sets were explored. Since we were interested in 
the influence of familiarity and learning, we repeated the experiment three 
times (all in one assessment). In total there were four series with the four 
object-sets, bringing the total number of objects to be explored to 256 (4 series 
x 4 dimensions x 4 trials x 4 objects). All trials were recorded on video by a 
camera placed on a tripod behind the experimenter. Practice trials were not 
recorded. 

5.2.4 Hand movements

The hand movements were divided into two categories, ‘Exploratory 
Procedures’ and ‘Actions’. Some manual behaviors could not be scored as 
EPs and were therefore called Actions. ‘Actions’ are extra hand movements 
are mostly constellations of hand motions which occur sometimes in parallel 
with the EPs, and in other cases apart from the EPs. Some Actions convey 
some obvious intentions of the participants, such as estimating size or global 
perception of shape, others consist of sequences of behaviors that are not 
captured by EPs (see Table 2). All hand movements were analysed with the 
Observer XT software from Noldus (Noldus, 2008). The scoring rules for the 
EPs were based on the original scoring rules of Lederman and Klatzky (1987). 
A difference from the original study is that we embedded the possibility of 
scoring EPs simultaneously. Both frequency and duration were scored for 
EPs. Only frequency was scored for actions, since actions either lasted for very 
brief periods or were sequences of different hand movements in which EPs 
sometimes also occurred. 

Besides the EPs Lateral Motion (LM), Unsupported Holding (UH), Enclosure 
(EN), Contour Following (CF) and Pressure (PR), we scored Task Maintenance 
(TM) and Unclear (UC). Under TM, all hand movements used for the benefit 
of the performance of an EP were scored. The observers used UC when the 
recordings were unclear or invisible for them. Lists of EPs and Actions are 
shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
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Five students, naive to the experimental goals, were trained in scoring by 
observing the tapes of a pilot-study, until sufficient agreement was reached 
(i.e. Cohen’s Kappa coefficient above .80). The interrater-reliability was 
determined by scoring the tapes of ten participants each by five different 
raters. Tapes were randomly selected from the beginning, halfway and end of 
the study. Reliability was determined by calculating the Intraclass Correlation 
Coefficient (ICC), which is also presented in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Exploratory Procedures: description and Intra Class Correlation

Exploratory 
Procedures Description ICC

Lateral Motion The fingers are rubbed sideways on the surface of an object. .93

Unsupported 
Holding

An object is lifted away from any supporting surface and 
maintained in the hand without any effort to mould the 
hand to the object.

.99

Enclosure Both hands are put around the outer surface of an object. .97

Contour 
Following

This is a dynamic procedure in which one or more fingers 
trace the contours of an object.

1.00

Pressure Pressure is applied to a part of the object, for instance, the 
object is poked or pinched.

.95

Table 2. Actions: description and Intra Class Correlation

Actions Description ICC

Throw over Throw the object from one hand into the other; it is often a 
very smooth operation and repeated several times.

1.00

Pick up and Drop Subject picks up the object with one hand and lets it drop 
on the other hand.

1.00

Brief touch The object is lying on the extended hand, most of the time in 
the position of UH; the subject only touches the object softly 
to get a bit of information (quick glance) about the object 
and material. This event is not scored if the subject is really 
exploring or pressing on the object.

.92

Examine features The subject is exploring features, like a hole in a ring (put 
finger through).

.99

Estimating Size Specific movements made by hands or fingers with the goal 
to measure size or distance. Typical is the folding of two 
hands together over the object and giving extra pressure to 
get more information about size. Sometimes the fingers or 
palm of the hand play the role of a ruler; people measure 
the length of an object with one or more fingers.

.95

Global 
Perception of 
Shape

The subject places the fingers of one hand at the outline 
of an object, to get an indication about the shape of an 
object. It differs from contour following in that the contour of 
the object is not traced.

.98
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5.2.5 Analyses

Response time was defined as the duration of the total exploration. Each 
exploration started when the participant received the first object in their 
hands; the exploration ended when the participant stopped exploring the 
last comparison object (that is haptic exploring, not when the participant 
gave the response to the question). The durations of the EPs per participant 
were calculated per dimension. Because of unequal response times between 
participants, relative scores were calculated by converting the durations into 
a percentage of time a participant executed a specific EP. Sometimes EPs 
occurred simultaneously. Analyses of the data showed that the EP predicted 
by Lederman and Klatzky (1987) to solve a task best, was always involved 
when two EPs occurred simultaneously. For this reason, the occurrence of 
combined use of EPs with a specific dimension was indicated by adding the 
plus sign to the most prominent EP. Periods in which participants were not 
using EPs were scored as the category ‘Rest’. During these periods, participants 
could either make hand movements used for the benefit of EPs (TM) actions or 
showed undefined or unidentifiable behaviors (UC).

For ease of presentation only the results of the analyses of the first and last 
series of trials will be presented. The mean number of actions was calculated 
by dividing the total number of occurrences of each event by the number of 
participants. 
 
To integrate accuracy scores and response times, mean efficiency scores were 
calculated per group by averaging the ratios of accuracy and response time 
of all individual participants. To analyse the results on the efficiency scores, 
an age (adults-children) by visual status (blind-sighted) by series (2) General 
Linear Model (GLM) analysis was performed. Age and visual status were 
treated as between-subjects and series as within-subjects variables. After this 
analysis, analyses for both age groups separately were conducted, with visual 
status as the between subject variable. 

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Exploratory Procedures per dimension

Figure 2 shows the relative duration of EPs for the four different groups on 
series 1 and 4 for the dimension Exact Shape. It can be seen that the most 
important EP to gather information about the exact shape of an object is 
Contour Following (CF). In series 1, all four groups of participants executed 
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CF more than 80% of the time during which they were exploring the object. 
Apart from the sighted adults, who in series 4 still showed a high level of CF 
( > 95%), the other three groups showed a shift in their exploratory behavior. 
Enclosure (EN) was added as a second EP, especially by the blind children, or 
in combinations of EPs (CF+).

Figure 2. Percentage of time Exploratory Procedures were used with the dimension 
Exact	 Shape	 for	 the	 four	 groups	 for	 series	 1	 (A)	 and	 series	 4	 (B).	 CF=	 Contour	
Following,	EN	=	Enclosure,	LM	=	Lateral	Motion,	UH	=	Unsupported	Holding,	PR	
=	Pressure.

For all four groups with the dimension Weight the most commonly used EP was 
Unsupported Holding (UH) both in series 1 and 4 (see Figure 3). Especially the 
children also used other EPs. In series 1, besides Unsupported Holding, the 
EP Enclosure was used frequently. Note however that in series 1 the category 
Rest was also quite high, which means that the participants executed other 
hand movements than just EPs. In series 4 the adults still executed UH for 
about 80% of the time to gather information about Weight. Both groups of 
children performed UH less than the adults.

Figure 3. Percentage of time Exploratory Procedures were used with the dimension 
Weight	for	the	four	groups	for	series	1	(A)	and	series	4	(B).	CF=	Contour	Following,	
EN	=	Enclosure,	LM	=	Lateral	Motion,	UH	=	Unsupported	Holding,	PR	=	Pressure.
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Since we could not judge from Figure 3 whether all children performed in the 
same manner with regard to the dominant EP, that is Unsupported Holding, 
we looked at the distribution of individual scores for this EP (see Figure 4). 
Most adults used the EP Unsupported Holding for a considerable amount of 
time during exploration of the dimension Weight. This can be seen in Figure 
4 by the skewness to the left of the distribution of the adults. The exploratory 
behaviors of both groups of adults resembled each other. However, within both 
groups of children there was more variation in exploratory behaviors than 
in the adult groups. This meant that the low score on the dominant EP UH 
for the groups of children (see Figure 3) was caused by a large variation in 
the percentage use of UH; some children hardly used this EP, whereas a few 
children behaved like adults, that is, showed UH a large proportion of the 
time. 
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Figure 4. Number of participants that used the EP Unsupported Holding for a certain 
percentage of time in series 4 with the dimension Weight for the different groups of 
participants:	A.	Blind	Adults	(n	=	16),	B.	Sighted	Adults	(n	=	15),	C.	Blind	Children	
(n	=	15)	and	D.	Sighted	Children	(n	=	15).

For the dimension Volume, shown in Figure 5, the EP Enclosure (EN) was 
performed most by all four groups. The next most used EP was CF. In series 
4 there was a small increase visible in the use of combination of EPs, that is 
EN+.
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Figure 5. Percentage of time Exploratory Procedures were used with the dimension 
Volume	for	the	four	groups	for	series	1	(A)	and	series	4	(B).	CF=	Contour	Following,	
EN	=	Enclosure,	LM	=	Lateral	Motion,	UH	=	Unsupported	Holding,	PR	=	Pressure.

In Figure 6 the proportion of EPs for the dimension Texture is shown. Lateral 
Motion (LM) was the dominant EP for all four groups. However, the EPs 
Pressure (PR) and Enclosure (EN) were also performed regularly in this task, 
especially by both groups of children. As we were interested in how variable 
the use of the dominant EP Lateral Motion was for the two groups of children, 
we looked again at the distribution of individual scores. The distribution of the 
scores resembled Figure 4; there were large differences between the children 
in how often they used the EP Lateral Motion, from scarcely to very often. 
Adults behaved more similar to each other, that is, most of the times they 
executed LM.
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Figure 6. Percentage of time Exploratory Procedures were used with the dimension 
Texture	for	the	four	groups	for	series	1	(A)	and	series	4	(B).	CF=	Contour	Following,	
EN	=	Enclosure,	LM	=	Lateral	Motion,
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5.3.2 Actions per dimension

Figure 7 shows the mean number of actions per group performed during 
exploration. Most actions occurred during the tasks Exact Shape and Weight. 
The event Brief Touch, where the participants only got a quick glance of 
the object was performed for all the dimensions and by all four groups of 
participants, although not in the same frequency. The actions Throw Over, 
Pick up and Drop and Examine Features seemed to belong to the dimension 
Weight and were not observed on the other dimensions. The event Throw Over 
was executed most of the time by the adults, and the event Examine Features 
seemed to be more preferred by the children. The event Global Perception was 
almost only performed in relation to the dimension Exact Shape; in series 4 
the frequency of this event increased, especially for the adult groups. 
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Figure 7. Mean number of actions for series 1 (A) and series 4 (B) with each dimension for the four groups 

of participants
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5.3.3 Comparisons with the data of Lederman and Klatzky

Table 3 compares the data from Lederman and Klatzky’s 1987 study and the 
current study and shows the mean duration of the EPs after each question 
to match the sample on one of the four dimensions. The sighted adults in 
the current study bore a close resemblance with the data of Lederman and 
Klatzky. This was confirmed by a significant and very high correlation for the 
mean duration of EPs per object on each dimension between the students in 
the Lederman & Klatzky study and the sighted adults in the current study 
(r = .98, p < .01). Moreover, the correlations were also high between Lederman 
and Klatzky’s participants and the other three groups in the current study, 
r = 0.92 for sighted children, r = 0.91 for blind adults, and r = 0.86 for blind 
children, all p’s < 0.01. 
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Table 3. Mean duration in seconds of Exploratory Procedures for each object per trial. 
Data	from	the	study	of	Lederman	&	Klatzky	with	students	(L&K	students,	n	=	11)	
and the four groups of participants in the current study.

Exact Shape

LM PR SC UH EN CF EPs total

L&K students* 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.03 1.92 11.20 13.50

Sighted Adults 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 13.04 13.24

Blind Adults 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.34 5.69 6.03

Sighted Children 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 5.31 5.81

Blind Children 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.47 5.31 5.82

Weight

 LM PR SC UH EN CF EPs total

L&K students* 0.10 0.08 0.00 2.12 0.28 0.55 3.13

Sighted Adults 0.07 0.04 0.00 2.75 0.19 0.03 3.07

Blind Adults 0.08 0.00 0.00 2.87 0.13 0.00 3.07

Sighted Children 0.23 0.36 0.00 2.22 1.10 0.01 3.92

Blind Children 0.36 0.32 0.00 3.83 1.15 0.07 5.72

Volume

 LM PR SC UH EN CF EPs total

L&K students* 0.20 0.01 0.04 0.07 2.61 2.15 5.08

Sighted Adults 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.07 2.79 0.59 3.51

Blind Adults 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04 3.20 0.18 3.46

Sighted Children 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01 2.92 0.72 3.69

Blind Children 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.10 3.18 0.73 4.02

Texture

EPs LM PR SC UH EN CF EPs total

L&K students* 3.46 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.82 4.53

Sighted Adults 3.11 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 3.38

Blind Adults 2.71 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 2.81

Sighted Children 2.71 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.12 3.75

Blind Children 2.79 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.74 0.15 4.10

*Data based on Table 4a of Lederman and Klatzky (1987, p. 354).
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5.3.4 Efficiency scores

To study the overall impact of EPs and actions on accuracy and response times, 
for each individual an efficiency score was calculated by dividing accuracy by 
response time, irrespective which EPs or actions were used (see Table 4). The 
higher the score, the more efficient the person used his or her tactual skills.

Table 4.	Mean	scores	per	group	for	Accuracy,	Response	Times	and	Efficiency	Scores

Accuracy in % Response Time in s Efficiency*

Exact Shape Series1 Series 4 Series 1 Series 4 Series 1 Series 4

Blind Adults 86 89 102 77 1.08 1.37

Sighted Adults 87 88 152 133 0.64 0.76

Blind Children 70 63 93 60 0.83 1.21

Sighted Children 63 63 97 70 0.71 0.91

Weight Series1 Series 4 Series 1 Series 4 Series 1 Series 4

Blind Adults 84 88 56 52 1.70 1.90

Sighted Adults 82 83 59 64 1.65 1.42

Blind Children 63 73 93 61 0.76 1.34

Sighted Children 65 78 65 47 1.10 1.76

Volume Series1 Series 4 Series 1 Series 4 Series 1 Series 4

Blind Adults 86 94 59 47 1.69 2.43

Sighted Adults 93 97 60 50 1.79 2.09

Blind Children 88 85 68 47 1.57 2.21

Sighted Children 82 75 63 46 1.75 1.85

Texture Series1 Series 4 Series 1 Series 4 Series 1 Series 4

Blind Adults 94 100 49 33 2.31 3.51

Sighted Adults 97 100 53 48 2.11 2.40

Blind Children 93 93 69 44 1.47 2.41

Sighted Children 85 93 58 38 1.60 3.51

* Note that, of course, Efficiency averaged over individual participants does not equal the ratio of 
average Accuracy and average Response time.

For the four dimensions, separate GLMs were performed on the efficiency 
scores, with age (adults, children) and visual status (sighted, blind) as between 
subjects factors and series (1, 2, 3 and 4) as the within factor. For clarity and 
consistency with other tables and figures, only series 1 and 4 are shown in 
table 4. 
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For Exact Shape there was a main effect for visual status, F1,57 = 12.334, 
p = 0.001, ηp

2
   = .178. The blind participants were more efficient than the 

sighted participants. There was also a main effect for series F3, 171 = 8.815, p 
< 0.001,  

ηp
2
  = .134. Efficiency increased over the series. Analyses for the blind 

and sighted groups separately showed a main effect for series for both groups. 
The blind participants, F3,87 = 5.194, p = 0.002, ηp

2
  = .152, as well as the sighted 

participants, F3,84 = 4.783, p = 0.004, ηp
2
  = .146, became more efficient over time. 

There was no main or interaction effect for age.  

For the dimension Weight there was an interaction effect of age with the 
repeated measurement of series, F3,171 = 4.236, p < 0.006, ηp

2
  = .069. There was 

also a significant main effect for age, F3,171 = 3.797, p = 0.011, ηp
2
   = .062, and 

repeated measurement of series, F1,57 = 15.553, p < 0.001, ηp
2
  = .214. Separate 

analyses per age group showed that these significant results were caused by 
the children. Both groups of children became more efficient over the series, 
F3,84 = 10.252, p < 0.001, ηp

2
  = .268. There was no main effect for visual status. For 

the adults, there were no significant main effects for repeated measurement of 
series, nor for visual status.

The dimension Volume showed a main effect for series, F3,171 = 8.759, 
p < 0.001, ηp

2
   = .133, but not for age or visual status. All four groups of 

participants became more efficient over the series. 
 
For the dimension Texture there was a main effect for series, F3,171 = 22.314, 
p < 0.001, ηp

2
  = .281 and a significant three-way interaction for series, visual 

status and age, F3,171 = 4.431, p < 0.005, ηp
2
  = .072. There was also a between 

subject interaction for age and visual status, F1,57 = 4.667, p < 0.035, ηp
2
  = .076. 

For the sake of clarity we analysed the data further for the two age groups 
separately. These analyses showed a repeated measurement effect for the 
group of children, F3,84 = 11.179, p < 0.001, ηp

2
  = .285; both groups of children 

became more efficient over the series. The analysis of the adults also showed 
a main effect for series, F3,87 = 15.334, p < 0.001, ηp

2
  = .346, and a significant 

interaction effect for visual status by the repeated measurement of series, 
F3,87 = 4.879, p = 0.003, ηp

2
  = .144. Separate analyses for the adults showed only 

a repeated measurement effect of series for the blind adults 
F3,45 = 15.856, p < 0.001, ηp

2
   = .514. 
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5.4 Discussion

The current study elaborated on our previous study in which we examined 
accuracy and response times of blind and sighted adults and children in a haptic 
match-to-sample task (Withagen et al, 2012). In that study, adults were found 
to be more accurate on all four dimensions but not always faster than children. 
In the present study, we looked at the EPs and the participants’ efficiency 
during performance of the haptic match-to-sample task. All four groups of 
participants used the same EP to solve a specific task, in agreement with the 
study of Lederman and Klatzky (1987). However, the children also executed 
other EPs for the same dimension. Despite the extra hand movements, both 
groups of children became more efficient over 4 series on all four dimensions. 
The adults only increased significantly in efficiency on the dimensions Volume 
and Texture. Below, we will discuss the three aims of the study separately, 
namely differences in exploratory behavior of children and adults, differences 
in the manual exploration of blind and sighted participants, and the influence 
of practice, that is repeating the experiment. 

5.4.1 Exploratory behavior of children and adults

A similarity in the behavior of children and adults is the fact that they executed 
the same EP when information was asked about a specific dimension. The 
finding that children are able to execute the same EPs as adults is in line with 
the results of Kalagher and Jones (2011), who concluded that children produced 
adult-like EPs and matched the sample objects correctly to the standard on the 
different dimensions. Moreover, we found that both children and adults used 
some additional EPs, sometimes alone and sometimes in combination with 
the dominant EP. Noticeable was the fact that within a combination of EPs, 
all groups generally chose a combination which involved the dominant EP for 
that dimension. The fact that EPs could be performed simultaneously is in line 
with Klatzky & Lederman (1993), and Klatzky, Lederman and Reed (1989, 
1993), but in contradiction to Hatwell (2003), who stated that the EPs cannot 
be executed simultaneously, but must be performed successively because they 
are not compatible from a motoric viewpoint. The simultaneous use of EPs, as 
predicted by Klatzky and Lederman (1993), did not occur very often during 
this experiment, but still they did. 

The percentage of time that children and adults spent on executing the dominant 
EP was found to vary substantially. Some children resembled adults in their 
exploratory behavior, while others used a lot of different EPs and manipulations, 
which could not be scored as the EPs described by Lederman and Klatzky (1987).
This occurred especially on the dimensions Weight and Texture. 
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These manipulations, involved motions to maintain an object in a certain 
position or to reorient it for further examination (scored as TM) or unclear 
motions which could not be interpreted as EPs or were visually unclear 
(UC). According to Millar (1994), children need to collect more redundant 
information about objects for proper use or identification of the objects and 
for this reason they will show more exploratory behavior. The extra hand 
movements are also understandable from a developmental perspective. To 
learn about the different dimensions of objects, children have to experiment 
more with objects than adults because they lack experience with the different 
dimensions (Gibson, 1966; Hatwell, Orliaguet, & Brouty, 1990; Flavell 1977; 
Gibson 1988; Schaffer, 2002). Therefore, one could expect that the children 
used more actions, since this is also a way to gather some extra information 
about objects. However, the results of the present study did not show more use 
of actions by the children in comparison to the adults. 

The actions should be interpreted as extra hand movements a participant 
executes to obtain more specific information about object properties or the 
stimulus itself. Certain actions concern sequences of hand movements in which 
EPs are involved, such as ‘Throw over’, which starts with the EP ‘Unsupported 
Holding’, followed by the action of throwing the object into the other hand, and 
then again the EP ‘Unsupported holding’. To score this total range of hand 
movements as an ‘action’ gives extra insight in the additional hand movements 
participants performed when exploring objects. A more stimulus driven action 
is ‘Examine Features’, since the object itself (for instance a hole in an object 
or a round object that can roll) evoked this behavior. Although provoked 
by different kind of objects not used in the current study the EP ‘Function 
Testing’, described by Lederman and Klatzky (1987, p. 347) resembles this 
action. An action observed in all four groups and in all four tasks was ‘Brief 
touch’. This action can be seen as a ‘quick glance’ to extract information from 
an object (Klatzky and Lederman, 1995). On the dimension Weight, the adults 
also executed other actions, such as ‘Throw over’ and ‘Pick up and Drop’, 
whereas children rarely produced these actions. One can think of several 
reasons to explain this difference. Since from a physiological viewpoint the full 
maturation of the hands and its functions takes about two decades (Jones and 
Lederman, 2006) and involves fine motor movements and the coordination of 
both hands (Hatwell, Orliaguet and Brouty,1990) ‘Throw over’ as well as ‘Pick 
up and Drop’ might be a more mature motor and perceptual strategy to learn 
about the weight of objects. Moreover, the relatively small size of children’s 
hands make throwing over a difficult manipulation. Besides that, it might be 
necessary to practice or to learn about these actions by direct instruction or 
imitation before children are able to perform them well. 
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There was one action that was performed more by children than adults and 
that was ‘Examine Features’, but only on the dimension Weight. One could 
speculate that special features are affordances that evoke exploratory and 
playful behaviors in children more than they do in adults. Another explanation 
is that children in general perform more irrelevant behaviors than adults, 
since Hatwell, Orliaguet and Brouty (1990) observed that young children tend 
to include non-pertinent cues in their haptic explorations. 

5.4.2 Exploratory behaviors of sighted and blind people

The blind and sighted participants resembled each other in the choice of EPs 
and actions on the four different dimensions. This means that in the absence of 
sight blind people develop the same EPs to explore specific object properties as 
sighted people. The presence of visual abilities is apparently not a necessary 
condition to develop and conduct specific EPs. 
Moreover, both groups of children already use adult like EPs to explore tactile 
dimensions. It seems that exploratory strategies depend more on the instruction 
than on whether a person is blind or sighted’. This is in accordance with the 
conclusion of Lederman and Klatzky (1987) that specific EPs are mostly 
necessary (and not just optimal) to perform a certain task. The difference in 
behavior between blind and sighted participants lies in the efficiency of the 
execution of some hand movements. Especially the congenitally blind adults 
were significantly more efficient in comparison to the sighted adults on the 
dimensions Exact Shape and Texture. In the execution of these specific haptic 
tasks, congenitally blind adults might profit from the fact that because of 
the lack of visual experience they always carried out these tasks tactually. 
On the dimension ‘Exact Shape’, the blind adults outperformed the sighted; 
they were more efficient, mostly because they used less time to execute EPs 
to achieve the same accuracy as the sighted adults. This might be explained 
by the advanced use of haptic strategies in which more fingers are involved 
in producing the EP Contour Following (Rovira, Deschamps, Baena-Gomez, 
2011). It is also the intensive usage of touch that makes it possible to develop 
special haptic competencies (Heller, 2000). Another possibility is that touch 
experiences may contribute to a change in brain activity, as was already 
mentioned by Vygotsky (see Rieber & Carton, 1993), and higher efficiency 
in haptic shape recognition by blind adults in comparison to sighted adults. 
Another explanation for the more efficient execution of the exact shape-task by 
the blind could be the enhanced spatial attention mechanisms in blind people 
(Feindsod, Bach–y-Rita and Madey, 1973; Röder, Rösler and Henninghausen, 
1997; Röder, Rösler, Henninghausen and Näcker, 1996). Research confirmed 
that blind persons need shorter discrimination times on spatial tasks due to 
these mechanisms. 
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Within the group of children we did not find this difference in efficiency, 
which could suggest that this attention mechanism and efficient use of fingers 
develops over time.
 
For children there was a significant difference in performance between the two 
visual status groups on the dimension Weight. The sighted children were more 
efficient on this dimension than the blind; this is due to the longer response 
times of the blind children compared to the sighted children, especially in 
series 1. An explanation could be that most blind children are explicitly taught 
to identify objects first. In the current experiment, they had to ignore this 
prominent feature. However, the results showed that the advantage of the 
sighted persons in comparison to the blind on the dimension Weight seems 
to disappear over time, since within the group of adults we did not find a 
significant difference in efficiency.

5.4.3 Influence of practice during the trials

With practice there was a decrease in the rest category of EP’s in series 4. 
On all dimensions there was a slight increase in the use of combined EPs 
and the use of an EP other than the dominant. Hand movements scored in 
the category ‘Rest’ diminished over the series and in series 4, 95% or more 
of the time EPs were carried out. Especially on the dimension Weight there 
was a large decrease in the category Rest (on average from almost 20% to 
5%). The increased use of the dominant EP caused a significant improvement 
in efficiency for all four groups between series 1 and 4 for the dimensions 
Volume, Exact Shape and Texture. The children, but not adults, also improved 
their performance on Weight. Possibly, during the fourth series they were less 
distracted by all the new affordances of an object (Gibson, 1966; Hatwell, 2003; 
Warren, 1994), which they could not ignore in the first series. Furthermore, 
practice might lead to more redundant information (Millar, 1994), and as a 
result also led to a more efficient exploration. 

5.4.4 Conclusion

All four groups of participants executed the same dominant EP to gather 
information about a certain object dimension. The choice of the EP was 
determined by the sensory information they were searching for. Lederman and 
Klatzky (1987) already stated that task instruction immediately influences 
the way of exploring.. All groups improved their exploratory behavior during 
practice. In general, the differences in exploratory behavior were more affected 
by age than visual status. 
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Only for the dimension Exact Shape there were differences in the efficiency of 
the hand movements between sighted and blind adults, in the advantage of 
the latter group. This might be explained by the haptic experience and more 
advanced EPs in shape perception by the blind participants (Heller, 2000; 
Hatwell, 2003: Rovira, Deschamps, Baena-Gomez, 2011). Between the two 
groups of children, there was only a significant difference in performance on 
the dimension Weight. However, the present study can only be seen as a first 
step in uncovering the variation in exploration behavior in blind and sighted 
participants at different age levels. To make a next step, it is important to 
conduct follow-up in-depth observational studies to further examine the 
individual variation in the execution of exploration tasks as a function of age 
and visual status. 
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Short Term Memory and Working 
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children
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2161–2172. 

Abstract 

There is evidence that blind people may strengthen their memory skills to 
compensate for absence of vision. However, which aspects of memory are 
involved is open to debate and a developmental perspective is generally lacking. 
In the present study, we compared the Short Term Memory (STM) and Working 
Memory (WM) of 10-year-old blind children and sighted children. STM was 
measured using digit span forward, name learning, and word span tasks; WM 
was measured using listening span and digit span backward tasks. The blind 
children outperformed their sighted peers on both STM and WM tasks. The 
enhanced capacity of the blind children on digit span and other STM tasks 
confirms	the	results	of	earlier	research;	the	significantly	better	performance	of	
the blind children relative to their sighted peers on verbal WM tasks is a new 
interesting	finding.	Task	characteristics,	including	the	verbal	nature	of	the	WM	
tasks and strategies used to perform these tasks, are discussed. 
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6.1 Introduction

The touch, memory, and attention skills of blind people have been found to 
compensate for the absence of vision (Cattaneo & Vecchi, 2011; Warren, 1978). 
In recent studies, the Short Term Memory (STM) performance of blind persons 
on verbal tasks was found to be superior to that of sighted people on the same 
verbal tasks (Hull & Mason, 1995; Pring, 2008; Raz, Striem, Pundak, Orlov 
& Zohary, 2007; Röder & Rösler, 2003; Swanson & Luxenburg, 2009; Warren, 
1994). The research findings for Working Memory (WM) are inconclusive, 
with most researchers finding no differences between blind and sighted people 
(Cornoldi & Vecchi, 2000; Rokem, & Ahissar, 2009; Swanson & Luxenburg, 
2009). Very few studies have been conducted with children, and only one study 
has compared STM and WM task performance (Swanson & Luxenburg, 2009). 
Therefore in the present study the scope was on difference in STM and WM 
performances of blind versus sighted children.

6.1.1 Distinction between Working Memory and Short Term 
Memory

The distinction between WM and STM can be viewed as gradual. WM has been 
described as an active system for holding and manipulating information over 
brief periods of time during the course of ongoing cognitive activities. STM is a 
more passive system in which information can be stored for a very brief period 
of time. Working memory (WM) is considered to be an active process that 
holds ongoing information, whereas the STM is a passive short term store. 
The WM makes more demands on the central executive system — the system 
that controls attention — than STM. Research has consistently demonstrated 
significant relationships between WM and cognitive abilities, such as reading 
comprehension (Daneman & Carpenter 1980, 1983), reasoning (Kyllonen & 
Christal, 1990) and general intelligence (Daneman & Tardif, 1987).

According to the multicomponent model of Working Memory developed by 
Baddeley and Hitch (1974) and Baddeley (1986, 2003a, 2003b), WM can 
be divided into three subsystems: the phonological loop that allows for the 
temporary storage of verbal and acoustic information, the visuospatial 
sketchpad that allows for the storage of visual-spatial information for a short 
period, and the central executive system that is attention driven with limited 
control in direct contact with the phonological loop and visuospatial sketchpad 
and also responsible for coordinating activity. More recently, Baddeley (2000, 
2003a, 2003b) introduced a fourth subsystem, namely the “the episodic 
buffer” which is a limited capacity system that depends heavily on the 
executive processing, but which differs from the central executive system in 
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being primarily concerned with the storage of information rather than with 
attentional control. The episodic buffer binds information from different 
sources together into chunks of episodes. In this multicomponent model, there 
is a distinction between the central executive system and the specific storage 
systems (Phonological loop and Visuospatial Sketchpad). Within Baddeley’s 
model, STM is separate from Long Term Memory (LTM) and characterized — 
as already stated — by information being stored for only seconds (i.e., temporal 
decay) and a limit on the number of chunks of information that can be stored 
(Baddeley, 2000; Baddeley & Logie, 1999). STM differs from WM in that WM 
allows not only the short term storage of information but also the simultaneous 
manipulation of the information being stored and other information to support 
a cognitive activity. 

In research with adults, it has been found that WM tasks make more demands 
on the central executive or controlled attention component than STM tasks 
do (Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, & Conway, 1999). According to these authors, 
STM and WM should therefore be thought of as distinct but highly interrelated 
systems. In studies with children different results are sometimes found. Hutton 
and Towse (2001), for example, have argued that the distinction between STM 
and WM tasks in adults may not be valid for children. They suggested that 
task characteristics and problem-solving strategies may determine whether 
a task measures STM or WM. They also call for a more complete description 
of the range of retention strategies and task characteristics in order to better 
understand the relations between memory tasks. Camos and Barrouillet (2011) 
studied the developmental shift in children from the passive maintenance to 
the active refreshing strategy in working memory. They found that cognitive 
activities in young children (aged 6 and 7 years) are directly mapped onto 
the structure of the working memory span tasks presented to them. Older 
children develop an increased capacity to control attention and they are 
allowed to deviate attention during the processing periods. So the performance 
on working memory tasks steadily improves during childhood, which might be 
explained by changes in strategy. 

6.1.2 STM and WM in blind versus sighted adults

The memory performance of adult blind people has been investigated in several 
studies and their STM has been found to be superior to that of sighted people 
(Pring, Freestone & Katon, 1990; Raz, Striem, Pundak, Orlov & Zohary, 2007; 
Röder & Rösler, 2003). Raz et al. (2007) suggested that blind people possess 
a superior memory for serial information in particular. In their study, blind 
people outperformed sighted people on a word recall task and the advantage 
of the blind over the sighted was even larger for the recall of longer sequences 
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of words. In an fMRI study, Amedi et al. (2003) found superior verbal memory 
performance for blind adults compared to sighted adults. The verbal memory 
task consisted of a pair association recall test, which involved recalling details 
of a story just heard, and a digit-span task. When Rokem and Ahissar (2009) 
compared congenitally blind individuals to matched sighted individuals, 
they found the blind to outperform the sighted on two STM tasks, namely a 
standard digit-span task and a task requiring respondents to repeat sequences 
of pseudowords.

The aforementioned studies all involved STM tasks and showed blind people 
to perform better than sighted people. However, on more complex tasks 
involving WM, the findings are less consistent. In a task in which participants 
listened to a series of tones and were then asked to decide if the first and 
last tones were the same or not, Wan et al. (2010) found no differences in the 
performances of blind versus sighted individuals. Rokem and Ahissar (2009) 
found blind participants to outperform sighted participants on two STM tasks, 
but overlapping STM spans when noise was added to the tasks. Stevens and 
Weaver (2005) found early blind participants to indeed perform significantly 
better on an auditory backward masking task than sighted participants. The 
task involved discriminating between two stimuli, with a backward mask 
presented at various delays after the second stimulus. The results showed the 
early blind participants to require less time to form a stable representation 
of the stimulus. According to Cattaneo and Vecchi (2011), this finding can be 
interpreted as an indication of enhanced auditory WM capacity in individuals 
who are blind from birth. 

6.1.3 STM and WM in blind versus sighted children

Previously mentioned studies concerned blind adults. Only a few studies 
have examined the memory performance of blind children. The results of the 
scarce literature point in the same direction as those for adults: blind children 
outperform sighted children on STM tasks. When Smits and Mommers (1976) 
compared blind versus sighted children on a digit span task, they found better 
performance for the blind. Hull and Mason (1995) assessed a large group of 
blind children (n=314) using a digit span test that allowed comparison to the 
standardized WISC-R values obtained for sighted children. The blind children 
had — at best — light perception and performed significantly better than the 
sighted children. The group of late blind children with more than just light 
perception did not perform significantly better than the sighted children. 
When Dekker (1993) compared children with and without usable vision on 
different tasks, she found the blind children to outperform the children with 
usable vision on not only verbal memory tests but also on school achievement 
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tests requiring writing accuracy and technical reading. In still other research, 
Pring (2008) and Pring and Goddard (2003) followed the performance of blind 
versus sighted children and adults on several STM tasks across a period of 20 
years and found superior memory performance for the blind participants. And 
most recently, Swanson and Luxenberg (2009) showed blind children (mean 
age: 11.5 years) to outperform sighted children on STM tasks but not on WM 
tasks. According to the authors of this study, the blind children perform better 
than sighted children on tasks that involve the phonological loop but not on 
tasks that involve the executive system.

6.1.4 The present study

Research suggests superior performance of blind children and adults on 
STM tasks but not WM tasks when compared to sighted children and adults. 
However, the classification of the tasks used in much of this research as STM 
or WM tasks can be disputed in terms of current theory regarding human 
memory. In the present study, we therefore adopted Baddeley’s detailed 
theoretical framework to compare the performances of blind versus sighted 
children on STM versus WM tasks. For STM, we used learning names, digit 
span forward, and a word span task; for WM, we used a digit span backwards 
and listening span task. We asked ourselves the following questions:

1 How do the STM and WM abilities of blind versus sighted children differ?

2 To what extent do the STM and WM abilities relate within the two groups 
of children?

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Participants

Both congenitally blind children without residual vision in regular schools 
in the Netherlands or Flanders and sighted classmates participated in the 
present study. The blind children all read Braille, had Dutch as their native 
language, and were in mainstream education. The control group consisted 
of sighted classmates of the blind children with the same educational level 
as determined by their teacher on the basis of their reading, writing, and 
arithmetic performance. 

The selection of children was based on annual achievement scores. Children 
were only included when their intelligence score was within the normal range. 
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The blind children were tested using the Blind children Learning Aptitude 
Test (BLAT)(Mason, 1991; Newland, 1969). The BLAT is a culturally 
independent test for visually impaired children and can be used for different 
purposes, including screening and the prediction of academic skills. The test-
retest reliability of the BLAT is r = .87. The sighted children were tested using 
the RAVEN Standard Progressive Matrices (Raven SPM) (Raven, 2006). The 
internal consistency of this test of intelligence is a = .90. Correlations with other 
western general cognitive capacity tests are in the range of .70 to .80. Like the 
BLAT, the Raven SPM is culture free. The group of congenitally blind children 
(n=14; 7 boys, 7 girls) had a mean age of 10.71 years (SD= 2.01). One sighted 
classmate was not available for testing due to illness. The remaining sighted 
children (n=13; 7 boys, 6 girls) had a mean age of 10.08 years (SD=1.55). The 
age of the groups did not differ significantly, t = .92, df = 25, p = .369. 

6.2.2 STM and WM measures

To the extent that this was possible, tasks that were used in previous studies 
to measure the STM and WM of children were used in the present study. If the 
task was not available in Dutch or not suited for the age range in our study, a 
comparable task was sought.

6.2.2.1 Short Term Memory

Digit Span Forward (subtest of the WISC III intelligence test; Wechsler, 2005). 
In this task, the children are dictated sequences of digits, which they must 
then repeat in the same order. The first sequence begins with two digits; the 
sequences then increase one digit at a time, with two trials for each number of 
digits. Testing stops when the participant fails on both trials for a particular 
number of digits. All correctly repeated sequences are counted to determine 
the raw score. This test is a classic STM task (see Swanson & Luxenberg, 
2009).

15 Words Test for Children (Kingma & van der Burg, 1999). In this task, the 
experimenter reads 15 words aloud. There are no logical connections between 
the words. The respondent must then recall and repeat the words that they 
remember. This procedure is repeated four times using the same words in the 
same order. The raw score is the number of words recalled correctly across a 
series of five. More information about the content of this test can be found in 
Appendix A.

Learning Names (subtest of the Intelligence Test for Visually Impaired 
Children, ITVIC; Dekker, 1993). The sighted children in our study were 
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blindfolded for this task. The experimenter presents 14 abstract objects and 
labels them with boys’ names or animal names, which the children are asked 
to learn. After presentation and labeling by the experimenter, the children 
are again presented the 14 objects in two series (2 x 14 objects) and asked to 
name the objects after touching them. When the child fails to give the correct 
name for an object during the presentation of the first series, the experimenter 
provides the correct name. No correction is given during the presentation of 
the objects in the second series. The child’s raw score is the number of correct 
answers. A photo of the objects together with their names can be found in 
Appendix B.

6.2.2.2 Working Memory

The WM tasks in our study were chosen using the same requirements as 
Swanson and Luxenberg (2009) used. In all cases, the participants had to 
remember increasingly more complex information (e.g., increasingly longer 
lists of numbers, tasks containing both a memory and processing element) in 
WM, and had to retrieve information by answering questions about this stored 
information. The number of correctly remembered items is a direct measure 
of WM span during the processing of other information (see also Daneman & 
Carpenter, 1980).

Listening Span Task. This task is based on the listening span task as originally 
designed by Daneman and Carpenter (1980) and adapted for Dutch by van der 
Sluis, van der Leij, and de Jong (2005). The experimenter reads sentences that 
can be either true or false out loud; for instance, “Fishes bike in the sea.” After 
hearing two sentences, the participant is asked to repeat the last word of both 
sentences and tell the experimenter whether the sentences are true or false. 
The number of sentences increases from two to five sentences, with three sets 
of sentences presented for each level of difficulty. When the participant is 
unable to recall the last words for two tests with the same level of difficulty in 
the right order, testing is terminated. The child’s raw score is the number of 
correct answers. The sentences used in this test can be found in Appendix C.

Digit Span Backward (subtest of the WISC III intelligence test; Wechsler, 
2005). Participants are dictated a series of digits, which they then have to 
repeat in reverse order. The sequences begin with two digits and increase one 
digit at a time, with two trials for each number of digits. Testing is terminated 
when the participant fails both trials for a particular number of digits. The 
number of sequences correctly repeated in reverse order is the child’s raw 
score. St Clair-Thompson (2010) has reported this test to be a WM test for 
children but a STM test for adults. Given that we were studying children, we 
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considered the test a WM test (see also Swanson & Luxenberg, 2009). 

6.2.3 Procedure

All of the children were tested individually in either their home or a quiet room 
at their school. The total assessment took about 90 minutes. The order of task 
administration was the same for all participants: 15 Words test, Intelligence 
test (BLAT/RAVEN), Digit Span Forwards, Digit Span Backwards, Listening 
task, and Learning Names.

6.2.4 Data analysis

For all of the memory tasks, composite scores were calculated by transforming 
the raw scores into z-scores and averaging the scores for the separate subtests. 
The composite score for STM was composed of the Digit Span Forward task, 
15 word test, and Learning Names task scores. The composite score for WM 
was composed of the Digit Span Backwards task and Listening Task scores. 

Significant group differences were tested for using t-tests and repeated 
measures ANOVAs. To compute the relations between the WM and STM 
abilities of the two groups, partial correlations were computed with age 
partialled out.

6.2.5 Reliability of testing

Reliability was determined by calculating the Cronbach alpha’s coefficient for 
the internal consistency of the composite scores. The internal consistency for 
all of the subtests was α =.87; for the STM Composite score α =.80; and for the 
WM Composite score α =.60. Note that coefficient alpha for the WM Composite 
score was calculated for only two subtests.

6.3 Results

The scores for the different subtests, the STM Composite scores, and the WM 
Composite scores are shown in Table 1. A 2x2 repeated measures ANOVA was 
carried out with visual status (Sighted, Blind) as a between-subject factors 
and type of task (STM, WM) as a within-subject factor. The data showed no 
significant effect of type of task. However, there was a main effect of visual 
status, F(1,25) = 26.733, p <.001, ηp

2
   = .517. Compared to the sighted children, 

the blind children performed significantly better on both STM tasks, F(1,25) = 
35.04, p <.001, ηp

2
   = .584, and WM tasks, F(1,25) = 15.976, p =.001, ηp

2
   = .387. 

All separate t-tests confirmed the significant differences between groups (see 
Table 1). 
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Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations for tests of STM and WM in blind versus 
sighted children 

Tasks Blind (n=14)  Sighted (n=13)

M SD M SD  t (df=25) p

Memory

Digit Span Forward 10.71 1.98 8.92 1.66 2.54 .018

15 Words 58.79 8.03 42.77 6.88 5.544 <.001

Learning Names 23.07 3.50 14.54 4.50 5.524 <.001

STM Composite .61 .48 -.66 .63 5.919 <.001

Digit Span Backwards 6.71 2.27 4.46 1.33 3.116 .005

Listening task 6.00 1.52 4.23 1.48 3.061 .005

WM Composite .50 .73 -.54 .60 3.974 .001

When age and visual status were both controlled for and the partial correlation 
between the WM Composite scores and STM Composite scores was calculated, 
a significant correlation was found (r = .76, p < .001). When only age was 
controlled for, significant partial correlations between the WM Composite 
scores and STM Composite scores were again found for both groups of children: 
blind children r = .77, p = .002; sighted children r = .78, p = .003.

Whether or not IQ related to memory performance was checked by correlating 
the children’s IQ scores with their memory scores. Given that different IQ 
measures were used for the blind versus sighted groups of children, these 
analyses were conducted separately for each group. No significant correlations 
between IQ and memory performance were found. 

6.4 Discussion and conclusions

The present study investigated the performance of blind versus sighted children 
on various STM and WM tasks. We found significantly better performance 
for the blind children relative to the sighted children on all memory tasks, 
both STM and WM. This finding is in line with those of Raz et al. (2007) who 
suggested that visually impaired individuals have superior memory abilities 
because they have trained themselves serial strategies to compensate for 
the absence of visual information. This superior ability is further thought 
to be the result of actual brain reorganization in blind people, whose brains 
become more adapted to spatial, sequential, and verbal information (Cornoldi 
& Vecchi, 2000). Although the participants in our study were children, the 
reorganization of their brains may already have taken place — at least in 
part. Lacking sight, blind children must develop serial strategies to identify 
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objects in the environment and remember this information along with route 
information (Millar, 1994). According to Raz et al. (2007), blind people exercise 
their memories more often than sighted people. This hypothesis is confirmed 
by the results of other studies showing superior STM and LTM skills in blind 
adults relative to sighted adults (e.g., Röder & Neville, 2003; Röder & Rösler, 
2004). This superiority is already visible in blind children around the age of 
11 years. 

That blind children outperform sighted children on STM tasks and especially 
verbal tasks confirms the results of earlier studies (Hull & Mason, 1995; Pring, 
2008; Swanson & Luxenburg, 2009). New in our study is the finding that blind 
children also outperform sighted children on WM tasks. The fact that the 
blind children outperformed the sighted children on both STM and WM tasks 
in the current study but not in previous studies could relate to the type of 
memory tasks used. Particularly WM tasks can vary with regard to whether 
they measure only auditory-verbal capacities or also spatial-tactile capacities. 
Verbal memory abilities and strategies seem to improve particularly in the 
absence of sight. According to Hötting and Röder (2004) and Hötting, Rösler, 
and Röder (2004) reduced multimodal input in blind individuals can enhance 
their processing of unimodal input. In the present study, only verbal tasks were 
used to measure WM, which might explain the better performance of the blind 
children relative to the sighted children. Blind children may further benefit 
from the fact that verbal input is by definition sequential. In the absence of 
vision in individuals who are blind, there is a considerable dependence on 
auditory-verbal information and the sequential processing of information may 
be particularly well-developed. In addition to this, the main sensory channel 
for blind people to obtain information is touch. When blind individuals explore 
objects that cannot be held in two hands, they typically gather information 
about the object via successive exploratory movements (Hatwell, 2003; Revesz, 
1950). The tactual processing and encoding of information is thus sequential by 
definition while visual processing is simultaneous. A training effect of learning 
to read Braille instead of print may also enhance the processing of sequential 
information among the blind. Understanding Braille requires the sequential 
encoding of input (Millar, 1997a, 1997b). The graphemic information encoded 
by Braille letters comes to the reader character by character, and the reading 
of Braille is known to be much slower on average than the reading of print 
letters. 

The classification of a task as a measure of STM or WM is often ambiguous at 
best, which may explain conflicting results from the past. In the present study, 
for example, the subtest Digit Span Backwards was considered a WM task. 
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Swanson and Luxenberg (2009) combined digit span forward and digit span 
backward to form a STM task in their first experiment but considered digit 
span backward a measure of WM in their second experiment. It is also not 
just the task itself but also the way in which the actual task is solved which 
determines whether a task should be considered a measure of STM or WM. St 
Clair-Thompson (2010) showed that in children digit span backward should 
be considered a measure of WM because in children — but not in adults — the 
central executive system is also involved in the performance of this type of 
task. More specifically, the transposition of order calls for the involvement of 
executive attentional control and processing of information. Ideally, in future 
studies, other types of WM tasks should be used but obviously in separate 
testing sessions in order to avoid fatigue.

According to Engle et al. (1999), STM and WM can be expected to be highly 
intercorrelated in verbal tasks. This was confirmed by the present results, 
which showed significant and high correlations between the composite STM and 
WM scores for both the blind and sighted children. As already mentioned, this 
might be due to the specific type of WM task, which measured predominantly 
sequential verbal abilities. A possible next research step is therefore to study 
the strategies used spontaneously by blind versus sighted children on memory 
tasks. Neither in the current study nor in previous studies of the memory 
performance of blind versus sighted respondents were their strategies for 
remembering studied explicitly. Information on the strategies adopted can 
provide insight into the pathways blind and sighted children use to solve the 
tasks. 

An unresolved question is whether blind children are also better in memory 
tasks when the incoming information is not unimodal and therefore calls 
upon both auditory and spatial capacities. According to Raz et al. (2007), 
blind people train their memories as part of recognizing objects. The Learning 
Names subtest in the current study indeed showed this to be the case: The blind 
children outperformed the sighted children on this task. In addition to having 
enhanced verbal memory capacities, blind people may also have enhanced 
tactile-spatial capacities that they use for object exploration. Recently, cross-
modal research compared the storage of tactual-spatial and visual-spatial 
input and the possibility of blind people to have visual imagery (e.g. Cattaneo 
& Vecchi, 2011; Ohara, Lenz & Zhou, 2006; Ricciardi, Bonino, Gentili, Sani, 
Pietrini, Vecchi, 2006). Findings suggested cross-modal connections for 
other sensory input where visual input is normally stored. These apparent 
predispositions for the processing of information may nevertheless depend 
upon the type of task. 
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In an earlier study in which we performed tactual experiments with the same 
group of blind and sighted children as in the present study but also with blind 
and sighted adults (Withagen, Kappers, Vervloed, Knoors, & Verhoeven, 
2012), the visual status of the participants did not affect the accuracy of their 
performance. However, age played a significant role, to the advantage of 
the adults who performed better than the children, irrespective of whether 
they were blind or sighted. Which specific WM tasks are performed better by 
blind as opposed to sighted children should be determined in future research 
in addition to whether the phonological loop or verbal abilities are always 
involved in the performance of these tasks or not. 
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Appendix A 

15 Words Test

Dutch English

1 gordijn curtain

2 vogel bird

3 potlood pencil

4 bril glasses

5 winkel shop

6 spons sponge

7 rivier river

8 kleur color

9 fluit flute

10 plant plant

11 koffie coffee

12 stoel chair

13 trommel drum

14 schoen shoe

15 lucht air
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Appendix B

Learning Names

Photo of the objects used in the Learning Names subtest of the ITVIC 

Dutch English (we have not translated the boy,s names)

1 Piet Piet

2 konijn rabbit

3 Klaas Klaas

4 Feank Frank

5 vlieg fly

6 vlinder butterfly

7 Kees Kees

8 Ton Ton

9 hond dog

10 mug mosquito

11 poes puss

12 Jan Jan

13 vogel bird

14 Hans Hans
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Appendix C

Listening Span Task

Dutch English

Oefenopgave Exercise question

1A Een kleine kip heet een kuiken A little chicken is called a chick
1B Vogels vliegen in de zee Birds fly in the sea
1C Melk is wit, een banaan is rood Milk is white, a banana is red

Als je moe bent ga je naar bed If you are tired, you go to bed

2A De kleur van gras is geel The color of grass is yellow
Rekenen en lezen leer je op school You learn to read and count at school

2B Bij voetbal schop je tegen een bal In soccer, you kick a ball
Lopen gaat langzaam, rennen gaat snel Walking goes slow, running goes fast

2C Als je ziek bent ga je naar bed If you’re sick, you go to bed
In de lente vallen de blaadjes van de boom In the spring, the leaves fall from the trees

3A Koeien slapen in de stal Cows sleep in the barn
Na zeven komt acht en na negen komt vier After seven comes eight and after nine comes four
Een appel is groen, een citroen is rood An Apple is green, a lemon is red

3B Overdag schijnt de maan During the day, the moon shines
De olifant is een groot dier An elephant is a big animal
Een mus is een vogel A sparrow is a bird

3C Poezen drinken graag melk Cats like to drink milk
In de winter is het warm In the winter, it is warm
Slapen doe je in een bed You sleep in a bed

4A Soep eet je met een vork You eat soup with a fork
Met een boot vaar je op zee You sail with a boat in sea
Vlechten draag je in je haar You wear braids in your hair
Water is nat, ijs is warm Water is wet, ice is warm

4B Aardbeien zijn rood, sneeuw is wit Strawberries are red, snow is white
Iemand die rijk is heeft veel geld Someone who is rich has a lot of money 
Vissen fietsen in de zee Fishes bike in the sea
Mensen hebben twee oren en een mond People have two ears and a mouth

4C Een blokje is vierkant, een bal is rond A block is square, a ball is round
De zoon van een koning heet een prins The son of a king is called a prince
Een koe legt een ei A cow lays an egg
Een tomaat is wit, sla is groen A tomato is white, lettuce is green

5A We eten met mes en vork We eat with a knife and fork
Stenen zijn hard Stones are hard
In de winter schaats je op de straat During the winter, you skate on the street
Een man is groot, een kind is klein A man is big, a child is little
Het klein paard heet een kalf A little horse is called a calf

5B Een slak is langzaam, een haas is snel A snail is slow, a hare is quick 
Ik heb vijf tenen aan mijn voet I have five toes on my foot 
In de zomer draag je een muts During the summer, you wear a hat
Kijken doe je met je mond You look with your mouth 
Knippen doe je met een vork You cut with a fork

5C Het kleine koe heet een kalf A little cow is called a calf
De aarde is zwart, de lucht is geel The earth is black, the air is yellow
Een appel is een dier An apple is an animal 
Ik heb vijf vingers aan mijn hand I have five fingers on my hand 
Vliegen doe je in een boot You fly in a boat
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This thesis focused on tactual functioning of blind children. In the introduction, 
we described the following research questions which we aimed to investigate. 

1 To what degree do congenitally blind children possess the prerequisites for 
tactual functioning in daily life?

2 Are there any differences in the tactual performance of blind and sighted 
children and adults?

Since tactual information is gathered in a successive way, this mode of 
exploration strongly appeals to memory capacities. For this reason, we 
also wanted to know:

3 Do congenitally blind children possess better verbal memory capacities 
compared to sighted children to compensate for the lack of vision? 

In this chapter, I will summarize and discuss the results of the different studies 
described in Chapters 2 to 6. At the end of this Chapter, I will formulate ideas 
for future studies and give some clinical implications. 

7.1 Variation of tactual functioning in congenitally 
blind children 

Before we started this study, there was no valid and reliable instrument 
available to measure the degree of tactual functioning of blind children. There 
was also no evaluation procedure to check the prerequisites for tactual tasks a 
child has to perform at home or at school. With Tactual Profile (TP), described 
in Chapters 2 and 3, we now have an instrument to assess tactual skills. With 
TP it is possible to observe the tactual functioning of blind children in the 
following domains: ‘tactual-sensory’, ‘tactual-motor’, ‘tactual perceptual’ and 
‘practical skills’. An administration of TP is intended to use the results to 
choose an intervention to teach a blind child a tactual skill he or she is not able 
to perform. During the time we developed TP, the Haptic Battery (Ballesteros, 
Bardisa, Millar, & Reales, 2005) was constructed in Spain. However, at the 
time this instrument was not available for comparison with Tactual Profile. 
It turned out that the haptic battery is especially made for research and not 
clinical purposes, so comparison with TP as a clinical instrument is out of 
order. 

In Chapters 2 and 3, we described the development and structure of TP. 
The instrument was judged on several psychometric properties. The level of 
difficulty of the 430 items of TP was determined and the test-retest reliability 
proved to be good. 
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The construct validity was measured by computing the correlation with 
comparable constructs (convergent validity) and different constructs 
(divergent validity). With respect to the divergent validity, a small to moderate 
correlation was found with intelligence, especially for the performal/haptic 
tests. With regard to the convergent validity, the correlations with other 
tests that measure tactual functioning showed mixed results. No significant 
correlation was found with the Tactile Test of Basic Concepts (TTBC) (Caton, 
1983), but the correlation with the Haptic Figure Orientating and Haptic 
Greatness Discrimination Test of Mommers (Mommers, 1974) was moderate 
to strong, although it tended to diminish when intelligence was partialled out. 
It is important to note that the number of blind children attending mainstream 
schools in the Netherlands, from which we had to recruit our participants, is 
small and heterogeneous. In general, a participation rate of 55% is reasonably 
high and the number of 55 participants is compared to other studies with blind 
children rather large. However, for psychometric studies on an assessment 
scale with 430 items, 55 participants is low. Therefore, it is hard to draw 
final conclusions with regard to the psychometric properties of TP. What we 
do know is that, overall, the children mastered 94% of all the tactual tasks 
belonging to their age-level in TP. 

The age-levels were determined during the first validation study (Withagen & 
Schellingerhout, 2004). This study showed that items in the domain ‘tactual 
perceptual functioning’ were more difficult than expected. The 6% items that 
were failed were mainly in this domain. One explanation for this finding is 
that intelligence plays a role in this domain in that it determines the choice 
of the problem solving strategy. Support for the fact that intelligence plays is 
an important factor in solving tactual tasks comes from the high correlation 
(r=0.84) of TP scores with the shortened version of the Intelligence Test for 
Children (Dekker, 1987, 1993) in the study described in Chapter 2. 

Based on the results of the studies with TP, we can conclude that blind 
children attending mainstream schools in the Netherlands and Flanders 
possess enough tactual skills to execute most of their daily tasks at schools 
and at home. Overall, we are convinced that TP gives a good overview of the 
tactual skills of blind children and that it makes it feasible to detect gaps in 
tactual functioning. In order to rehabilitate problems in tactual functioning, 
we designed a TP-activity book (Withagen, Janssen, Blok, Betten et al., 2013). 
This book has the same structure as TP, so it is easy to find interventions that 
suit the items a child failed to perform in TP. At the moment, a shortened 
version of Tactual Profile is also available (Withagen, Janssen, Blok et al., 
2005). 
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This version is intended to be used as a screening device for tactual functioning. 
It contains less items than the full version of TP but is as yet not tested 
psychometrically.  

In conclusion

Our first research question dealt with the prerequisites for tactual functioning 
in blind children’s daily life. The blind children who participated in our study 
mastered 94% of the tactual skills that we think they should be able to execute 
in daily tasks. From this result, we may draw the conclusion that if a blind 
child attending mainstream education fails TP items, this is not typical 
for blindness but rather for this individual child. Note that the 94% of the 
mastered skills was an average over all the different age groups, which means 
that not all the groups of children performed at near perfect level within their 
own age group. For instance, the children at age-level C (5 and 6 years of age) 
only mastered on average 85% of the skills. The performances within this age 
level were less homogeneous, than in other age levels. One possibility is that 
there is a transition point at this age-level in the control of tactual skills. 
However, since the children in the next age-level master 94% of the skills, the 
worse performance in age-level C is not alarming. 

7.2 Tactual performance of blind and sighted children 
and adults

In the previous section we discussed tactual performance of blind children 
with regard to familiar tasks in daily settings. The blind children performed 
relatively well on these tasks. The next question was whether there are 
qualitative differences between blind and sighted children in the way they use 
touch. To answer this question a series of tactual experiments was performed 
and the results of blind children were compared with sighted peers and blind 
and sighted adults. 

In Chapters 4 and 5 we studied tactual performance of blind and sighted 
persons on a haptic match-to-sample task. The task was based on an experiment 
Lederman and Klatzky (1987) performed with sighted students who had to 
match nonsense objects by touch alone. They found that all participants used 
comparable hand manipulations, which they termed Exploratory Procedures 
(EPs). In our experiment, we asked participants to match comparable nonsense 
objects on the dimensions Texture, Weight, Volume and Exact Shape. In the 
analyses, we focused on quantitative aspects (speed of exploration, accuracy 
and efficiency) as well as on qualitative aspects (choice and performance of 
EPs and Actions). Furthermore, we studied the influence of familiarity by 
repeating the task four times during the experiment. 
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7.2.1 Quantitative aspects in tactual functioning

Response times The sighted adults responded significantly slower on the 
dimension ‘Exact Shape’ in comparison to the blind adults. Gibson (1962) 
reported that sighted people prefer to use the visual sense for the interpretation 
and discrimination of shapes, which could explain why they need more time 
when touch alone can be used. An alternative explanation comes from Révesz 
(1950) who described the preference of sighted people to transform objects 
which they had explored tactually into mental visual images. He did not 
mention, however, whether this transformation during exploration takes more 
time than tactual exploration without transformation to a visual image. If so, 
this could be an explanation for the prolonged response times. It is not so that 
blind people cannot make mental images of shapes at all since some recent 
studies showed that congenitally blind people are also able to compose mental 
representations of objects (e.g., Cattaneo & Vecchi, 2011; Cornoldi, Tinti, 
Mammarella, Re, & Varrotto, 2009; Cornoldi, Fastame, & Vecchi, 2003). What 
is still not clear, however, is what this mental image is composed of and what 
the exact difference is between the mental representations of blind and sighted 
people. We can only conclude that the sighted adults needed more time than 
the blind adults and both groups of children to determine which comparison 
object resembled the standard best on the dimension ‘Exact Shape’. 

Accuracy The data showed that accuracy in the performance of the four groups 
of participants in our study was affected more by age than by visual status 
(see Chapter 4). On all four dimensions the adults outperformed the children 
in accuracy. Possibly both blind and sighted children still have to learn about 
the concepts underlying object dimensions in their growth towards adulthood. 
An alternative possibility is that working memory, executive functioning or 
some unknown other skill are the limiting factors for children. 

The assumption that the blind participants would show better accuracy on 
the dimension Texture, proposed by Alary, Duquette, Goldstein, Chapman, 
Voss et al. (2009), who described an enhanced performance of the blind on this 
material property, was not confirmed by our data. The blind did not perform 
better than the sighted participants on this dimension. This result might be 
due to a ceiling effect; the accuracy was high on this dimension for both groups 
of participants because our stimuli were quite different and the match with 
the standard was relatively easy. 
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Efficiency	We defined efficiency as the ratio between accuracy and response 
time. The results showed a significantly more efficient behavior of the blind 
adults in comparison to the sighted adults on the dimensions Texture and 
Exact Shape. Although the blind adults did not perform better than the 
sighted on accuracy on the dimension ‘Texture’, they did show an increasingly 
more efficient performance over the four series on this dimension when 
accuracy and response times were combined. This is in line with the findings 
of Rovira, Deschamps and Baena-Gomez (2011) who observed the haptic 
strategies of blind adults in comparison to sighted adults. In their study the 
blind participants used more fingers in their exploration than the sighted 
participants which helped them to perform better. 

Performance of the blind children The blind children did not perform any faster 
nor more accurate than their sighted peers. Also with regard to efficiency 
we found no significant differences. In conclusion, we found no quantitative 
differences in the performances of blind children on this haptic match-to-
sample task with unfamiliar stimuli. If blind and sighted eight- and nine-year-
old children perform equally well in discriminating texture and exact shape 
while blind and sighted adults perform differently, then these differences 
develop somewhere in between childhood and adulthood. Repeated practice 
or some unknown maturational phenomenon must be responsible for these 
differences. 

7.2.2 Qualitative aspects in tactual functioning

One way of studying the difference between children and adults and between 
sighted and blind persons is looking at the execution of hand movements. 
Can we find an explanation for the better performance of the blind adults 
in efficiency on the dimensions Texture and Exact Shape by the choice of 
an EP? Is the preference for the strategies of choice the same for blind and 
sighted people and are there differences between children and adults? In this 
discussion, we will also involve the newly formulated ‘Actions’, described in 
Chapter 5. ‘Actions’, are extra hand movements which participants perform 
to gather more detailed information about an object dimension, for instance, 
‘throwing an object from one hand into another’ to get more information about 
the weight of a stimulus. 

Use of EPs Based on several studies (Lederman & Klatzky, 1987, 1990; Klatzky, 
Lederman & Mankinen, 2005; Kalagher & Jones, 2011), we expected both the 
sighted children and adults to execute the most suitable EPs to gather specific 
information about object dimensions. 
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Our data showed that not only the sighted participants, but also the blind 
used mainly the same EP to match a sample object with a standard object 
when questioned about a specific dimension, that is ‘Lateral Motion’ for 
Texture, ‘Unsupported Holding’ for Weight, ‘Enclosure’ for Volume and 
‘Contour Following’ for Exact Shape. The only difference between the groups of 
children and adults was that, in general, during exploration children executed 
additional EPs besides the expected EP. Most of the time they executed the EPs 
in succession, but sometimes also simultaneously. When EPs were combined 
the expected EP was always included. The finding that children show more 
variation in the use of EPs is in line with the theory of Millar (1994, 1997) on 
the need for redundancy in information processing in children. 

Use of Actions In the use of Actions there were more differences noticeable 
between children and adults. Only the Action ‘Brief Touch’ was regularly 
observed in both groups; this hand movement can be interpreted as the first 
stage in exploration or ‘the quick glance’, described by Lederman and Klatzky 
(1990, 1995). Especially on the dimension Weight the Actions performed by 
the adults and children differed. The children seemed to be more triggered by 
stimulus characteristics (can it roll? does it have a hole?) than adults and were 
easier distracted from the goal of exploration. The stimulus itself seemed to 
provoke extended explorative behavior, possibly giving additional information 
about an object, albeit distracting from the question to match the objects on 
weight. Gibson (1969) stated that children tend to pay attention to distinctive 
features of objects. This behavior is important in the development of children to 
learn about objects. On the dimension Weight, the adults performed Actions or 
sequences of hand movements to learn more about this object property.  

Performance of the blind children There was no difference between the two 
groups of children in the choice of EPs or Actions. However, the individual 
variation in the use of EPs within the groups of children was larger in 
comparison to the groups of adults. Some of the children resembled the adults 
in their use of EPs, others did not. We do not know which variable caused the 
difference in performance. Morrongiello, Humphrey, Timley, Choi and Rocca 
(1994) observed improvement in haptic object exploration over the years in 
both sighted and blind children. Over the years, children explore objects more 
thoroughly to gather extra important information to avoid errors (Alexander, 
Johnson, & Schreiber, 2002). In our study the cage rage of the children was too 
small to study a possible age effect in exploratory behaviors. 
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7.2.3. Influence of familiarity with the task 

To study the influence of practice or familiarity with the task, we ran four 
series of the match-to-sample task for each of the four dimensions. We analyzed 
the effect of practice for the accuracy, response times, efficiency and usage 
of EPs and Actions for the four groups. Based on earlier literature (see e.g., 
Davidson, 1972; Davidson & Whitson, 1974; Grant, Thiagara & Sathian, 2000; 
Fernandes & Albuquerque, 2012), one could expect that blind participants are 
more experienced in the usage of touch than sighted participants to extract 
specific object information and therefore perform better and faster on haptic 
tasks. However, this effect might disappear when all participants become 
more familiar with the task and objects. For this reason, superior performance 
of blind participants might have disappeared over the series. 

Quantitative aspect Data showed that the blind adults improved their 
performance significantly in comparison to the sighted adults on the 
dimensions Texture and Exact Shape. Thus, the effect that the advantage 
of blind adults diminishes when sighted adults become more familiar with 
the stimuli and task (see Davidson, 1972; Davidson & Whitson, 1974; Grant, 
Thiagara & Sathian, 2000), was not confirmed in our study. This might be 
because we did not explicitly train the strategies in a practice trial (only the 
instruction and procedure were trained), nor gave feedback on the responses 
of the participants. The last reason might also have affected the accuracy, 
since none of the groups profited significantly from practice in their choice of 
the best comparison object. 

Qualitative aspects Over the series, all the groups use less additional hand 
movements, which was reflected in the diminished use by all four groups of 
the EP ‘Rest’ in which the hand movements were scored that could not be 
interpreted as EPs. On most dimensions all groups execute the expected EP 
more in series four, sometimes in combination with another EP. 

Performance of the blind children Between the blind and sighted groups of 
children no significant differences were found. Both groups of children improved 
in efficiency over the four series on all four dimensions. So, for children, 
practice helps whether you are blind or not. The enhanced performance of 
the blind adults in efficiency over the series for the dimensions ‘Texture’ and 
‘Exact Shape’ must develop somewhere between childhood and adulthood. 
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In conclusion

Overall, we can conclude that blind and sighted children and adults resemble 
each other in their tactual performance in a match-to-sample task for object 
properties. In the Introduction of this thesis I mentioned that blind children 
compared to sighted children sometimes execute different strategies to solve 
the same task. This clinical observation was not confirmed in the experiments 
we carried out. In general, differences in exploratory behavior were influenced 
more by age than by visual status. However, already in the first series on the 
dimension ‘Exact Shape’, the blind adults were significantly faster than the 
sighted adults and on both the dimensions ‘Exact Shape’ and ‘Texture’ the 
blind adults became (even) more efficient than the sighted adults. 

What we do not know yet, is what exactly caused the increase in the blind 
adults’ efficiency and faster execution of these specific tasks. It could be caused 
either by a more profound haptic strategy of blind people, in which more fingers 
are actively involved in the exploration, or by the tactual experience in shape 
recognition, which sighted people usually solve with the visual sense. However, 
taking the findings of Chapter 6 into account, the hypothesis could also be that 
the improved performance is caused by advanced memory functioning of the 
blind. If the blind adults recognize the objects that they receive in their hands 
more quickly in the repeated series, they will also be faster in knowing when 
to explore more thoroughly and when a ‘quick glance’ is sufficient. 

7.3 Verbal memory capacities of blind children 

One way blind children can compensate for the lack of vision is by superior 
memory capacities. For that reason we studied verbal memory capacities of 
blind children. Since they lack the visual sense, we wanted to know to what 
degree they compensate for this loss with auditory memory. We expected that 
their memory skills would be trained extra because the input from the haptic 
sense always comes in successively. When exploring a large object, blind 
children always have to memorize all the small bits of tactual information and 
synthesize this input to form a complete picture. 
 
In Chapter 6 we described a study on Short Term Memory (STM) and Working 
Memory (WM) of blind and sighted children. We compared their performances 
on different tasks. Earlier studies already found enhanced skills of blind 
children on STM tasks (Smits & Mommers, 1976; Hull & Mason, 1995; 
Swanson & Luxenburg, 2009). However, no previous study reported on superior 
performance on WM tasks. When we assessed the children also tested in 
Chapters 4 and 5 on verbal memory tasks, the blind children performed better 
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than the sighted children. Much to our surprise, the superior performance was 
on all the verbal memory tasks, STM as well as WM. 

The enhanced performance of blind children on verbal memory tasks might be 
caused by extra practice of this skill. They have to use verbal memory more than 
sighted children during the execution of partly haptic tasks. A good example 
is reading Braille. An important characteristic of reading Braille is that the 
encoding of the letters is a sequential process. When sighted people read print, 
they have a larger overview and see much more letters in a glance than is 
possible when reading Braille. Only for beginning readers of print, reading 
is also a sequential process. Thus, reading Braille requires more sequential 
memorizing than reading print. Also during other activities at school blind 
children train their verbal memory skills. When a teacher gives instructions 
and writes these down on the blackboard sighted children can listen to the 
instruction and read the information. The blind children, however, can only 
profit from the verbal instructions which they have to memorize. So possibly 
the fact that our STM and WM tasks were all verbal and the input was always 
sequential caused some benefit for the blind children. We do not have an 
explanation for the fact that the blind children in the study of Swanson and 
Luxenberg (2008) did not perform better than the sighted children on the WM 
tasks, since these were also verbal tests. 

In conclusion

The results described above show that the blind children possessed enhanced 
verbal memory capacities in comparison to their sighted peers on STM as well 
as on the WM tasks. This finding is, however, not in line with earlier studies. 
Besides age differences between participants, differences in task demands 
between our and previous studies might explain these differences. The 
blind children in the study of Swanson and Luxenberg were somewhat older 
(M=12.01) than in our study (M= 10.71). As suggested in Chapter 6, it might 
be that task performance is task specific and less a result of whether the task 
measures STM or WM. Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, and Conway (1999) stated 
that one can expect high intercorrelations between STM and WM when verbal 
tasks are involved in the set of tests. This finding was confirmed in our study, 
since significant and high correlations were found between the composite STM 
and WM scores for both the blind and sighted children. 

7.4 Limitations and future directions

The studies described in this thesis can be interpreted as beads in a chain. 
Our beads did shed new light on hypotheses we had before we started this 
research. However, more beads are necessary to complete the chain. 
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The results also raise new questions, which we will discuss shortly in this 
paragraph. 

In the Chapters 2 and 3 we described the results of an assessment with TP 
with congenitally blind children attending mainstream education. This group 
of participants was very useful to measure different psychometric properties 
of the instrument, but is not composed of the average blind child in the 
Netherlands or Flanders. Children with acquired blindness were excluded 
from our studies. In cases of acquired blindness, for instance due to a brain 
tumor, a (progressive) disease or an accident, the results of an assessment with 
TP will be different from an assessment of congenitally blind children. Also 
the multiply disabled children, from which a large group attends the special 
schools, will perform different on an assessment with TP. In the near future, 
we hope to be able to show the results of the TP database that we started in 
2008, in which we put all clinical assessments with TP. In the database we 
gather information about different groups, both single and multiply disabled 
children, with congenital or acquired blindness, both attending mainstream 
education or schools for special needs education. With these results we get 
information of children not previously assessed with TP and follow up data of 
children already assessed with TP. One of the things we can do is to compare the 
results of children at mainstream and special schools and see whether multiply 
disabled children show more gaps in tactual functioning than children who are 
only blind. With the translation of TP into English (Withagen, Baerwaldt, 
Blok, & Hamelink, 2005), we are now able to extend the potential group of 
participants further. We hope to gain insight in the weak and strong skills 
of blind children attending mainstream schools in different countries. Since 
TP was developed on the basis of a task analysis of the daily tasks at school 
or at home in the Netherlands, we do not know whether there are cultural 
differences in the curricula on tactual functioning. Furthermore, with a larger 
group of participants it will be possible to improve the psychometric properties 
of TP. 

Another follow-up study, which can be recommended, is to repeat the same 
match-to-sample experiments described in the Chapters 4 and 5 with blind 
and sighted children and adults, but now with a focus on the influence of 
instruction and feedback on speed and accuracy and usage of EPs. With the 
present study, we have a baseline of the time people take to explore an object 
on the demanded dimension. Next, the influence of feedback on the response 
might be interesting to investigate. In our study accuracy did not improve over 
the series. It can be expected that participants improve in accuracy when they 
get feedback on their response. 
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It would be interesting to find out whether the significantly enhanced 
performance of the adults in comparison to the children on accuracy would 
disappear over the series with this feedback. Relevant research questions 
might be: “How much influence does instruction place upon performance” and 
“how can we guide the blind children best when we are teaching them new 
haptic skills”. 

In the group of children, we found no difference in tactual performance caused 
by the visual status. Within the two groups of participants, there was a lot of 
individual variation which we cannot explain yet. The cause for this difference 
in performance needs to be studied further. In order to find out how these 
skills correlate with tactual performance, more information about several 
capacities such as intelligence, memory and motor skills is needed. It still 
remains the question whether blindness leads to a kind of a general verbal 
memory compensation or that memory performance is more task dependent 
than construct dependent (short term memory versus working memory). 
Future studies on touch should also take task dependency more closely into 
account. 

To extend the study described in Chapter 6, a new study with a broader set 
of WM tasks can be recommended. In our study, all the tasks appealed on 
verbal capacities. A follow up study should include tasks which appeal more to 
the central executive system and the visual-spatial (or rather tactual-spatial) 
sketchpath (Baddeley, 2003a, 2003b). These tasks should be assessed with a 
group of blind and sighted children and also children with acquired blindness. 
This way one will gain more insight in the WM performance of blind and 
sighted children and the influence of type of task and onset of blindness. 

7.5 Clinical implications

Overall, the blind children performed well on everyday tactual tasks measured 
with TP as well as on the haptic match-to-sample task in the experiments. 
With these tactual skills it is possible for the blind children to integrate in 
mainstream schools and perform the daily tasks they meet at school. In this 
section, I will formulate practical suggestions, derived from the results on the 
three research questions.

The first question was whether congenitally blind children possess the 
prerequisites for tactual functioning in daily life. The blind children at the 
mainstream schools mastered 94% of the skills, which led to the conclusion, 
that this group possesses enough skills to execute daily tasks. 
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However, the group of congenitally blind children in the study described in 
the Chapters 2 and 3, is not representative for all blind children. In individual 
cases, for instance children with acquired blindness or additional problems, it 
is important to screen the tactual functioning of the child. I would recommend 
a tactual screening with the Shortened Version of TP with all blind children 
at relevant ages to detect possible gaps in tactual functioning. Since TP 
distinguishes six different age levels, A (1 and 2 years of age), B (3 and 4 years 
of age), C (5 and 6 years of age), D (6-8 years of age), E (9-11 years of age), F (12-
15 years of age), I would suggest to screen each blind child at least once at its 
own age-level. If a child performs well within its own age-level, an assessment 
with the extensive version of TP is not necessary. If a child performs poorly, I 
would recommend an assessment with the extensive version of TP. 

Besides the training of school-related skills (such as understanding tactile 
graphics, learning to read Braille with 6 fingers), it is also important to pay 
attention to practical tactual skills (make up your bed, cut meat, prepare a 
sandwich, cut your nails). Participants in the study described in Chapters 2 and 
3 seemed to perform worse on the domain ‘Practical Skills’ in comparison to the 
domains Tactual Sensory, Tactual Motor and Tactual Perceptual functioning. 
These results, however, were not analyzed in Chapters 2 and 3 since they 
were not assessed with all the participants. Parents told us that it took their 
blind child so much effort to integrate socially at the mainstream school that 
they did not learn or push their child to execute normal daily tasks such as 
preparing their sandwiches themselves, walking to school independently or 
making up their beds. I feel it is important for itinerant teachers that they 
include the Practical Skills in their TP assessment and discuss the results 
with parents, since the possession of the practical skills makes a child more 
independent in daily life.

The second research question concerned potential differences in tactual 
functioning between blind and sighted children. Our study, described in 
the Chapters 4 and 5 did not detect differences in the accuracy, efficiency or 
response times in the tactual functioning of these groups. They also used the 
same strategies to solve the different tasks. However, what we do know from 
clinical practice is that tactual accuracy and speed are more important for 
blind children than for sighted, as the exploration of objects by touch takes 
much more time than by sight. For this reason it is important to teach blind 
children to use their sense of touch as efficient as possible. I would recommend 
to more explicitly teach children efficient strategies. Even young blind children 
can be taught to execute EPs to gather specific information. 
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Sighted parents or teachers sometimes forget to describe all the tactile 
properties of objects or the environment which the blind child could 
explore. We should teach the blind child more explicitly which strategy is 
the most efficient to gather specific information with the intention to speed 
up exploratory behaviors. Furthermore, I would recommend teaching the 
children the difference between ‘general exploration’ of stimuli and ‘goal-
driven exploration’ and the instances when they should use the one or the 
other. General exploration concentrates on aspects such as: what is this, does 
it feel nice, what kind of features can I discover? This kind of exploratory 
behavior can be stimulated by early interventionists and later by itinerant 
teachers. Besides promoting general exploration it is important to challenge 
the blind children to speed up during goal-driven exploration and to learn to 
ignore unimportant tactile information, that is, inhibit irrelevant input. 

Research question three concerned the verbal memory of blind versus sighted 
children. In our study, described in Chapter 6, the blind children outperformed 
their sighted peers on all the verbal memory tasks. This enhanced capacity 
should be used as a compensatory strategy. When touching is time-consuming, 
we should find ways to use this capacity in an optimal way.

Finally, it is important to gather as much information as possible about the 
individual capacities of each blind child, in order to help him or her to use these 
capacities in the most optimal way for living, education and future work. Since 
nowadays blind children are mostly integrated in mainstream schools it is 
important that they learn to make efficient use of every possible compensation 
strategy, whether it is touch, memory or something else to keep up with their 
sighted classmates and be truly integrated. 
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